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FORZJORD

This GUIDE TO THE T3iCHIITG OF R2iLDIITG THE JU1TIOR HIGH
SCHOOL, GRID-3S 6, 7, 8, is intended privarily for toachors
charged directly with the responsibility for reading i-l-
provouent in tho junior high schools. It should bo helpful,
howovor, for any toachor concerned with the total aevelop
nontal reading progran in the city.

It attempts to provide a brief framework of referoace
highlighting the research findings on which good classroom
practice is built, the major emphasos of our prograu, and
sone procoduros for diagnosis and teaching. Tho wide range
of reading ability levels within the classroom, the many
intorosts, and the largely undefined goals of the adolescent
make pDnning lessors and activities with him a challengo
for all teachers.

Tho GUIDE, therefor°, contains more of what has worked
and how-to-do-it than why. It is not intended as a total
curriculum, nor is it a substitute for college courses in
the teaching of reading. The book is intended rather as
a nastor manual" for assisting teachers in selecting
methods and materials to carry out certain objectives of
the program. The purpose of the GUIDE is, then, to help
teachers to help pupils to read more efficiently, moro
critically, and more enthusiastically.

The usual procedure in the writing of curricula is to
list short range, intormediate range and long rango goals
for the particular program. Though many specific objectives
arc delineated throughout this GUIDE, the most important goal
is quito simply TO HELP E24.CH STUDENT TO R'ST.D 3ETTER TH2ITT HE
EOW DOES.
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THE DEVELOPIEYTAL READING PROGRAM

Questions and ,Inswors

WHI1T IS DEVELOPILENTAL READING?

It is a curriculum emphasis in which the student's read-
ing skills are strengthened and perfected throughout his total
K-12 school career. Tho pupils read for a purpose from materials
which arc on a "loyal with the reader's own devolopmort." Tho
program is described further thus:

(It) gives recognition to the sequential
development of reading skills extending
fron the lowost primary grades through
grade twelve, and possibly oven into col-
loge...it is no longer assumed that a
child learns to road in grade one, or two,
or cyan in the primary grades, but that
ho learns a kind of reading at each suc-
ceeding levol...is developing his read-
ing skills and abilities along a continuum
with each stop of his progress leading to
a logical next stop...a continuous process
of growth. It is possible for everyone to
improve his reading, however well ha now
roads. 3xcellont readers can imprgve to
the point of greater excellence...I

WHY IS IrSTRUCTION EXTEYDED BEYOND GRADE SCHOOL?

The foregoing explanation infers that a wide variation
in reading abilities exists among groups of students. Evan
within the reader a variation of skill proficiency may bo
noted. Some pupils still are inadequate roaclors at the low-
est level of basic skills; others are inadequato at critical
reading. Thoro is more to reading than what was once, assumod.

Lnd there is more to be road and learned today. Junior
and senior high school teachers have up-dated their coursos
to include very sophisticated understandings; more roading is
required in many courses.

Finally, with the barrage of words to be listened to and
road--words chosen to influoncc the individual's docisions--
instruction in the critical level reading skills is necessary.

1 Developental RoadiniT, Illinois Curriculum Program, adminis-
tration and Supervision Series, Bulletin L-5, pp. 8-9.
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THE DEVELOPMEITTAL READING PROGRLI.1

WHY DOES EVERY STUDENT RECEIVE INSTRUCTION?

1/-aaLLILlag21211SLUalaun.onlY
junior high school, as is done in most school systems,
Lastafar_aulls would be served. developmental
program, in contrast, strives tohclitall students
grow in the ability to road many materials effectively
with personal satisfaction. Corrective instruction is
given in small groups within the regular class period
or during extra homeroom periods. The multilevel materials
simplify this extra drill work.

Provisions arc made for small classes for remedial
instruction. In these classes special units arc taught
to capture the interest of the reluctant reader. Efforts
arc; made to improve the self-image of such students by
having them assume responsibility for planning, and by
having goals which they can reach. As time goes on it
is hoped that more tutorial work can be offgraaby,

lreleasin ono of the teachers from a class load, or
by employing a social remedial teacher in each building.

NEAT IS L. BIILLECED RELDING PROGRLM?

Balance in the reading program is achieved by stressing
three aspects of reading:

improvement of the basic and advanced skills
improvement of skills needed to read special
subjects
opportunity to road for recreation; improve-
ment of taste

A survey of the contents of this GUIDE will show the scope
of the program.

IS THERE A SEQUENCE OF SKILLS?

Yes, before one can do critical reading there arc
many low= level skills. The chart which follows shows
these general skills. Each teacher must be coomizant of
the stops throur'h which a leamajmatprozrass before

skill to OV3:1 the sim-lest task. Teachers
of grades 7 and should familiarize themselves with the
teacherTs manual of the grade 6 basal reader program,
particularly in the area of word perception.
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BASIC READING SKILLS NECESSARY FOR A MATURE READER

I

SKILL
LEVEL

i To Use:

1. Sight Vocabulary -
(Ren!ember Word Forms)

2. Phonetic and Structurcl
Analysis

3. Contextual Clues
4. Syllabication
5. Dictionary Skills

INDEPENDENT
WORD
RECOGNITION

II

COMPREHENSION
LEVEL

To understand:

1. Literal or Sense meanings
a. Main ideas c. Conclusions
b. Details d. Vocabulary

2. Implied or Non-literal
Meanings
a. Inferences
b. Author's purpose, mood,

tone
c. Generalizations

UNDERSTANDING
THE AUTHOR'S
MESSAGE

III

CRITICAL
LEVEL

To develop criteria to:

I. Weigh author's assumptions,
biases, and competence

2. Evaluate relevancy,
authenticity and
reliability of content.

JUDGMENTAL OR
EVALUATIVE
REACTIONS TO
WHAT HAS
BEEN READ

IV

CREATIVE
LEVEL

To integrate ideas acquired
through reading with previous
experience:

1. Analysis 3. Selection
2. Comparison 4. Synthesis

Accurate assimilation (convergent)

Free association and imagination
(divergent)

NEW INSIGHTS
ON OLD IDEAS

NEW IDEAS OR
ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS

*In reality these levels are not distinct nor exclusive, but fluid. esoe-these
cially between levels I & II, II & III, III & IV.

**Unfortunately the source of this chart has been lost.
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TH2 DEVELOPMENT41L READING PROGR l

IS THERE A SEQUEITCE OF SKILLS?

The grade level at which each skill is reintroduced,
presented for the first time, or considered to be mastered
is not included in this GUIDE. The book, Reading_ in_ Grades

Ourriculuri Bulletin, Yo. 11, Board of education,
New York City, or other professional references suggest when
these skills might be emphasized by grade level. There is
,:such overlapping in any charted sequence of skills.

The basal books used at each grade level remind
teachers of skills which should receive attention. The
individual pupil's demonstrated needs show whether
reinforcement is necessary and what -1119222u11.2.2 of
his program should bo.

WHLT PROVISIONS FOR GROUPING EXIST?

Administrative groupings arc arranged on recommenda-
tion of the teachers who have known the pupils. In the
first quarter's analysis of abilities it may be apparent
that shifts from ono group to another would benefit
several pupils. If so, this rearrarigeent is effected
through the department chairman and principal. ',Then two
teachers arc scheduled with back-to-back classes, they
may regroup for instruction uithout disturbing the office.
In the eighth grade during the laboratory experience it is
common to rearrange class assignments for individual pupils
or small groups.

Three administrative groupings for reading arc:

HONORS --one or two sections of pupils. at least
two grade levels above grade placoment;
approximately thirty pupils per section.

REMED=4--one or. two sections per grade level;
approximately fifteen in each class.

Some are slow learners who need a spc-
cial program adjustment. Some merely
need to catch up and when they do, they
arc transferred to a heterogeneous or
regular section. The word DEVELOPIIE:TLL
is given to those classes in Naperville.



THE DEVELOPMENTAL READING PROGRAM

WHAT PROVISIONS FOR GROUPING EXIST?

REGULAR --all other sections. a wide range of ability
exists in these classes, as one might expect.
In an eighth grade on a standardized test the
range may be from 4.5, the base of the test,
to 12.0+, the ceiling. This saute range is
present in the content subjects, of course.

Each teacher is currently assignod five clas-
es of dcvelopncntal reading and a homcroom.

WHLT SPECIAL PURPOSES DETERMIY3 GROUPINGS?

WHOLE
CLLSS --to conduct an Informal Group Inventory

to introduce a skill now to all
to introduco now materials
to review a skill which will thou be practiced

in multi -level materials
to discuss a story or book which all have road
to work on special units such as:

library orientation; rcforonco locations
a nowspapor unit
the analysis of election propaganda

SMALL
GROUP --to practice a skill in which several pupils

arc deficient
to listcn via headsets to tapo rocordod spoil-

ing lessons, listening lossons, and storios

INDIVID-
UALIZED
PRACTICEto reveal to the teachor weaknesses which

ncod attention
to practice and loam through repetition cer-

tain skills using material at a reading
level suitable for instruction

to use the controlled roader machines at a
speed comfortable for improvement in
rate of comprehension

HON CAN SET= GROUPS BE TAUGHT AT ONCE? A plan follows.

li
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THE D2VEDQEEQIIIa

THE B: LL REI1DER--Grade 6

The story-typo basal reader is the backbone of the read-
ing program in sixth grade. The new series is beautifully
illustrated; the stories aro interesting and thought-
provoking. In time the enrichment book above tho basal and
the book below it will supplant others in use.

The basal reader has those particular advantages for
teaching reading at this first level in the junior high
school:

1. It provides a familiar tool for pupils
moving to a new school. Pupils who got
along in grade school have to make many
adjustments to larger numbers of bigger
pupils, lockers, and many more teachers.

2. It provides a built-in sequence of skills,
spelled out in the manual, so the teacher
can conduct a sound program of instruction
for most children.

3. It provides for the teacher new to the
teaching of reading a complete GUIDEBOOK
bound with the stories. This is really
a professional book on the teaching of
reading. I:any experienced teachers "got
their start" in the teaching of reading
with a well.Twritten manual. The special
articles by the experts are good.

4. It provides a testing program. This is
especially convenient at 6th grade where
the cumulative reading record is started
for junior high.

5. It provides up-lifting themes which can
be extended with other materials. Because
skills are identified with each story,
individual practice can be provided as needed.

The basal readers do not leave the classroom. From the
teacherfs point of view thor are a vehicle for teachin
skills, :.,11 other beauties are fringe benefits of the
developmental reading plan.

13
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THE DEVELOPMENTAL READING PROGRAM

TEACHING TIPS--Grade 6

Honors Class and other Independent Readers

1. Develop study guides and goal sheets for work to
be done over a two-week or so period. Have chal-
lenging activities to extend their personal choice
literature. STAY OUT OF THEIR WAY while they are
reading silently unless you schedule individual
conferences. Call them together for discussion
on a pre-arranged schedule.

2. Determine what skills they realms need. Do not
assume too much, but limit drill on skills which
need only a brief review. Individualize this drill.
Be sure to train pupils well in the use of the
dictionary.

3. Use the Junior Great Books critical reading tech-
niques for longer and deeper selections.

4. Have a feu pupils help as story consultants in hetero-
geneous classes, if rapport is good and if their
own work and recreational reading is not impaired.

5. Help these students develop a love for now words
and hold them to precision in expression. Use a
mind-stretcher vocabulary yourself. Let them know
that you appreciate the new words which they bring
to class.

Reular Classes

1. In addition to any or all of the above, spend
enough time setting the routines so that the
atmosphere is right for grouping and individual-
izing. The class should move from activity to
activity quietly.

2. Teach the first unit pretty much by the book to
get the feel of the class and to observe for re-
grouping. Do not spend weeks on one story.

3. Sot up a chart with activities to be done when
assigned work is completed. Have them do more
yritiag than circling of words and drawing lines .
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TEACHING TIPS.--Gradc 6

Regular Class°.

4. Plan tc chock assigned work carcfully thc first
quarter on a sort of rotation basis, by groups.
Try random checking of ccrtain itcms. Sot up
keys for checking, but chock the chcckers.

5. Use supplcmontary books both above and bclo the
basal. Use the old basals, which arc a little
easier, for supple7lentary work and the old work-
book shoots for drill. Mount drill shoots and
color code thcLl using thc wording on thc cuaula-
tivc reading record as a guide.

6. have childrcn read to tape to share their stories.

1. Have a quostion-of-the-day for thorn to look up
in dictionary or text upon cntoring thc room.

2. Set routines carefully and be consistcrt in what
you ask thorn to do. Be consistently firm, too.
Develop a classroom esprit do corps through ucritod
praise: for littlo bits of progress.

3. Give daily warm-up drills on thc confusing abstract
untouchables: though, through, thorough, etc.

4, Use thc "Joamon '.Tords Spelling Lists for sight T.TOrdS

5. Usc thc tachistoscope for built-in attention and
quick recognitiondaily 5 to 10 minutcs.

6. Have silent reading ovcry clay with directims
written simply, so explanations can be read.
3itch diroctions within a tost and doduct points
for failure to read directions.

7. Lct two pupils do workbook activities as a toam. The
object is lots of reading and a fooling of succoss.

3. 7,fork on likenesses and diffcronces, conparisons
and contrasts for inference reading.

15
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TE.tOHIiTG TIPSGrade 6

Remedial ClasbJs

9. Try to get these children to visualizo what they
road. ,Isk ""trhat do you see?"

10. Have many daily-life reading activities: cereal
boxes, how-to-make things, catalogues, want-ads, etc.

11. Train i:ionitors for taking attendance, chocking
materials, and roading the bulletins.

12. Have pupils keep spacial interest foldersindivid-
ual folders for paragraphs and pictures.

SPEC= PROJECTS-Grade 6

1. Inveutorir of Studonts' Litorar'r Dack_:round, a
middle grade survoy, of children s classics and
other good books, is a good guide for future
reading. (Scott, Foresman)

2. Figurative languago lists aro fun. ("Food for
thought" --cool as a cucumber, in a stow, half-baked )

3. Listening to tapes of talks with children's authors
such as Harguerito Honry enriches young readers.

4. Library book browsors choose books on the basis of
student-written resumes. (Honors Class project)

a. Teacher selects ten different titles
of which there aro multiple copies.

b. Ton groups of children, throe par
:roups choose their book.

c. Books are read and discussed with teacher.
d. Summaries are written, checked, than writ-

ten on 3:r5 cards and pasted in books.
o. Card with ton now words in context is

slippe in library pocket of book.
f. Oonprohonsion questions based on book

are written on another card and put
in library book poelcct.



THE DEVELOPMENTAL READING PROGRAM

CVERVIEW- -,1;21;DE

Story-type
BASAL READER S

STUDY SKILLS

IParts of text
Scholastic
Dictionary
Library
orientation

HONORS--Cavalcades
Wide Horizons
Lippincott 6

REGULARCavalcades
Wide Hori-

zons
Open High-

ways

S

E SUPPLEMENTARY

U People &
E Progress
tJ More People &
T Progress
I Basal Workbook
A Pages
L

DEVELOPMEr OF CONCEPTS

; Text Book Lists
SPELLING L-Common Words & Dr. Spello

Word attack skills Vocabulary building Proofreading
(Rules in use)

jL
I

T
E
N
I

N
G

REMEDIAL (15-13) S

Open Highways I

Stories to
Remember

Webster Clinic S

The AIM of the lesson governs
the use of the materials.

40+ minutes daily
all year
all pupils

Reading Lab
Kits

Vocabulary kits

PERSONAL CHOICE

Library Books & Paperbacks
Pilot Library
Old Supplementary sets

FREE READING for GROWTH

I
INDIVIDUALIZED

READING APPROACH

FIRST QUARTER -- Appraisal Basal Reader, daily, 3 weeks
Spelling (Perhaps 10 words with endings

common words -- 3 week block)
Study Skills Library Book Reading

SECOND QUARTER -- Library Orientation Spelling Reading
BALANCE OF YEAR -- Basal Reader Activities Spelling
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THE DEVELOPMENTAL READING PROGRAM

TEXTBOOKS and MATERIALS--Grade 6

PLEfDIITG: BASIC TEXTS

Lippincott, J.B.

Lyons and Carnahan

Basic Reader 6 (..--'.vanced)

Stories '6) Ro..tember
(easier book)

Scotts Foresman and Company Cavalcades (general use)
Open Highways (easier
book)
Bright Horizons 6 (advanced)

Uorkbooks may not have been ordered.

READING: SUPPLEIMTTARY HATERI_LLS

2,msco School Publication, Inc. Reading, Spelling, Vocabu-
lary, Pronunciation.

Continental Press Reading and Thinking
Skills (ditto mastors)

Ginn 'Jings To Adventure

Lyons and Carnahan Phonies Tie Use

1:acKillan Lots Go Ahead

McGra-Hill, Tebstcr Division obster Reading Clinic
and Nord Wheels
:Tebster Practice Readers
Conquests in Reading

Merrill .1dventure Lands

Science Research Lssociates Graph and Picture Skills
Reading Laboratory
Pilot Library
Vocabulab III

Scott, Foresman and Company People and Progress
More People and Progress

SPELLING: BASIC TEXTS

McGraw-Hill, ':Tebster Division Basic Goals in Spelling 6
Dr. Spello (remedial)

Movies and filmstrips for reading and spelling may be ordered
frof2 LVID, a central source for audio-visual materials in
DuPagc County. :30= films and filmstrips zre available in
tho buildings. Preview before using.

18
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THE DEVELOPMENTAL READING PROGRAM

READING for INFORMATION and the LABORATORYGrades 7 and 8

In seventh and cighth gradcs the most obvious change in
the progro :i is a shift away from the story-contored basal
reader. How to road in many kinds of matcrials for purposes
closely associated with their rcading moods in math, social
studios, science and othcr acadomic disciplines is a major
goal. Pupils arc expootod to develop competonco in:

locating information in tcztbook and reforonce
books of general and specific coverago

using tho context clues for understanding thc
vocabulary introduced in cach subject

knowing how to study cach subject and how to
put the (30R mothod to work

pacing the speed of reading for the purpose
for reading and thc difficulty of thc matcrial

thc critical reading of both free choice books
and those assigned as infOrmation-typo rcading

rcading at doepor levels of approciation

For some who still lack word recognition skills and the
ability to find or to state the main idca, there is spocial
practice and lots of it. Isolated drills, an easy to rood
workbook in the content areas, and practico with short
paragraphs off ect sem° improvement.

In both grades thc basal book is an outlino for ty)_e
review of skills in a step-to-step sequonco. Teachers and
pupils note Phot coos on in reading unadorned by a protty
story. Pupils are taught to use tho la.nguago of rcading
such as, inforonce, critical roading, and roto of comprohen-
sion.

The basal roader is used as a_sulAz12F.rd for practico
in the multilovol and multinedia resources available in cach
school. skill is reviewed or introduced as nouded. It is
practiced as lonq as it is '23c:clod for thc dovelopnent of a
particular pupil s growth in reading. His repetitious
practico, however, does not hold up the others in his class
because of the laboratory nature of the program.

19
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THE DEVELOPMENTAL READING PROGRAM

READING FOR =FORMATION and the LABORATORY--- Grades 7 aud 8

In seventh crrade the program is still primarily teacher-
directed on a day-to-day basis. A coDprchensive reference
unit is taught with the cooperation of the librarian, the
social studies and science teachers.

Pupils choose a topic of interest to thou. The topic is
narrowed, often a difficult problem. General encyclopedia
coverage is noted. The emphasis, however, is to move beyond
encyclopedia material by:

finding specific books, possibly primary sources
reading to solve the particular problem posed by

the limitations of the question to be answered
stating a co]lclusion in a brief sunmary answering

the question accurately

The _Ibridrred :coders? Guide to periodical literature is re-
viewed. Special dictionaries, yearbooks and annuals arc
read to find the most current inforuation.

The laboratory approach is used to individualize in-
struction in cio.hth rrradc. The organizational skills of the
teacher are challenged. Lnalyzing needs, selecting the
right material for the purpose, determining whether growth
is actually taking placer -all these busy the laboratory
teacher. But it is worth it. Pupils want to work in study
periods, before and after school to accomplish their goals.
(Pages 19-23 in this section describe the organization of
the laboratory work.)

Sono goals are stated in, quantities such as: try for
10 steps growth in this kit, or for 200 wpm rate of compre-
hension with that material. These accomplisftlents are easily
recognized by the pupil who helped to set the goals.

The quarterly evaluation, however, is based on whether
or not skill in a particular aspect of the reading process
is improving. Teachers look for carry over from. class work
to the personal choice reading. (Sec =DING ILTROVEHE:T
SC0a2CLRD and CUMULATIVE RECO2D.)

The charts and lists of materials on the next two pages
highlight the publishers! programs. It is understood that
teachers choose from the many materials those which bast suit
the purpose of the general lesson or the need of the pupil,



THE DEVELOPMENTAL READING PROGRAM

ii

C O N T E N T

PROGRAM OVERVIEWGRADE 7

Reading of
INFORMATION-TYPE

BASAL TEXT MULTILEVEL
Advanced

READING
Skills

I SRA Reading
0 Laboratory
R

STUDY SKILLS

Be a Better Reader, I ' G I Reading for

Student Text Books
A
N-.

Understanding

Dictionaries I 1 Study Skills
Encyclopedias Z Kits & Guides
Atlases E
One Topic References D Vocabulary

Step Books
by 7.--"1/

FITEFERENCE UNIT Step' 1 Speed Drills
LISTENING Reading &
11 Thinking

SPELLING
Word attack Rules

Text Book Lists
Common Words
Spelling Labs

REMEDIAL
PERSONAL CHOICE

Tachistoscopic
Word Recog.
Phonics
Webster Clinic

ITeenAge Tales

The AIM of the lesson governs
the use of the materials.

40+ minutes daily
all year
all pupils

Library Books & Paperbacks
Periodicals
Pilot Library

FREE READING for GROWTH
in taste, READING HABIT

Junior Great
Books

Individualized
Approach

FIRST QUARTER -- Appraisal Content Reading Study Spelling
SECOND QUARTER -- Basal Reader with Extensions Spelling
THIRD QUARTER -- Basal Reader with Extensions Spelling
FOURTH QUARTER -- Personal Choice Projects Evaluation

I - 15
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THE DEVELOPMENTAL READING PROGRAM

TEXTEnICS ald KLTERIALS--Gradc 7

READIITG; BASIC TE:f:TS

MacMillan

Prontice-Hall

Ldvancod Skills in Read-
ing I

Be .1 Bettor Reader I
(Content Subjects)

READING: SUPPLEMENT" Y MATERIALS

Lmsco School Publications, Inc. Reading, Spollinr;, Vocabu-
lary, Pronunciation
(ml?) Norkbook

Bureau of 21.11cations, Teach- ::cCall-Crabbs Standard
crs Collogc, Columbia Univcr- Tost Lessons--CID
sity

Continental Press Rcading Thinking (ditto)

Educational Dcvelopuontal
Laboratories

Groat Books Foundation

Heath, D.C., and Company

Hammond and Coapany

Holt, Rinchart and :Tinston

McGraw-Hill, obstor Division

Science Resoarch 2ssociatos

ScottlForesman and Company

Liston and Think Tapes
Controlled Rcadcr, files
and Guides--E,F,G-H

Flash -1r and discs
Tach-x and filnstrips
Study Skills Library

Junior Groat Books--4

Teen Age Talcs

Words _Irc Iuportant (Orangc)

;ford Nealth, Jr.

Nobstcr Classroo-:a Clinic
-jobstor Practice, Rcaders

Bettor Rcading Book, I
Pilot Library
Rcading Laboratory
Rcading for Undorstanding,
Junior and Gcncral

Basic Rcading Skills for
Junior High School Use

SPELLIMISISLTEXT AND SUPPLEMENTARY

McGraw-Hill, 7,cbstor Division Basic Goals in Spoiling 7
Scionce Rescarch Lssociatcs Spoiling Laboratory



THE DEVELOPMENTAL'READING PROGRAM

PROGRAM OVERVIEW--GRADE

Irm
READING LABORATORY

BASAL TEXT: Advanced Skills II
4/CONTE N T Readin MULTILEVEL

STUDY SKILLS MULTIMEDIA

Review Grade 7 Work Individualized
Patterns of Writing Approach

Skimming & Scanning I Vocabulary
SQ 3R & Guided Study NOTE BOOK
Test Taking Tips
Be a Better Reader II Greek and Latin

Roots & Affixes
Guide to Periodicals

Interest Units

11

ti-

Projects

SPELLING
Taught as part of LAB Work

REMEDIAL
(Special Units)

Cars
Sports
Trade Magazines
Fashions
Homemakin,

The AIM of the lesson governs
the use of the materials.

40+ minutes daily
all year
all pupils

Text Book Lists
Common Words
Tachistoscopic Flash
Spelling Labs

4,

PERSONAL CHOICE

Library Books & Paperbacks
Literature Sampler
Periodicals

FREE READING for GROWTH

CRITICAL READING EMPHASIS

Speed of Comprehension

Junior Great
Books

Propaganda in
Advertising

FIRST QUARTER -- Appraisal Study Skills Review Basics
SECOND QUARTER -- Laboratory Work Special Units Books
THIRD QUARTER -- Laboratory Work Special Units Books

FOURTH QUARTER -- Personal Choice Evaluation Summary

I 21 #
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TEXTBOOKS and MATERIALSGrad° 8

R=ING: BASIC TEXTS

Prontico-Hall

RELDING: SUPPLEM-7011RY MAT FRILLS

Amsco School Publications, Inc.Roading, Spoiling, Vocabu-
lary, Pronunciation (asvp)
Workbook

Bureau of Publications, Teach -- EcCall-Crabbs Standard
ors College, Columbia Univor- Test Lessons--C,D,3
sity

Continental Pross

Educational Development
Laboratories

Advanced Skills in Road-
ing II

Bo a Bettor Roador II
(Content Subjects)

Reading & Thinking (ditto)

Controlled Roador, Films
and Guides E,F,G-H,H-G
Flash-x and discs
Liston and Read tapes
Study Skills Library
Tach-x and filmstrips
'lord Cluos

Encyclopedia Britairnica Pross Litorature Sampler

Groat Books Foundation

Hammond and Company

Heath, D.C. and Company

Holt, Rinehart and Winston

McGraw, Uobster Division

Scionco Roscarch Lssociates

Junior Groat Books--5

Uords _Ire Important

Toon _Igo Tales

Trord Wealth, Jr.

Tobster Classroon Clinic

Better Reading Books
Pilot Library
Reading Laboratory
Reading Lccolorator
Reading for andorstanding2
Junior and Gonoral

SPELLING: BASIC TEXT

McGraw-Hill, '.febstor Division Basic Goals in Spoiling 8
Scionco Rosoarch .,Issociatos Spelling Laboratory



THE DEVELOPMENTLL RRADING PROGRAM

ORG,TIZING FOR LABORATORY IrSTRUCTIONGrade 8

I. Testing, analysis, goal setting

L. Collection of test data (Begin this in September. )

1. Cumulative reading folder
2. Survey and diagnostic tests of this year

B. Placement tests, multilevel materials (September)

1. '5ord recognition (Problems affect all reading.)

a. Use Boyd or other diagnostic test if needed.
b. Use words in 8th grade spelling text.
c. Use Be a Better Reader, II, p. 14, p. 55.

2. Vocabulary (Choose best material for purpose.)

a. 7:Tord Clues (EDL)

(1. Administer placement test.
(2. Test use of 10 words in sentences.

b. Words 2LreInzartant (Orange or brown)

3. General comprehension and inference

a. Rcadino- for UnderstandluE (SRL)

(1. Sec 7th grade records or give test.
(2. Place students at level of success.

b. acadjLaboratorl (sRa)

(1. Use test to find Power Builder level,
(2. .1ssign beginning color level in kit.

4. Rate and comprehension

a. EcCall-Crabbs Books C, D, 2,

(I. Adnialistor tests 1 and 5, selecting
book best suited to pupil.

(2. Select book from which he missed no
more than two answers.
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THE DEVELOPLEITTAL READIG PROGRAM

LABORATORY INVEETORIES--Grade 3

b. Better ReadiriL, Simpson, (5R.), Bock I or II

(1. 2xamine 7th grade record to determine
book to use

(2. .1.dminister tests 1 and 5. Computo
EFF3CTIV2 READE7G

(3. 3xamine vocabulary score.

c. Controlled Reader and Study Guides (`:ice'.)

(1. Choose from sot 2, F, or GP depending
on general ability of group being tested,

(2. Give at least two lessons at speed
comfortable for most of the class.

(3. Determine film set and rate on basis of
foregoing. (Individual machines are
used later.)

5, Spelling -- have lessons on tapo for working ahead,

a. Common Words list--Chock previous records.
b. Basic Goals in S ellinr, 8--Give diagnostic test.
c. Lab SRI -- Give placement test.

C. Analysis -- Questions to guide teacher and student.

1. Lro word recognition skills weak?

a. Is there a history of speech problens?
Hearing? Vision?

b. Has he a firm grasp of the use of phonics
principles?

c. Can he read the phonetic markings in a
dictionary entry?

d. Uhcro is the problom in the now word?

2. Is vocabulary development weak?

a. If the word is pronounced for him, does ho
know its meaning?

b. Does he have a specialized vocabulary
(i. e. automotive) which indicates ability
to handle multi-syllabic words if they moan
something to him?

2 G
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THE.DEVELOPMENTAL READING PROGRAM

ANALYSIS of DIFFICULTIES--Grade 8

c. How can he increase his vocabulary
effectively with materials he can
read? Prefixes roots, suffixes?

d. Does he use context clues too little?
Too much, with little precision in
defining?

3. Is this a comprehension problem?

a. Can he find the key words in a sentence?
b. Does he see that a well-written paragraph

has a main idea? Can he find it?
c. Does he find supporting details? Does he

know that a paragraph may be developed to
include comparison, contrast, description
of a process, etc.?

d. Does the lack of ability to think abstractly
inhibit his ability to infer or to think
critically?

e. Can he follow the train of thought in a
longer passage?

4. Is this a rate problem?

a. What retards his rate of reading? Katerial
too difficult? Lingering eye problem? Old
oral reading habits? Is he afraid of being
quizzed on minute details?

b. Does he read too rapidly for comprehension?
Superficial reader who must be first to finish?

c. Can he judge how he should pace his reading?

5. That is causing the difficulty in spelling?

a. Are the words in his listening and reading
vocabularies?

b. Does he know the basic rules for spelling?
c. Is this a penmanship problem in which he does

not see the correct form as he practices it?
d. How does he go about learning to spell a new

word? Does he have good visual memory?
e. Is this a pronunciation or hearing problem?
f. Can he proofread his own work? Can he find

misspelled words in typed copy?

2"
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LABORATORY SCHEDULING- -Grade 8

D. Goal setting and scheduling

1. Individual goal sheets

a. Determine with the student, areas of greatest
need.

b. Set minimum requirements as to number of
lessons or practices to be done, within the
quarter. Help pupil to set realistic goals.

c. Have pupil plan a weekly schedule making
sure that he includes at least one spelling
lesson.

d. Try to see that he gets variety in his plan.
e. Help him to see that he competes only with

himself and that his grade will be based on
how far he gets toward the goal he has set.

2.. Scheduling of pupils and material's

a. Teach care of books, films, materials, and
machines.

b. Establish the fact that each person is re-
sponsible for getting and returning materials,
for settling down to work, for putting the
room in order for the next class. For some
rotandividta.ls it may be necessary to
limit their activities until they show that
they can work in a laboratory set up.

c. Organize a master schedule for groups to use
machines and materials of limited quantities)
so there is no argument and so the teacher
will know what must be available in a class
period.

d. Post clear directions for the use of each
material.

e. THOROUGHLY instruct the students in the use
of one material (main idea etc.) before
introducing the next. Be prepared to repeat
the instructions.

f. Return to the basal reader for clarification
of skill develorr.ent.

g. Plan to include time for recreational reading
within the week.

28
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LABORATORY, EVALUATION of the.ACT1VITY--Grade 8

II. Evaluation of progress

A. The total laboratory experience -- Consider:

1. Is the work purposeful for each pupil? Is the
room quiet enough for study?

2. Does each pupil know vraat the drill material
stresses? Have you analyzed his mistakes and
successes and changed his program accordingly?

3. Can you adapt more of the available materials
for independent study?

4. Did the group enjoy their work?

B. Evaluation of each pupilts progress

1. Has he net the goals which he set for himself?

2. Does post-testing indicate progress?

3. aas he gained in self-concept and confidence?

4. Is progress in prepared materials reflected in
his ability to read from his library books more
successfully? Is he finishing more books?

5. Has he used the homeroom reading lab periods?

The junior high reading teachers like those in the grade
schools organize for instruction well in advance of a particu-
lar lesson. Continuous appraisal reveals who needs what, when,
and at what level of difficulty. This GUIDE should make clear
to all readers that:

the AIM of the lesson governs That materials are
chosen and HO7 they will be used.

SPECIAL HELPS FOR THE TEACHER, which follows, recog-
nizes that in spite of onets excellent plans some pupils will
not be motivated immediately. EFFECTIVE QUESTIONING and the
INQUIRY TalCHER reminds readers that when teacher is talking,
pupils are not usually reading.
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SPECIAL HELPS FOR THE NEW TEACHER

Four basic characteristics are necessary for success
as a teacher of junior high school reading. These are:

understanding the reading process

organizing for effective instruction

keeping good records

understanding the junior high pupil

This GUIDE is primarily an attempt to help new teachers
to understand somethin about the readin rocess and its im

i

-

plementation n classroom practice in Naperville. it will
not take the place of professional courses. It might act as
a kind of pre-primer introducing the teacher to the vocabu-
lary and a few procedures of value.

Organizinp for effective instruction includes establish-
ing routines for.

running, a smooth operation in the classroom

planning the quarterts work and daily work

planning group and single-reader activities

ILe2121aLoolrecords involves the day-to-day appraisal
of progress, the quarterly report cards, and the cumulative
reading record. Teachers find it useful to nake many copies
of their classes by periods using the duplicator. Separate
notebook pages or a file box with a card per pupil can be
useful for noting deficiencies, scores, and interests. _1

yearly pupil goal sheet, a class record and a cumulative
reading record are found in section II.

Understandinathej_u]lioi_h_d_ghpunil is a lifo's work.
He is at tines an enigma wrapped up in a puzzle," to para-
phrase Churchillts comment on a foreign power. Psychology
books on pre-adolescent behavior are important, of course,
but sometimes class-tested tips are more useful those early
days in September when one needs a good idea in a hurry.
The suggestions which follow arc offered with hunility and
without references.
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SPECIAL HELPS FOR THE NEW TEACHER

1. Plan for written work on the first day: inventory-survey,
diagnostic spelling test on tape, interest inventory, or
something similar. Have extra pencils and paper. Hava a
magazine on each desk for free reading.

2. List on the board the equipment you expect to have brought
to class daily. Be sure to include, LIBRLaY BOOK.

3. 'Alit for attention before addressing the group. Stand,
look pleasant, and wait. Look at those who may be talk-
ing. Mention the name quiet)y, but 77AIT. Then begin guilay.

4. Permit pupils to keep the seats they take when they enter
the room and have them sign their names. The first per-
son in the row can check attendance for you the next day.
Warn anyone who may need to have the seat changed, ONCE,
If misbehavior continues, move his seat at once to the
fringe (Siberia) seat and decide by tomorrow where his
place will be. Under no circumstance start a musical
chairs business. If necessary have the pupil stand, AWAY
from the board or table for a time.

5. If two buddies talk or use annoying silent communication,
put them in the SAME ROW with seats between them.

6. Be consistent. 3e firm. For the first two weeks keep a
tight ship. Praise (note: apPRfiISal) what was done the
first day.

7. If you learn of interests of the less-able readers, get
books from the library for them. Commend individuals for
good work or achievement outside of reading class. Post
pictures of the Naperville high school sports and other
events. Help pupils look ahead.

3. Have a cartoon corner or some spot of daily news.

9. Display daily papers of work well done. For remedial
pupils, put papers up before the period and pass them
back in class if there is any danger of embarrassment.
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EFFECTIVE QUESTIONING and the INQUIRY TEACHER

The teachers of reading who get to the basal reader
questions that ask, "How do you think Sue should solve her
problem? -Jhy?" have evidence of the good thinking which
can take place when children get the opportunity to do it.
The reading teachers who use the Great Books techniques for
questioning sec the excitement engendered by open-end dis-
cussion. Thosc who have taken the Great Books training
sessions realize that it is not easy to form good questions
which motivate critical thinking.

How can the teacher of reading help pupils to become
problem solvers, to think critically and creatively about
a problem, to learn how to learn? He improves his question-
ing. He leads pupils to question. He provides an atmosphere
for real learning -.not merely the sponging up of trivialities
that lead nowhere. The excerpt which follows outlines many
valuable procedures for helping pupils to learn.

Ls Questioner andInauluSustainer the Teacher says: (5,p.44)

1. The students talk more than I do.

2, Students are free to discuss and interchange their
ideas.

3. -.Then I talk, I "question," not "tell."

4. I consciously use the ideas students have raised and
base my statements and questions on their ideas.

5. I redirect student questions in such a way that
students are encouraged to arrive at their own
answers.

6. My questions are intended to lead the pupils to ex-
plore, explain, support, and evaluate their ideas.

7. I encourage the students to evaluate the adequacy
of grounds provided for statements made by them or
by others.

8. Students gain understanding and practice in logical
and scientific processes of acquiring, validating,
and using knowledge.
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EFFECTIVE QUESTIONING and the INQUIRY TEACHER

.Lls Questioner andIaluLla Sustainer the Teacher Sys: (5,p.44)

9. Ly questions lead the students to test the validity
of their ideas in a broad context of experience.

10. I encourage students to move from examination of
particular cases to more generalized concepts and
understandings.

Ls ManasTer the Teacher so (5,13.44)

1. I allow for flexible seating, student movement, and
maximum student use of materials and resources.

2. Class dialogue is conducted in an orderly fashion
that emphasizes courtesy and willingness to listen
to each personts ideas.

3. Students are actively involved in the planning and
maintenance of the total classroom environment.

1,2 Rewarder the Teacher says: (5,p.44)

1. I encourage and reward the free exchange and testing
of ideas.

2. I emphasize the internal rewards that spring from
the successful pursuit of ()nets own. ideas.

3. I evaluate students on growth in many aspects of the
learnig experience, rather than simply on the basis
of facts acquired.

To stimulate critical thinking and reading, more of the
questions asked in the reading classes must be the interpre-
tive type which cannot be answered by a simple yes or no. Ths:

teachers of reading have a responsibility for helyng students
reflect about what they read, study and learn. The section
of the GUIDE, titled =ROVIEG CRITIOLL RELDIITG, suggests ad-
ditional procedures and definite activities for stimulating
good thining.
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THE APPRAISAL OP READING PROGRESS.

EVALUATION DIAGNOSIS GUIDED PRACTICE GROWTH

Teaching from the reader's point of view involves the
first three of these elements and assures the fourth for most
pupils. When the classroom teacher uses some of the diagnostic
tools, applies astute observation and then adjusts the instruc-
tion and the materials to the range of reading capabilities
disclosed, he is doing diagnostic teaching. This kind of in-
struction is important in the Naperville junior high school
developmental reading program.

Harris has said that, "Evaluation means arriving at judg-
ments about the degree to which objectives of the reading pro-
gram are being achieved" (8,p.152). Evaluation, then, describes
the progress of one reader, a class of readers, a school of
readers, and ultimately a community of readers. It is con-
cerned with strengths and weaknesses in skill development.
It is concerned with attitudes toward reading. Evaluation
like diagnosis is not an end-product in itself; its use is to
lend direction to guided practice; therefore it must be con-
tinuous,

Certainly uppermost in any junior high school reading
teacher's mind are three major questions:

What do we know about this class? This child?

Where do I want to go with them? Him?

That procedures and materials will I try?

and then a fourth, what is wrong with Petels reading?

That fourth question is likely to involve individual diag-
nosis employing a few of the tools of a reading clinic. The
reading teacher is trained to ask, "How can I help Pete to
-cad better?" "What should all of us do on the basis of what
I have discovered about his reading problem?" How shall I
modify his present program?"

The cumulative records are the place to start to learn
about each of the five classes the reading teacher will meet,
guide, and teach.
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CUMULATIVE RECORDS

The cumulative recorqsautsschals, brought
up to data with junior high information, arc maintained in
each principal's office. A copy of report card grades, dupli-
cates of green slips or failure warnings, and pink slips, the
commendations, are included. Standardized test results arc
the major resource. Health data is stored with the nurse.
The results of individual psychological tests and conferences
related thereto arc available upon request to the principal.

At the present time the sixth grade teacher does not
have much detailed information to plan with before school be-
gins. An honors class and a remedial class of from 1518
pupils may have been designated and scheduled on the basis of
recommendations of the previous teachers. Host of the children
will be scheduled in heterogeneous classes. Thus the basal
reader inventory-survey test and the diagnostic spelling test,
given at the beginning of sixth grade, are important tests.
In time the system will have a K-8 cumulative reading record
to aid articulation and continuity.

The junior high school cumulative readin record (See
copy at the end of this section. is an attempt to describe,
more fully the reading progress of each pupil in light of
program objectives. The sixth grade teachers begin this record
and a file folder for each entering pupil. The record passes
to each succeeding teacher and eventually the ninth-grade reading
teacher uses it in a combination English - Developmental Read-
ing class. Records to and from the summer school arc exchanged
as 'wall.

The student's R3ADING FOLD:R contains:

a summary of his work with each reading teacher

test booklets or a summary of individual 'Lasting

placement tests and informal quizzes, if pertinent

spelling diagnostic tests

record of personal choice book titles
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ORAL READING for DIAGNOSIS

During the first few days of school the reading teacher
improves his own listening skills while getting to know each
pupil. A simple oral reading activity in which the teacher
makes brief notations about performance yields good results
for the time spent. A more ambitious activity is the GROUP
INFORIUTI INVENTORY and more valuable still is the INDIVIDUAL
INFORMAL READING INVENTORY, both of which are discussed at
the end of this section.

Basically the teacher is listening to see whether or not
the pupil decodes accurately and whether he understands what
he has just read. The teacher makes notes according to these
hallmarks:

Word Recognition

Comprehension

-- pronunciation, correct sound to
symbol

-- phrasing, tone of voice showing that
he is getting main idea

-- reading ahead to anticipate next
event, guessing next point

-- replies to inference questions
indicate recognition of relation-
ships of unexpressed ideas

-- judgments following synthesis

Behavior -- tension; apparent ease

"Voice Pictures," taped oral readings with a "Man on the
Street" format, acquaint the teacher with the pupil, his free
reading interests, and his performance of a prepared excerpt
from a book or magazine. Within each of two or three free
reading periods the teacher breezily interviews a small group
of local celebrities, while the tape recorder whirrs on. Ques-
tions based on what the teacher already knows about the pupils
interests and activities furnish the background introducing
each reader and his selection.

A quick inference question is enlightening. "Do you plan
to finish the book?" Why? Why not? shows evidence of crit-
ical reading ability and whether or not the pupil has special-
ized somewhat on this kind of literature. "Voice Pictures"
are a ready-made Open House activity.
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INTEREST INVENTORIES

A short interest inventory is often administered at the
beginning of the school year. Questions related to the pupil's
out of school activities are included. Some of these aro:

1. When you have nothing to do, what do you do?

2. What would you rather do?

3. 'Mon can you do what you please?

4. What tasks around the house must you do?

5. What is your favorite tv show this season?

6. If you had your choice of places to visit out-
side of the state, whore would you go?

7. Tflaat do you think was the most outstanding
event in the news last year?

8. If you could talk with anyono doad or alive,
with whom would you liko to chat?

9. What one book or story stands out in your memory?

10. If you like to road, what do you liko to road for
fun?

11. If you don't like to read, what do you not like
to read most?

12. Do you enjoy looking through catalogues? If so,
what kinds of things do you like to dream about
owning?

Sometimes pupils at this ago begin to resent question-
naires. A way to reliovo them of the obligation for answering
everything and to prevent "smart aleck" answers is to permit
the phrase, "No comment." The toacherat times learns as
much from what is unanswered as he does from the writton
responses.

Pupil interests aro mercurial. Teachers should observe
and listen for clues to interests.
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STANDARDIZED TESTS

Group tests: Reading Survey, Intelligence, General
Achievement

INVENTORY SURVEY tests available from the publisher of
the sixth grade basal reader) yield a total grade equivalent
based on a good sampling in each of five subtests: Word Mean-
ing, Sentence Meaning, Paragraph Meaning, Word Analysis and
Dictionary Skills. The teacher administers and scores the
test himself. In addition to the individual scores, further
values are gained when:

the performance on subtosts is discussed with the
class and individual

an item analysis is made of a particular subtest
to see what skills within an ability are weak

When a survey test involving time is used, the teacher
considers the relationship of ono score to another. Burnett
suggests that the following information is useful when differ-
ences of at least two grade levels exist between subtost scores:

RATE high as compared with COMPREHENSION--good context
reader with easy material; favors word guessers

RATE low as compared with VOCABULARY AND COMPREHENSION
consider teaching child to vary speed with casior
material; check reading of thought units

VOCABULARY high as compared with COMPREHENSIONmay
have superior word recognition; is poorer on inferences.
Re-check to see whether difficulty is word attack or
poverty of vocabulary.

COMPREHENSION high as compared with VOCARULARYis
pupil probably deficient in word attack. Analyze
paragraphs to note science, social studies, or math
concepts which might be rovoaling.

On some survey tests credit is given when ono multiple choice
item is correct and the other is not, within the same short
paragraph. A correct guess raises the score beyond credibility.

* Class notes, Dr. Richard Burnett, Northern Illinois
University, 1963
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READING EXPECTANCY

I=llizoce_tests, broadly speaking, indicate to the
reading teacher the degree to which a student will be able
to read successfully. There are reservations to note:

since most group IQ tests arc readLjtpsts,
any youngster with reading problems may show
a low IQ score

children who have not had the opportunity to
learn will score a low IQ

If intelligence scores are questionable, and the math
computation score on the achievement test is two or more
grade levels higher than the reading score, the chances arc
that the student is a disabled reader who has the ability to
learn. If all scores are low, t11211..:u.21-J1-19-
Ltiotswellashocan,

If an individual test IQ score is known, (WISC or
Stanford-Binet), the teacher may have occasion to use the
Bond Formula (4, p.73) for determining reading expectancy.
This formula is:

READING EXPECTANCE = IQ X years in school = 1.0
completed

Thus: IQ school Estimated
Readies ExDaetancv

100

_years

X 6 = 6.0 +1.0 = 7.0
130 X 6 = 7.3 +1.0 = 8.8
80 X 6 = 4.3 +1.0 = 5.8

(The 1.0 is added because his grade score was 1.0 when he
entered school.)

Harris (8)-0.300) believes that the Bond and Tinker
formula sets unduly high predicted levels for the dull chile',
and insufficiently challenging levels for the bright. Assumed
within the formula is the premise that the child had time to
get started in reading and that he was offered a reasonably
adequate program. All reading expectancy formulae and charts
are open to question; however, the teacher wants neither to
accept too little nor to expect too much from pupils.
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READING EXPECTANCE

Achievement tests in local use yield scores for several
content subject areas which involve reading too. The usual
reading subtests are: vocabulary, comprehension and sometimes,
rate. When rate is a factor, the validity of test scores is
usually affected.

The pupils comprehension test score probably indicates
his FRUSTRATION LEVEL or peak of reading achievement, unless
the ceiling of the test was hit. THE INSTRUCTIONAL level is
considered to be from one to two years below the recorded
achievement test score. Reading teachers must help to broad-
cast this bit of information to every principal and content
subject teacher. Too many children are being taught from books
they cannot read, and little adjustment is being made for them
in some classes.

Pupils who score at either extreme of an achievement
test arc probably not being measured as well as the others.
By guessing, the pupil near the base of the test nay be granted
an achievement level which he does not possess. Teachers
sometimes fail to note the base and range of standardized
tests and attempt to compare one test with another. If the
base of one is 4.0, and another is 1.0, and they arc being
used to compare performance, inaccuracies of interpretation
may occur.

The problem of comparability of survey reading test
scores is still a problem. (2, p.61) The nonequivalence of
norm groups, and the marked content differences of tests which
arc intended to measure the same traits are, according to
Bligh (2, p.61), unresolved.

A summary of highlights in the use of achievement tests
for identifying pupils with possible reading disability follows.

PLACEMENT TESTS, PRACTICE, QUIZZES, DIAGNOSTIC TEACHING

Placement tests included with kits, programmed books and
other materials intended for individual correction of diffi-
culties and the development of skills provide:

diagnostic features revealing break-down spots

achievement levels for comparison with pupil placement
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DIAGNOSTIC TEACHING

From experience, teachers have found that scores obtained
from placement tests usually predict a higher level of achieve-
ment than class performance indicates. The limited number of
examples included in some of the tests, the multiple-choice
feature for answering, and guessing probably account for the
disparity.

Students begin their practice at a level of success some-
what below tho placement test score. Thus the pupil secs im-
mediate progress which notivates him until he reaches a plateau
when vocabulary and experience nay hold him up for awhile.
?Then this occurs other materials are available for attacking
another objective. Later the worker returns and finds that
he has grown in the skill and he reads more difficult material.

Teacher-made survey tests, informal quizzes, and discus-
sions with the pupil give direction to the next step in his
developmental reading program. To get near the child's in-
structional level, the teacher trios to observe his thinkinL
at close range.

To effect diagnostic teachin in the classroom the teach-
er must be knouledgcable about the sequence of reading skills
at all levels. When the teacher is also a diagnostician, no
tine is lost in getting the child to a remedial reading teacher.
Ordinary classroon practice materials are seen as instruments
for diagnosis and remedies for curing disablement. This pro-
cedure describes "corrective" teaching. Most children can over-
come their reading difficulties in the regular class setting.

The reading teacher needs professional preparation and
he also needs daily "preparation" periods to plan for testing
and to analyze the results thereof. Uinklcyls summary, "Four
Signal Flags," gives clues to a quick appraisal of a child's
possible disability in reading.
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IDENTIFYING A STUDENT WITH READING DIFFICULTIES

FOUR SIGNAL FLAGS*
The presence of one of the signals described below does

not necessarily indicate the existence of a reading problem,
nor does the absence of one or more necessarily indicate that
there is no reading problem.
...0-------- -__ 4:

INTELLIGENCE;

i

First, N e should compare the studentls reading achieve-
.leinft-with_whatever estimates we have of his intellipencc3.
71aen we find the intelligence score indicating considerably
more mental ability than is coming through on his reading
tests, we should suspect difficulties.

LISTENING

If the tudent does well on a standardized listeniu
2 listening part of an informal reading inventory,

or when listening to the teachers explanations, but not so
well when he is reading he has run up a signal flag that the
ability to learn is possibly there and that he can probably
be taught to read as well as he can listen.

VOCABULARY

If the student talks better than he writes, he has run
..d ..gnal. His writing may be limited by spelling,

which in turn may be impaired by poor word recognition. The
depth and breadth of a studentfs oral vocabular,lr is indica-
tive of the extent of his language background.

ARITHMETIC
COPTUTATION

--- arch the students record and find that his
achievement in mathematical computation, which involves no
verbal skills, is considerably higher than his verbal ability
as shown by his achievement in reading subjects, we have a
fourth signal of possible problems.

*Source: Dr. Carol Tankley, Northern Illinois University
Reading Clinic, DeKalb, Illinois
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OBSERVATION OF CHANGE

Numbers and statistical information gathered from quizzes
are not enough to judge progress. The teacher is interested in
behavioral signs of achievement as well, and this kind of eval-
uation must come through observation. Three points to consider
might be:

1. Evidence that a pupil is interested
in going back to find errors in his
thinking and correct the mistake.

2. Evidence that he is interested in
defending his answer by presenting
a logical argument

3. Evidence that ho is developing in-
terest in reading through what ho
sloes read, as well as what he says
he will read.

4, Evidence that he is growing in self-
respect and self-confidence and self-
motivation, and even perhaps that
learning brings its own rewards, not
all of them materially rewarded with
an A, B, or 0.

FORMAT; REPORTING of PUPIL PROGRESS

Two formal evaluations of reading achievement in Naper-
ville's junior high schools aro the quarterly computerized
report cards to parents and tha cumulative reading evaluation
record maintained within the department.

Presently, the reading teachers must rate all youngsters
with an academic, an effort, and a citizenship grade in both
reading and spelling with letter grades L,B,C,D,F. Understand-
ably such grades are difficult to arrive at. Then, too, the
pupil's grade in each content subject reflects somewhat his
ability to read, so the less-able reader is in double jeopardy.

Until such time as there are other methods of arriving at
a letter grade the teacher will need to use some of the grades
awarded on quizzes and unit tests. However, in preparing the
quarterly grades the following guidelines should be considered.
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GUIDELINES FOR GRLDING

1. Consider the student's capacity to
learn and his instructional level.
Hopefully, a student is graded at
his level of success.

2. Consider the reader's speed of learn-
ing. & slow-reacting child may be
expected to achieve far less in
amount of work in the time available.

3. Consider the degree to which goals
set by and with the youngster were
accomplished. Ask, "What grades
do au think you have earned?"

In the light of the philosophy of the reading departmen and
the objectives of the program, the EFFORT grade is the one to
stress. Reading teachers should continue to work toward an
enlightened appraisal of pupil progress.

It is, of course, the seriously disabled reader for
whom the regular curriculum and its practices are unsuitable.
Some pupils need individual evaluation of their reading
difficulties and additional program adjustments.

PRECAUTIONS--TESTING

Before scheduling that first individual test take note
as follows: (Strang, lectures, U. of Chicago, July, 1965.)

1. Try to select the right instrument for
your purpose on the basis of previous
observation. Study the directions.
Have materials ready.

2. Use enough of the test or tests to tell
you what you need to know, but don't
spend time gathering data that won't be
used for awhile.

3. Write EVERYTHING down. Get responses on
tape if possible. Keep good records.

4. Note the KIND of oral reading errors.
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PRECAUTIONSTESTING

5. Learn to observe behavior and LISTEN to
what the pupil is trying to tell you about
himself through what he says and doesn't say.

6. Decide on the basis of your data what aspect
is CRUCIAL to the pupil's progress for his
very next step. (It may not be a worksheet,
you know. It may be giving him recognition
for something well done outside of class.)

7. Avoid labeling. Check all test scores for
the possibility of error. Check your in-
ferences with other observations.

8. Do not assume that a percentile point
represents actual achievement.

9. Do not assume potential ability from a
group IQ test.

10. Try to classify the adequacy of responses:
too few details, vague general statements
that could apply to any article, or per-
haps an accurate summary with indications
of creative thinking.

Placement tests, EDL Efficienc Checks, and teacher-
made tests are available in each reading department. At
the end of this section are listed standardized tests pro-.
vided in each school.

A detailed description of how to construct and adminis-
ter both the individual and group INFORKAL READING mErToay
follows. This is a technique which ovary reading teacher
will want to use.

Other materials in this section of the GUIDE are:

1. THE GR2DED WORD LIST--reading level guide
2. BOYD TEST of PHONETIC SKILLS
3. ANALYSIS of ERRORS - -a chart
4. TEACHER'S SUM .= SHEETclass inventory
5. READING and SPELLING CUMULATIVE RECORD
6. READING IMPROVE1.:ENT SCORECARDgoal card
7. READING SKILLS PROGRAMMING SHEET and SURVEY TEST
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INFORMAL READING INVENTORY

(Adapted from Informal Readin Inventories, International
Reading Association Johnson and Kress

DEFINITION AND PURPOSES

The informal reading inventory is a structured non-
standardized observation of actual reading performance. It is
an appraisal of an individual's reading achievement as shown
by his reading from a graded set of books or paragraphs. It
does not measure and compare the student to others, but rather
it measures the student's reading as it is at the moment of
testing. Informal does not mean casual in the IRI procedure.

This testing technique is popular for several reasons:

1. Three reading levels can be determined quickly:
independent, instructional, and frustration.

"Is the text suitable for this pupil's reading
instruction?" is the key answer the interviewer
seeks.

2. Strengths and weaknesses in word attack skills
and the ability to express himself in answering
questions are indicated.

3. The pupil becomes aware of his levels of read-
ing achievement. At the junior high this is
advisable.

4, Repeated inventories may serve as an indication
of reading progress.

5. There is no cost involved other than time. The
technique is suited to and should be used with
social studies and science material as well as
stories.

6. Nhen content texts are used, the teacher makes
a contribution which can be shared with others.
It becomes immediately apparent whether or not
the texts are too difficult for the class.

7. The teacher strengthens his skill as a diagnostician.
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MATERIALS and STEPS in GIVING the IRI

1. Select two reading selections for each grade
level, 2.0-11.0. Use basal reader or con-
tent material selections which the pupil has
not seen. Length of material will vary with
the degree of difficulty, but should be at
least 250-350 words. Mount each of these on
a separate card. Prepare printed copies for
recording errors.

2. Construct a block of from five to ten questions
for each paragraph. Include factual, inferen-
tial, and vocabulary questions. Ask questions
which include critical reading. Main idea,
important details, reaching conclusions, and
getting the meaning of a word or phrase from
context should be included.

3. Ask questions to establish rapport. (If pos-
sible get everything on tape for later analysis.)

4. Give a word recognition test such as the LaPray
and idoss "Graded 'ord List."

5.a. Set a purpose for each reading, but do not
reveal vocabulary or main idea.

5.b. Begin the oral reading of paragraphs at least
one level lower than that at which he first
met difficulty in the word recognition test.

6. As he reads, record the errors using a "short-
hand" that is quick to write and easy to inter-
pret. (A little practice with a taped recording
is a good idea; the student is going to set his
own pace.) Note the quality of his answers to
questions. Does he use his own words or those
of the author? Is he terse or circumlocutionary?

7.a. Set a purpose for silent reading of the second
selection, which is at the same level of diffi-
culty as the oral selection just completed.

7.b. While the pupil is reading, keep tract of the
time required and any signs of difficulty.

.
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MATERIALS and STEPS in GIVING the IRI

7.c. Administer the comprehension check on the
silent reading.

7.d. Have pupil reread a portion of the selection
orally after instructor has set a purpose for
this re-reading.

7e Lark the errors as was done during the oral
reading at sight.

8. Continue with the graded paragraphs until he
reaches his frustration level.

9.a. Record on the printed copy on which errors
have been marked: the verbatim answers to
comprehension questions (if possible),
evidences of poor phrasing, vocalization,
methods of word attack, etc.

9.b. Record his independent, instructional and
frustration levels according to the criteria
described by Betts.

INFORMAL GROUP INVENTORY (adapted from IRI techniques)

In a group situation the materials are not read at sight.
Rather, materials are first read silently. Portions to be
read for oral evaluation may be answers to direct questions
asked by the teacher.

To get an idea of how well pupils can read the text
book assigned them in social studies or science, the teacher
might follow this procedure:

1. Select a five or ten-page section of the text well
back in the book.

2. Prepare a set of questions, type them, and distri-
bute copies at the beginning of the class. Pupils
do not look at the questions before reading.

3. Instruct the pupils before the reading that
they will answer the questions without looking
at the text.
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INFORATI GROUP INVENTORY

4. Time thc selent reading. Pupils will look at the
board and record on their papers the time indicated.
Then they answer the questions.

5. After the test, pupils exchange papers, and the
teacher and they discuss the answers and HOT TO
READ IN ASSIGNMENT.

The questions on the GROUP INVENTORY should reflect the major
aspects of comprehension as:

1. What did the author say? (recall)

2. What was the main idea of this section?

3. ',That are the most important details?

4. How can you determine the accuracy of what
you have just read? (evaluation)

5. What one question would you like to read
to find in the succeeding pages?

Materials and Sclacdullag

A graded set of basal reader selections, or printed
selections from different levels of science or social
studies materials, or thc students' present textbooks can
be used for a quick appraisal of reading ability and text-
book fit.

The testing should be planned for several days. A
week's plan for the 7th grade might look like this:

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

5.0 selection

6.0 selection

7.0 selection

8.0 selection

Below 5.0

53

All students read orally,

All who passed 5.0 level
at FRUSTRATION level or
above read aloud.

All students who passed
the 6.0 level read.

Same as above except at
7.0

Those below 5.0 UDC: IRI.
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RECORDING INFORMAL READING INVENTORY ERRORS

1n actual test paragraph
*
as recorded by a reading

teacher is shown here. Note that additional commentary
regarding behavior is noted in the margin.

61or
,

Ono day/Knut had an /involuntary /swim /in company with

^Y'i
a dia-ng-e-paue,Aaa-eating shark./ No one/was over/allowed/ton

60'
swim away/from the raft,/both on account of tho raft!s/ N).

0

IN)

Ora .,)(9/
/drift/and because of sharks./ But one day/it was extra /0

, H ,

quiet/a long way before he coAl up/to tho surface/to/crawl/

back./ A kt
t that moment/we saw/from tho mast/a shadow bigger

/.)Ao-t,

than Knut/coming up behind him, /deeper down./

BEHAVIOR

repetition

substitution

solf-correction

omission

word-by-word
phrasing

phrasing in
general

insertion

examiner gave
help

SUGGESTED KEY(s)

was OR was

A:,,lutf04
mac OR iftrls

--Wft13

the/man/was/

/the man was/

A42-
theirKlan

hesitation over
pronunciation was

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Finger pointing

Head movement

Lip movement

Vocalization

Signs of tension

Poor diction

NOTE: The Betts reading
level designations
which follow will
help the teacher
to judge porfor-
mance on this IRI.

*Selection from the Kent State Universit Informal Readin
Survey,

54
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Characteristics of the Three Reading Levels according to Betts:

INDEPENDENT READING LEVEL
'The level at which free, supplementary,
independent, or extensive reading can be
done successfully."

Criteria 99% Word recognition 9070 Comprehension
(1 error in 100 words)

Behavioral
Characteristics

Rhythmical, expressive oral reading
Accurate observation of punctuation
Acceptable reading posture
No evidence of:
lip movement vocalization
finger pointing anxiety

Silent rate of comprehension higher
than oral reading

INSTRUCTIONAL READING LEVEL
The level at which systematic instruc-
tion needs to be initiated. The material
is challenging but not frustrating."

ORAL READING after SILENT STUDY

Criteria 95% Word recognition 75% Comprehension
(5 errors in 100 words)

Behavioral Basically the same as for the Independent
Characteristics Reading Level

FRUSTRATION READING LEVEL
"The level at which the individual is
inadequate to deal with the reading material."

Criteria 90% Word recognition 5070 Comprehension
(or less) (or less)

Behavioral
Characteristics

Inability to anticipate meaning
Unfamiliarity with the facts of the material.
Possible evidence of one or more of:
finger pointing lack of expression
distractions repetition of words
lack of rhythm insertion of words
stuttering word substitution
high-pitched voice omission
word by word reading vocalization
lip movement refusal to read
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THE GRADED WORD LIST: QUICK GAUGE OF READING ABILITY
LaPray and Ross (11)

Purposes: 1. to determine a reading level
2. to detect errors in word analysis

Administration:

1. Type out each list of ten words on an index card.

2. Begin with a card that is at least two years below
the student's grade (6-8)

3. Ask the student to read the words aloud to you.
If he misreads any on the list, drop to easier
lists until he makes no errors. This indicates
the base level.

4. Urite down all incorrect responses, or use dia-
critical marks on your copy of the test. For
example, loner might be read and recorded as
lovely. Auartus might be recorded as 22erl_a tus.

5. Encourage the student to read words he does not
know so that you can identify the techniques he
uses for word identification.

6. Have the student read from increasingly difficult
lists until he misses at least three words.

Analysis:

1. INDEPE7DET LEVEL -- 1 error in the list of 10
INSTRUCTIONAL LEVEL -- 2 errors in the list of 10
FRUSTRATION LEVEL -- 3 or more errors

2. Err91'11049-1111t
reversal
consonant
consonant clusters
short vowel
long vowel
vowel digraph
prefix
suffix (other endings)
miscellaneous

Examplos

ton for not
now for how
state for straight
cane for can
wid for wide
pan for pain
inproved for improved
improve for improved.
(accent, omissions,"etc.)
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GRADED WORD LIST, LaPray and Koss (11)

PP Primer 1 2 3 4

sec you road our city decided (Liston
play come live please middle served for
me not thank myself moment amazed endings.
at with when town frightened silent Teach
run jump bigger early exclaimed wrecked t, d
go help how send several improved clue.)
and is always wide lonely certainly
lock work night believe drew entered
can are spring quietly since realized
here this today carefully straight interrupted

5 6 7 8 9

scanty bridge amber capacious conscientious
certainly commercial dominion limitation isolation
develop abolish sundry pretext molecule
considered trucker capillary intrigue ritual
discussed apparatus impetuous delusion momentous
behaved elementary blight immaculate vulnerable
splendid comment wrest ascent kinship
acquainted necessity enumerate acrid conservatism
escaped gallery daunted binocular jaunty
grim relativity condescend embankment inventive

10 11 NOTES for TEACHER:

zany
jerkin
nausea
gratuitous
linear
inept
legality
aspen
amnesty
barometer

galore 1.
rotunda
capitalism
prevaricate
risible
exonerate
superannuate
luxuriate
piebald

3.crunch

ApA2 a copy of list for your
marking.

Choose words at random for vocab-
ulary check marking for meanings
thus:

K+ - correct response
incorrect response

Note the 9.12411-ly of the responses.

4. Note behavior: posture, facial
expressionclues to FRUSTRATION
and attitude.
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BOYD TEST OF PHONETIC SKILLS (University of Chicago)

DIRECTIONS:

This test should be administered orally on a one-to-one basis. The
stimulus nonsense words and phrases should be printed in lower case letter-
ing, in bold print on 3'. x5" unlined index cards. One stimulus is
printed on each card.

The student's response, if correct, need not be noted on the summary
sheet. Record incorrect responses phonetically on the summary sheet.

EXAMPLE: Consonant Blends
Record B1 V E

clup
stirs

Sections TIC and thereafter have after the stimulus word a clue for
the teacher only. Clues should not be included on the 3' x5' card shown
to the student. At no time should the response sheet be shown to the
student in place of stimulus cards. There is no time limit. Corrections
by the student are not counted as errors.

It is the kind of error (not the total of errors on the whole test)
which is important for guiding the remedial program for an individual
pupil. The teacher must listen closely and record as accurately as pos-
sible. Give as much of the test as will serve the purpose.

Recording Key to the Abbreviations:

B - Beginning Bl - Blend
E - Ending D - Digraph

- Vowel C - Consonant
P - Phonogram



BOYD TEST OF PHONETIC SKILLS (University of. Chicago)

Name

Directions:

Level

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Grade Date Examiner

I

bem
dor
fet
hus
kon
vip
wos

Record incorrect

Consonants--vowels
Record 4i B

responses phonetically.

Level II-D
E V

1. po (o)

Acror classification.

Open Syllables
Record '.13V

2. mu (11)

3. ri (i)
4. to (g)
5. fa (i) -72
6 . ky (I) IT

8. yeb Of Level II-E Beginning Vowels
9. nem Record

10. cul 1. et (6) u417,

11. jeg 2. ab (g) /'
3. ut (6)12. mid

13. gud 4. ig (9
14. rip 5. os (0)

....
15. sab

Level II-A Consonant Blends
Record 131: V E

1. clup
2. from de
3. gris /

4. tran
5. swed
6. cron
7. bret
8. glit
9. stris

Level II-B Consonant Digraphs
Record '!DXTE

Level II -F c and g Sounds
Record B V E

1. gen (j)
2. cof (k)

3. gam (g)
4. cil (s)
5. ces (s)

Level II-G Final e
Record D V E

1. nobe (nob)
2. rafe (rdf)
3. sebe (sib)
4. tife (Cif)
5. hute (ha)

1. chaa
2. shan ,a4 ,/ TOTAL RIGHT KEY:
3. thob
4. whes 1 B - Beginning
5. seek II-A E - Ending
6. quin II-B V - Vowel

II-C 81- Blend
Level II-C Vowel Controllers II-D D - Digraph

Record 431 V C II-E C - Consonant
1. blar (far) II-F P - Phonogram
2. scur (fur) ..6,42h. II-G
3. flir (stir) III (Remember--It is the
4. smaw (saw) III-A kind of error not
5. sler (her) III-B the quantity which
6. seal (pal) IV is important. Begin
7. stor (for) IV -A teaching at the
C. skow (cow) (know) V

MENe~0.111011m
break-down)

115-922
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BOYD TEST OF PHONETIC SKILLS (University of Chicago)

Name

Level

1.

2.

Grade

III

meid
woit

(e)

(oil)

Vowel Digraphs
Record B E D

3. noaf Co)
4. luet (a)
5. fain (a) ;-1.1 ,"
6. hius (t)

7. dieb (1) e,eu_A-

S. keat (é)

9. toen (5)

10. moy (oi)
11. kay (A)

12. doot (oo) 1)

13. soun (ow) 2)

1) 'oo" can be pronounced as
in noon or as in book.

2) 'ou" can be prounced as
in noun or as in soul.

Level III-A Phonograms
Record

1. hing
2. mang
3. fink

B P

4. nill
5. dank
6. pell
7. desion
00. lamous
9. mought

Level III-B Silent Letters
Record B E V

1. knet (net)
2. pnam (nam)
3. wrat (rat)

Date

Level IV

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

tapod
setin
himut
hogim
nusig

Level IV-A

1. dabbet
2. delrim
3. fumdol
4. higtat
5. posrud

Level V

1. rutemub

2. goreato

Examiner

Open Syllables
Record
e vy,

Closed Syllables
Record

Selection and Application
Record
(rdtmdb)

te mub)

(gr.') rd' to)

3. fawlote (faw let)

4. tahal
5. stitemeid (sti te med)

(stilt med)

6. pnum (num)
7. panciate (panshear)

O. stilo (stile)
9. sublogue (sublog)

10. vapier (vapur)

11. ubidge (Abij)
12. ruker (rookur)
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TEACHER'S SUMMARY SHEET OF CLASS PERFORMANCE and
INVENTORY

Student's Name

Mark: S+ = Excellent
S = Satisfactory
U = Unsatisfactory

0

4.)

Teachers could use red ink for 1st semester work; black for 2nd semester.

the year rush.

r
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HEET OF CLASS PERFORMANCE and ACHIEVEMENT

1
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ack for 2ud semester.
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4-;
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1-1 '44
0 4-4
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14
U

?% 0p r4
03
34 .:-..1.0 0

Instructional
Level

Comments
(Expectancy)

This kind of on-the-go record keeping helps to prevent end -of-
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JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
READING AND SPELLING CUMULATIVE RECORD

Naperville, Illinois

'A. STANDARDIZED TESTS and INFORMAL Group

1. Intelligence Quotient(Verb or Total)
(Non-Verbal)

2. Achievement Test Percentiles and/or
G.E.

Composite
Read. Comp.
Read. Voc.
Read. Total

Math Total

Spelling
3. Other tests (include in folder in

some cases)
a. Reading: (Indicate title; results)

b. Spelling: (Indicate # missed)
1. Text Book Inventory (-)
2. Common Words 100 Test (-)

B. LEVELS of ACHIEVEMENT
1. Better Reading Bk_ or other RATE
2. Read for Understanding (final)
3. Webster Clinic Level (final)

4. Special Materials (titles used)
5. Instructional level (estimate)

C. SPECIFIC SKILLS and ATTITUDES
(A-Adequate W-Weak P-Poor)

1. Work Study Skills
2. Word Recognition & Vocabulary
"a. Uses phonetic principles
b. Uses dictionary
c. Uses roots & affixes
d. Learns from assigned lessons
3. Comprehension
a. Sees main idea in paragraph
b. Notes important details
c. Draws accurate inferences
d. Reads critically

6th

YT r.

Last First
7th 8th

Group Group

Average Average
Bk._Index Bk._Index

SetJr.Step_ SetJr.Step_ Set. Step_
Levet Level

D. READING TEACHER'S COMMENTS & INITIALS (Be as specific as possible)

Use other side for additional. comments.

It;

25
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RECORD KEEPING

In a program oriented toward diagnostic teaching the
teachers are constantly on the look out for more efficient
methods for noting progress and changing assignments to fit
each pupil's needs. (Paraprofessionals could be a boon to
the busy reading teacher.)

An exaaple of a portion of a Vocabulary Skills Goal
Sheet is shown below. Both the student and teacher have
copies though the sheets may not be exactly alike because the
teacher has to sumarize the progress of many pupils. Goals
sheets are useful in explaining the program to parents during
conferences which occur concerning a pupil's progress.

2nd Qtr. GOAL SHEET Name

Eark: S+ = excellent a = satisfactory U = unsatisfactory

SKILL lalulaatmIDals
1. ability to find correct definition

2. ability to use direct clues (and,or)

3, ability to use opposites (but,however)

GOAL SETTING

First
Test Retest

The teenager should be involved in setting his own goals
on the basis of recognized needs which are inhibiting his pro-
gress. What have you learned? :That do you think you have yet
to learn? These two questions direct the attention where it
belongs in a junior high school reading improvement program.
In the eighth grade laboratory, particularly, attempts arc made
to use this type of "prescription" approach to setting learn-
ing tasks. The number attending the extra lab sessions con-
ducted during the homeroom period attests to the value of
involving pupils in goal setting.

The READING Il:PROVEMENT SCORECARD delineates many reading
skills. It is important that pupils and parents recognize that
reading is complex and that it may take some time to become a
skilled reader.
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READING IMPROVEMENT SCORECARD
contestant

Keeping Track of my Goals
year

Directions: Place a(when you have 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

completed your practice work. See your quarter quarter quarter quarter

teacher for '"up and suggestions.

I'm getting quicker and more
accurate in pronouncing words.

flash
a. isolation lists

b. with clues
new words &

c. their meaning
I'm getting better in get
meaning of what I read.

a. main idea

b. details

c. "hidden" mean

I'm getting better at re
logical conclusions.

a. evidence in

b. fact or opin

c. reactions to
I'm reading more and enj
more, too.

a. yes

b. sometimes

c. not yet

I'm reading at suitable

m 0
0 0
0 J.) N
..4 0 r)
.0 el 4
o 4.)
co b 0s4o0W
Cid c, E4 C)

m 11 m 43 m ro
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 N 0 0 N 0 0 N
MI 0 0 of 4 '0 0 r1 0 0
4.1 t...1 4 4 .0
0 4 0 ' g g i g o a. o03 E0 0E0$400W ;460W.$4.04)
P4 C., E4 0 4 CD E4 CD 4 C.) E...0 CD

context
dictionary__

,s

ting the

_...-

sentences
paragraph
stories
reference
main ones
sequence
ngs
analogies
cause & effect
Predicting_
ching

rint

. -

on noted

books [

ying it

ates.



1.

2.

3.,

4.

5.

6 & 7

G.

9.

10.

11.

12.

READING SKILLS SURVEY - PROGRAMMING SHEET
NAPERVILLE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

NAME
Period

WRITTEN FOR 7th GRADE CLASS, R0011 MATERIALS

If you have missed two or more items in a section of the READING
SKILLS SURVEY, then you need to correct deficiencies in that area of
reading kills. Use this sheet to keep track of your required work.
Keep all of your work in your spiral notebook. When you have completed
a section of work, bring this paper and your notebook to your teacher for
checking. She will then give you a short test to check your mastery of
the skill that you have studied.

SKILL SOURCES DATE
;INDED

TCHR.
OK

TEST
SCORE

Knowledge
of vowels

Dr. Spello, pages 4 and 5
Be a Better Reader, pages 10,11,12

Hard
or

Soft c-g

Dr. Spello, page 13 (lessons 13 14)
Be a Better Reader I, p. 13 and the

top of 14
Basic Reading Skills for H.S.

page 53, left side of page
Long
Vowels

Dr. Spello, pages 16,17,18 and 19
Be a Better Rdr. I. bottom of page

14 and page 15
Basic Rdg. Skills for H.S. p. 57

gh
sound

Your teacher has a ditto sheet
prepared for this Wcill.

Vowel
Principles

Be a Better Reader I. pp. 27,28
Dr. Spello, pp. 16,17,18,19,20

(NOTE: those students that have
done the assignments for Skill
no. 3 - do only p. 20)

Syllables Be a Better Rdr. I, pp. 40,41,55
Basic Reading Skills for Jr. High,

pages 54,55,56,57
Root Words
Prefixes
Suffixes

Dr. Spello, Unit 15 (pages 64-70)
Advanced Skills in Rdg. I. 7

pages 75 to 04
(NOTE: When doing exercises
1-7, do only the first 10)

Silent
Letters

Dr. Spello, pages 32,33,61,62,63

Pronuncia-
tion
of

Phonetic
Spellings

Advanced Skills in Rdg., pp. 239-40
(including exercises 4 and 5)

Basic Goals in Spelling (each unit)

Guide
Words in
Dictionary

Advanced Skills in Rdg. (gr. 7)
pages 239,240 (include ex. 4,5,6)

Dictionary
Skills

Basic Rdg. Skills for H.S. p. 114
Study Sheet from teacher

66
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READING SKILLS SURVEY TEST (EXCERPT) Name
NAPERVILLE J=OR HIGH SCHOOLS Period

DIRECTIONS: READ CAREFULLY. IF, AFTER' READING THE, DIRECTIONS
TWICE, YOU DONtI KNOW WHAT al DO, RAISE YOUR HAND.

1. The vowels are , I and sometimes

2. After each of the following words put an H if you hear a
hard "g" or a hard "c" sound and put an 3 if a soft "g" or
irnrs
c

gorilla rage balance cereal
kangaroo guide imagine_ curly

3. Circle only those words that have a long vowel sound.

music problem monkey gentle trick
mountain meaning compute giant pike

4. Put an "2" after the word if the "gh" sounds like an "F" or
put. an "S" after the word if the "gh" is silent.

rough though enough neighbor tough

5. By adding another vowel to the following words (either in the
middle or the end), change the short vowel sounds into long
vowel sounds. Example: bed - bead fin - fine

bit hop cot lad

6. After each word, write the number of syllables. dinner 2

dictionary know
separate

quietquite coast MMINI+-+

7. Divide words into syllables. After each word, write the
letter of the principle used. Example: folilLow 3

.

discuss oblong A. dividing between words of
scapegoat. goldfinch, a compound word
spinal famous B. dividing between double
peddler arrange consonants
fondle rumble

_-.....-
C. dividing between separately

sounded consonants (vccv)
D. dividing before single

consonants (vcv)
E. dividing before cons. + le

6
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8. Write the root word for each of the following words.

action different

unbelievable violinistVr.lawgramm....eammamratwarMewei,....nemmemix

9. Draw a diagonal line through the silent letter or
letters in each of the following words. If the word
does not have a silent letter, just leave it as it
is. Examples: fold/. cat

tardy term quart thumb column knee

10. Match phrases with the appropriate "word" at the left.
Write only the correct letter after the phrase.

1. a wild animal a. fuj
2. a young sheep b. laf
3. a large bag c. foks
4. kind of soft candy d. stak
5. a pile of anything e. lam

f. sak

11. Presume that this information is a dictionary page.

Put an A after the word if it comes AFTER the guide words.
Put a B if the word comes BEFORE this page.
Put an X. if the word is found on THIS SPECIFIC page.

FLUID FLUTING SUPPORT SURE

fluorescence supportable
fluting machine surface
fluvial surcharge
fluorite sure-footed
fluctuation supplier

DIRECTIONS: USE THE DICTIONARY ON YOUR DESK TO ANSW3R.

1. That are the guide words for the word indeed?

2. What part of speech is the word 2211Elat?

3. According to this dictionary, what is a synonym for the
word contemplate?

4. From what language does the word bland originate?

5. Who was Samuel Gompers?

DICTIONARY USED
,ffs/MVIEM.
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ANALYSIS of ERRORS

The following are common word perception errors:

Stimulus Pupil
Word Response

Possible Type of Error

pan corner guess

clock chalk overdependence on general configuration

flag flash overdependence on initial clues (visual)

show grow overdependence on final clues (visual)

peep sleeve overdependence on medial clues (visual)

dog puppy overdependence on context clues

now no non-recognition of dipthongs

drop drope confusion with final e principle

hope hop non-recognition of final e

meat met confusion of short vowel with digraph

pad paid confusion of digraph with short vowel

content' con'tent lack of emphasis on context clues

pit pet confusion of short vowels

chew shew(shoe) confusion of initial consonant sounds

watch wash confusion of final consonant sounds

pat bat static (letter) reversal

saw was kinetic (word) reversal

chew ch-we partial reversal

cat at omission

at sat addition

Source: DuPage County Reading Workshop
DuPage County Superintendent of Schools, Wheaton, Illinois.
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Teacher is NotesIdeas to Shar
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THE BASIC JR:ILLS

IMTROVING LISTENING

Of significant importance to the reading task--and too
often overlooked-mare the skills of effective listening. With
the advent of mass communications molding public opinion and
direction, it is imperatiVe that the informed adult possess
analytic listening habits; critical reading skills are not
enough..

One may listen for many reasons: to be entertained by
music or friends, to be convinced by a salesman, or to receive
instructions from a superior. In political discussion or
school, however, listening has a more serious intent. One is
listening to learn, to be informed, to make decisions. As
much as forty-five percent of a junior high youngster's school
time is spent in listening.

The responsibility of the junior high teacher in teach-
ing listening begins with two basic understandings. The teacher
must first know whether any youngster has a hearing loss. The
implications of this problem are obvious. Educational achieve-
ment is based on language development, and hearing and speech
are part of language development. The supposedly inattentive
or confused youngster, the youngster who consistently cocks
his head in one direction or who cannot modulate his voice prop-
erly may have a hearing impairment which will affect the devel-
opment of good listening skills.

The teacher must also be alert to possible problems in-
volving discrimination. The child who cannot distinguish be-
tween "mod" and "nod" because he does not hear the difference
between the "m" and the "n" will certainly be hindered in
listening effectively tosentences and longer selections.
Vocabulary development and spelling will be affected by poor
perception of sounds.

In Naperville, all pupils have their hearing tested as
seventh graders. Teachers may have the nurse test or retest
any youngster who shows signs of hearing loss. The speech
correctionist, too, is of assistance in helping youngsters
overcome speech problems resulting from hearing difficulties.

Dr. Ralph G. Nichols, head of the Rhetoric Department,
University of Minnesota, has stated (Midyear Workshop in
Naperville, March 11, 1963) that only fifty percent of what
is heard will be remembered at the end of a speech, and only
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IMPROVING LISTENING

twenty -five percents two months-later. Since most of the
pupils' time in secondary school is devoted to listening
to lectures, training in becoming an effective listener is
profitable for junior high youth.

CHARACTERISTICS OF A GOOD LISTENER

+=mr-WaT 7.v,A motivated listener is one who is "tuned-in" to the
listenin situation. The listener who is seeking.the message
of the speaker must be willing to "tune-out" extraneous cir-
cumstances around him, including even the distracting habits
of the speaker. Concentration throughout the entire speech
will be critical. Any tuning in and out during the speech
will lower the level of remembering the effectiveness of
listening.

Lzaollistenershould uestion and erhaasemlzuess
the next ideas of the speaker, Spee of thinking is much
faster than speed of speaking, and the good listener is able
to anticipate what will be said next. Even if the speaker's
next idea is not what the listener might think, the exercise
may well provide something new to be learned.

g221.21,12Atw listener is aware of clues which show a
shift in main ideas; e is detached enough in listening so
that his own emotional reaction to the speech does not distort
correct interpretation of the speaker's words. Yote.caking may
le important for clarification and later questioning.

Finally the listener is aware of an review or summariz.-
the speaker does. At this point, the listener has another

i-TEEnce to assess and evaluate what has been said. The listener
weighs evidence in relation to the speaker's background and
authority, and to the adequacy of the ideas presented.

GENERAL PROCEDURES

Available to junior high reading teachers are prepared
tapes which correlate listening, reading, and thinking. A
few of the topics presented on tape are:

general listening habits
vocabulary development and context clues to meaning
sentence structure and finding main ideas
persuasive speaking and noting author's purpose
recognizing what is fact and what is opinion
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IMPROVFJG LISTENING

With these materials, one could quite adequately supple-
ment a program in listening and re-emphasize reading and
thinking skills. Reading and listening are quite similar
skills, however, and a poor reader is probably at a severe
disadvantage in using these tapes. The accompanying work-
books may prove difficult for some. The teacher will note
that the poor reader will not be able to concentrate for as
long a period of time as one would hope. In fact, he may
resist the listening practice.

Opportunities for teaching good listening skills abound.
Good listening habits are developed when the youngsters are
taught to look at the teacher when she is speaking. The teach-
er having their attention must speak directly and clearly.
Directions should not be repeated so often that youngsters
become lazy listeners overly dependent on the teacher. Any
class activity in which one speaker holds the floor is a
listening experience for thirty or more others.

The OBJECTIVES and PROCEDURES for IMPROVING LISTENING
which follow are useful practices which can be repeated in
each grade. Tapes and workbooks available in the schools are
listed in the YELLOW PAGES. Many professional books listed
in the bibliographies throughout this GUIDE contain chapters
dealing with the importance of LISTENING.
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PROCEDURES

--Tape specific directions to be carried out
for heading a paper and numbering for a quiz.

1. State the purpose for listening.

2. Discuss the results of the directions.

OBJECTIVES

Understanding
ideas in a
sequence

Reproducing from
memory what is
heard

Relating accu-
rately from
memory specific
facts heard

--Tape a sentence or phrase and repeat it.

1. Instruct youngsters to listen to re-
member the exact wording of the sentence.

2. Have students write exactly what is
heard.

--Use the above as a spelling exercise.

--Play a tape of a simple story.

1. Set the students purpose for listening.

2. Have students answer questions: who,
what, where, when, why, and how.

3. Ask pupils to write or to tell what
kind of question is most difficult to
answer.

4. Test whether visual or aural memory is
stronger by arranging to have both a
printed story and a taped story of
equal difficulty. Test memory of each
content.



OBJECTIVES

Relating accu-
rately from
memory specific
facts heard

INZROVING LISTENING

PROCEDURES

111-.5

--Whisper a "rumor" to a youngster.

1. Have student pass on the "rumor."

2. Compare the original "rumor" with
what the last youngster heard.

--Read a short news article to the class
while four or five students wait outside.

1. Have the first student return. Have
news item related.

2. Have the second pupil return. Have
the first student repeat what was told
to him.

3. Continue this procedure until all
pupils return to the room.

4. Read article again to check the
accuracy of listening and recall.

--Instruct students to listen carefully
to P.A. announcements, an assembly
program or student council meeting.
Ask the following questions:

T;hat was the purpose of the
assembly or announcement?

What new idea was learned?

What ideas are important to you?

Do you agree with all that you
have heard? Why or why not?
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OBJECTIVES

Anticipating
what will be
said next

Posing questions
from what is
heard

Summarizing from
what is heard

Evaluating
critically

IMPROVING LISTENING

PROCEDURES

--Read parts of a phrase or sentence;
youngsters are to complete it.

EXAMPLES:
Light as a
Swam like a

Write on the board a story with blanks
for missing words.

1. Read the story omitting words.

2. Have students complete the blanks.

--Read or play a taped selection.

1. Stop the tape. Ask youngsters what
they think will happen next.

2. Have students pose questions to be
answered next from the reading.

3. Discuss ideas with which students
agree or disagree.

--Read a selection to students.

1. Ask youngsters to write main idea
and three important details.

2. Ask youngsters to summarize.

--Read a selection to students and have
them discuss:

author's background
facts given to support author's view
whether or not they agree with state-
ments giving evidence from selection.
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OBJECTIVES PROCEDURES

Evaluating
critically --Have xuagsters couArenewspaper andtgleviragg of a particular

current event.

N40.......ms

1. Discuss completeness of coverage.

2. Discuss bias, if any.

3. Discuss methods by which tv announces
unsubstantiated reports.

--Eayezunasterscriticall to
student council meetin s and rocedures.

1. What issues were discussed?

2. Why were the issues discussed?

3. Why are minutes read then approved or
amended?

4. What is the value of an agenda?

5. What actual evidence was given in pre-
senting a particular problem or issue?

6. Were there speakers for both sides of
an issue?

7. What evidence did these speakers provide?

8. Why must good manners prevail even when
one disagrees?

9. Did the speakers use any emotionally
packed words or arguments?
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Teachers Notes--Ideas to Share
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IMPROVING WORD RECOGNITION

Junior high reading teachers often find that readers
need further development of word recognition skills. Age
or grade placement should not limit any instructional pro-
gram if there is evidence that particular needs have not
been met. The weekly spelling lesson, the reading of words
from a glossary or dictionary, and the reading of the morn-
ing bulletin are examples of opportunities for informal
diagnosis. The pupils1 cumulative reading records should
indicate whether word recognition skills are weak. The
DIAGNOSIS section of this GUIDE gives helpful suggestions
for analysis of word recognition difficulties.

The levels of word recognition and the approaches to
word recognition which follow descrJbe the sequence of skill
development and methods which readers employ for unlocking
new words.

LEVELS OF WORD RECOGNITION ACHIEVEMENT

Level I Pupil attacks a word form which is like a known
word except for an initial or final consonant
letter, or a known structural element.

Level II Pupil applies his knowledge of two-letter con-
sonant symbols (wh, th, ch, sh, ng). He also
identifies root words in inflected forms in
which the final consonant is doubled before
the ending.

Level III Pupil applies his knowledge of vowel elements
to attack any one-syllable word in which the
vowel sound may be determined by associating
the appropriate sound with the symbols. He is
able to attack an inflected form in a known
root in which the final y is changed to i or in
which the final e is dropped before the ending.

Level IV Pupil applies both structural analysis and pho-
netic analysis to words of more than one syllable.
In doing so, he applies his knowledge of the gen-
eral principles of syllabication that aid in de-
termining vowel sounds ,and accent. He readily



IMPROVING WORD RECOGNITION

Level IV identifies such simple prefixes and suffixes as
re, dis, im, ful, ness, ly and y and attacks words
that are formed by adding these to unknown root
words.

Level V Pupil attacks words which are unfamiliar to him
in sound or meaning as well as in form. At this
level he uses the dictionary to derive both the
sounds and the meanings of words (2).

APPROACHES TO NORD RECOGNITION

1. Picture clues. A picture is presented with
the new word or accompanies it in the text.

2. Visual repetition. The new form is presented
with the known spoken form or with meaning
clues.

Configuration. The shape of the word becomes
the clue.

4. Familiar parts. Compound words, prefixes,
or roots are recognized.

5. Context clues. The meaning of the new word
becomes more obvious because of the sentence
in which it is included.

6. Dictionary. The use of the dictionary aids
in pronunciation and meaning.

7. Phonetic analysis. Letter sounds rtre learned.
(pronunciation rules)

8. Structural analysis. Word parts are learned,
(prefixes, suffixes, and roots)

All of the above are interrelated, and the skillful reader
is able to use and to combine any of these approaches (1).
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TEACHING TIPS

I. Try other approaches when one approach fails.
In general, a multiple approach is best to
insure the use of all possible clues to word
recognition.

2. Use meaningful material which is related to
Isolatedaula_high_j_nterests and tas

drill should be avoided.

3. Be certain that the pupil knows the meaning
of the word he is trying to identify or has
the background necessary to derive the meaning.

4. Emphasize the habit of noting similarities
and differences among words. Train the child
to analyze the word visually before he attempts
to sound it.

tes

5. Demonstrate and insist upon the habit of in-
specting words thoroughly and systematically
and as rapidly as possible from left to right (1).

Some of the activities which are suggested in the pages
that follow are useful for all pupils in all of the grades;
other procedures are of remedial nature applicable only to a
few. Teachers of disabled students are reminded that 'TORD
RECOGNITION is the first step in reading print and that with-
out rapid recognition comprehension will be so delayed that
the train of thought may be lost.
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OBJECTIVES

Improving sight
vocabulary

IMPROVING WORD RECOGNITION

Building skill
in using context
clues

nrslimmomelwwww.

PROCEDURES

--Have pupils pronounce quickly and clear-
ly the COMMON SPELLING DEMONS lists.
(See SPELLING section of GUIDE.)

-Use a hand tachistoscope (3,p.208) or
a mechanical tachistoscope with basic
sight words and spelling filmstrips.
Flash and check.

-Use a tape recorder and have pupil read
a list of words from subject area text
book glossaries. Play back tape to find
errors and to analyze kinds of mistakes.

--Write on the board several pairs of words
that are confused because of similarities.

EXAMPLES:
flight fight bridge bride

Have pupil circle the odd letter with
colored chalk.
Use one of the words in each pair in a
sentence. Have pupils underline choice,

-Use "Wilson's Essential Vocabulary" for
sight vocabulary. (See IMPROVING VOCABU-
LARY section of this GUIDE.)

-Practice finding examples of each of these
clues to meaning using text book content
and teacher-made work sheets.

1, A new word is set off by italics,
quotation marks, or boldface type.

2, A brief explanation or definition of
the word is given in parentheses or
in a footnote.
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OBJECTIVES

Building skill
in using context
clues (continued)

PROCEDURES

3. A clause or phrase which explains the
meaning is inserted in the sentence.

4. A synonym or substitute phrase is used.

5. Similes or metaphors are used.

6. The meaning of the word is shown in
a picture.

7. A direct explanation of the word is
presented in a full sentence.

8. The sentence is written so the new
word has one possible meaning. (3,p.408)

--Provide exercises that require the
anticipation of meaning.

EXAMPLE:

Scott home after school to ride
his new Honda.

Have pupil discuss verbs that would fit
this context. (Scott probably was eager
to ride his new Honda, therefore, words
such as hurried or ran would be more
appropriate En walked or strolled.)

..Trite an incomplete sentence and provide
the first letter of the missing word.

EXAMPLE:

Tom r into the lake.
11111.11111111Ma

Have pupil supply various appropriate
words (ran, raced, rushed).
Change the letter r to s (started, sneaked,
swam).
Change beginning letter clue to h, etc.
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OBJECTIVES

Building skill
in using context
clues (continued

IMPROVING WORD RECOGNITION

PROCEDURES

-Remind pupil that neither pronunciation
nor meaning of some words can be deter-
mined without context. Have pairs of
sentences read, and discuss with pupil
how words spelled alike differ in mean-
ing and pronunciation.

EXAMPLE:

Hard work will lead to success.
He picked up the lead pipe.

--Discuss the appropriate techniques for
using context:

1. Read the entire sentence.

2. Look at the beginning and ending
sounds of the word. Think of a
suitable word that begins and ends
the same way.

3. Read the entire paragraph for clues.

--Construct exercises to show multiple meanings.

EXAMPLE:

Write the number of the dictionary defini-
tion in the space next to the sentence:

He rattled on with the story.
Pete was rattled by the tales he
heard.
The dishes rattled in the sink.
The sitter shook the babyls
rattle.

(1) rapid succession of noises
(2) confused
(3) chattered
(4) a toy



IMPROVING. WORD RECOGNITION

OBJECTIVES

Overcoming
reversals or
inversions of
words or letters
within words

Plw=115TO1...1

NOTE: It is
the small words
which cause
confusion.

Overcoming the
omission of words
or letters

VIII77111117En11. PROCEDURES

-Call attention to the initial letter clue.

--Use flash cards for troublesome words. Have
students team for practice.

Have the pupil trace the form of the word,
saying the word as he traces. Have him
attempt to write the word without looking.
Check. If he makes a mistake, he traces
the form again.

-Give completion sentences in which the
proper word must be written.

EXAITLE: The boy (was, saw) the car.

-Have pupil write troublesome words in manu-
script form or type them.

--Have the child reread a passage. If the
word is omitted the second time, ask for
it specifically. (During oral reading,
supply the word and make a note of it;
return to word attack after the oral
reading.)

--Check for speech and vision problems if
letter sounds are omitted.

--Have the pupil read to tape recorder
then have him listen to himself chile
following in the book.

Ask detailed questions concerned with
the omission.

Read back for proof.

Attempt to find more interesting material
if pupil continues to be careless.
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OBJECTIVES

Overcoming
hesitations
and
repetitions

IMPROVING WORD RECOGNITION

PROCEDURES mag,WIlemlluvoloneeT.,-.0/manaaw.

--See that silent reading precedes oral
reading.

--Do choral reading. Emphasize phrasing.

-Promote pupils self-confidence since
hesitation often indicates insecurity.

Training in use
of configuration -Direct attention to likenesses and

differences in words by using the board.

1. likenesses in words eat cream

2. differences in words goon goof

3. differences in length drug prescrip-
tion

4. differences in shape frug watusi

5. differences in meaning weather whether

(When isolating parts of words the teacher
should be careful of differences in pro-
nunciation such as beat threadl)

Eliminating word
by word reading -Point out punctuation marks which lead

to confusion in reading.

-Provide oral reading of dramatic interest
to eliminate monotonous reading.

Use the tape recorder, Pupil reads book
while he listens to prepared tape of same
text.

--Give pupil easy books to read to a younger
student or to put on tape for a grade
school class.
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THE BASIC SKILLS

=PROVING VOCABULARY

Vocabularies in a mother tongue change in importance as
skill with language' increases. First, of course, is the hear-
ing or listenlas_vocazaary. Gradually, the sp_gejsinzzosabilau includes almost all of the listening vocabulary, though
it probably never includes all of it. The reading vocabulary
is built upon the listening and speaking vocabularies. That
is, since meaning is an essential part of reading, a child
cannot really read a word until he has understood it from ex-
perience in listening and speaking. The reading vocabulary
usually overtakes the speaking vocabulary during the inter-
mediate grades, but in many cases it does not exceed the listen-
ing vocabulary. The zritib11.1ary is the last to develop,
requiring the other three for a foundation; it usually remains
the smallest of all. The four vocabularies are sequential and
interdependent (3).

BUILDING VOCABULARYWHY?

The expression, "Words are the tools of thought," states
succinctly the reason.for attempting to help with vocabulary
development. It is difficult to express oneself without words.
Sign language leaves something to be desired in the translation.

Pupils who come to school with deprived listening vocab-
ularies and minimal language skills (by conventional standards)
have a severe handicap in learning to road and write. Fre-
quently their auditory skills are poor, and they have a mish-
mash of misconceptions about words and their meanings. En-
glish is, indeed, for many a foreign language. All the methods
and equipment used in a foreign language laboratory should be
available for learning English-American.

The job of the teacher is to create, by every means
possible, the desire for a richer more useful vocabulary to
help the student to express his thoughts, to build his self-
confidence, and to become aware of the treasury of others,
thoughts on which he can draw if he can read the language.

BUILDING VOCABULARY--HOW BEST?

If diagnosis reveals that a pupil is deficient in vocab-
ulary, what can be done to help him? The learning of lists
of words or even of Greek and Latin roots and prefixes does
not insure much vocabulary growth, according to the experts.
Adults who use the hou-to-build-a-vocabulary books are highly
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BUILDING VOCABULARYHOW BEST?

motivated, and they can certainly improve their general reading
ability. The learning of words in isolation, however, is not
considered to be very effective.

That is agreed upon is that the opportunjor and the
encouragement of wide readies is the best and most satisfying
meths for improving vocabulary. Start with the pupil's in-
terests, narrow as they may be, and lead him from book to book,
up the ladder, with pauses on the rungs for a brief sharing
and a pat on the back for evidences of growth. Try to get him
to work out the hard words and to use context clues to the
fullest. The use of specialized dictionaries or the creation
of his own dictionary for his special interest, may help him
to overcome his dislike of dictionaries in general. This takes
time, of course, but a week's free reading with vocabulary
activities as a by-product might be the most profitable week
that pupil ever spent.

The second best avenue for vocabulary growth is a teacher
who loves words, all kinds of words, and who shows that he,
too, is still adding to his vocabulary. A daily question in-
volving a new word, games, and simply, "That's a new word for
me, too, Joe" create an atmosphere in which vocabulary develop-
ment thrives.

BUILDING VOCABULARYHOW, NEXT BEST?

The study of synonyms, antonyms, and homonyms is helpful
in broadening and deepening the meanings of new words. Pupils
must be taught, however, that there are shades of moaning and
that the dictionary is consulted for the appropriate moaning
fitting the context of the situation.

A knowledge of prefixes, suffixes and roots common to
many words will simplify both pronunciation and the comprehen-
sion of words. Getting close to the meaning of a word by trans-
lating its Greek or Latin parts is great fun and a rewarding
activity. Honors pupils, in particular, see the value of study-
ing classic roots.

The teachers of social studies, science, nath and special
subjects share in the responsibility of helping pupils to deal
with specialized or technical vocabularies. Students should
be encouraged to refer to glossaries and special types of dic-
tionaries. Pupils note that what appears to be a common word
may have a very specialized meaning in a particular subject area.
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OBJECTIVES

Becoming alert to
new words and
sharing them with
others

=ROVING VOCABULARY

.!1.1111111.0.710
PROCEDURES

--Write a daily query on the board in which
an unfamiliar word is used.

EXAKPLES:

Are you infamous? Why or why not?
Would "Lethargy Manor" be a good name
for a vacation house?. :explain.

-Have pupils record new words which they
have heard or seen throughout the clay,
writing these phonetically if necssary
until they can be written conventionally.

1. Print words on 3 x 5 cards and
post around the room.

2. Have pupils find these words in con-
text and copy out the selection or
write down their recollection of what
Z as said.

3. Have source of context clues noted.

-Have pupils select an interest area such
as baseball, hunting, listening to current
records or teen-age talk.

1. Permit pupils to play charades in
which new word is guessed via sound
and sight clues.

2. Have pupils make up riddles or miss-
ing letter games with sufficient
clues to meaning.

-Have pupils rocall when and where the
became aware of articular words. Per-
haps a movie or television show title
added a new word.) Discuss these expe-
riences and show that words related to
daily living are remembered.
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IMPROVING VOCABULARY

OBJECTIVES

Understanding words
and phrases essen
tial to physical
safety and avoid-
ance of embarrass-
ment --Use "Wilsonts Essential Vocabulary"

found at the end of this section.

PROCEDURES

Becoming familiar
with multiple
meanings of the
same word -Have students "collect" words of multiple

meanings and make sentences with them,

7.11:ATULE:

Molly will have a part in the school
play.
I have always wanted to 2lay. the guitar.

. Prepare worksheets of words with multiple
meanings. Have students choose the
appropriate definition using context clues.

.EXAMPLE:

board: 1. a broad thin piece of wood
ready for use in building 2. cover
with boards: Father boards up the
windows of our summer cottage in the
fall. 3. food served on a table
4. group of persons managing something;
council; a board of health

The school board approved the
plans for the new high school.

John thought he could use the
pine board to make a closet shelf.

hr. Wilson thought someone should
board up the entrance to the old
mine.
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OBJECTIV2

Learning now
words through
wide reading

111-23

PROCEDURES

Developing greaten
precision in the
usc of 'words

.M.1011.17417.1......mum.w.momOWILAM!,w.w

--Provide magazines, newspapers, and
variety of books.

1. Have pupils examine the ads for new
words or old words in new contexts.
Discuss the findings.

2. Encourage each student to set up his
own vocabulary card file.

Each word is written on a 3 x 5 inch
card. Context of word (a phrase or
sentence) and its appropriate defi-
nition are written on the back of
the card.

3. Compile a classroom dictionary.

Students submit sentences or para-
graphs in which the word occurs with
its multiple meanings, derivations, and
a picture or cartoon illustrating the
word.

--Use lessons from workbooks.

1. Choose the word or words that could
be substituted for the underlined
word without changing the essential
meaning of the sentence.

EXAMDLE:

When Jack was completelycom pletelll convinced that
his plan would not work, he asked for
help.

almost actually partly
nearly entirely thoroughly
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OBJECTIVES

Developing grcatei
precision in the
use of words 2.

PROCDURES

The four words below each phrase arc
either synonyms or antonyms of the
underlined word. Write an s before
the word that means the same and an
a before the word that moans the

opposite of the underlined word.

EXAMPLE:

generous portions
scanty

1111111

ample
sizeable
stingyMSWIMIIM711111

cordial host
friendly
rude
gracious
hostile

--Have pupils listen and record current
junior high synonyms for:

female beauty
ale attraciveess

r superb athlete
a dull school subject

1. Discuss whether the same words are
being repeated again and again.

2. Discuss out-of-style words for the
items above.

--Have pupils find synonyms that are more
colorful than each of the below.

smart
stupid
wonderful

Introduce a thesaurus .or books of
synonyms and antonyms.
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OBJECTIVES

Understanding the
importance of pre-
fixes, suffixes,
and roots

+111010.1.1.11111.MMEMMW
PROCEDURES

111-25
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1 --Teach the SPELLING LESSONS in each grade
which stress the importance of prefixes
and suffixes.

--Check the basic text chapters which pre-
sent and give drill exercises in this
vocabulary building method.

-..Stress through book or teacher-made les-
sons these understandings about affixes:

1. A root word may change visual form
when an ending or suffix is added;
the final consonant may be doubled
as in omitted or thinner; final e

may be dropped as in opposing or esti-
matlnE; final y may be changed to
i as in

2. Meaning, not visual form, determines
whether a syllable is a prefix or a
suffix; tun is a prefix in unable
but not in under; ttiont is a suffix
in observation but not in nation.

3. Suffixes have a grammatical function;
fame is a noun but the derived form,
famous, is an adjective.

4. The meaning of many derived forms of
known root words can be determined
from context.

5. 1 root word usually retains its mean-
ing in inflected and derived forms.
Example: colony, colonies, colonial,
and colonist.
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IMPROVING VOCABULARY

OBJECTIVES

Understanding the
importance of pre-
fixes, suffixes,
and roots
(continued)

PROCEDURES

6, Many root words lose their original
pronunciations in derived forms.
Example: please, pleasant, and
pleasure (5)

Select common affixes and roots for mem-
orization. Present these in exercises in
which pupils can guess the correct form.
(See Word Attack by Clyde Roberts,
chapter

- -Use prefixes with roots that build new
words. The following 15 prefixes account
for 82% of all words in which prefixes
appear (3, p.416). Not all will apply
to all roots.

ab (from) - abstract
ad (to) - attract
be (by)
com (with) - contract
de (from) - detract
dis (apart) - distract
en (in)
ex (out) - extract
in (into)
in (not) - intractable
pre (before)
pro (in front of) - protract
re (back) - retract
sub (under) - subtract
un (not) - untractable

--Demonstrate that suffixes permit one to
get more mile out of one word; a new
use and sometLIDes a now meaning ensues.
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IMPROVING VOCABULARY

OBJECTIVES

Understanding the
importance of pre-
fixes, suffixes,
and roots
(continued)

Promoting a great
interest in

words

PROCEDURES

III-27

EXAMPLE:

creator or (one who)
creation -ion (result, state of)
creative -ive (tending to)
creativity -ity (state of being)
creatively -ly (in such a manner)

--Show that the visual form of a word may
2,2Deutc_12.9;:alled-kLaroca but that
the meaning is not present.

EXAMPLE:

many harmful insects
escaped from the accident unharmed
worked in perfect harmonz
a harmless remark

--Have games available and give time enough
for pupils to ].earn to play them: Scrabble,
Password, "Literary IQ" (from Saturday
M717777 .

--Change the bulletin board theme or have
pupils make posters, projects, etc.

1. Interesting word origins

2. Map with words from foreign countries

3. Regional expressions throughout the
United St9es of America

4. Words derived from proper names such
as, pasteurize, quisling etc.
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IMPROVING VOCABULARY

OBJECTIVES

Promoting a great-
er interest in
words
(continued)

PROCEDURES

5. Words coined or invented by industry
such as nylon, dacron, and kodak

6. Words peculiar to certain trades or
professions such as "to butter a
header," overhead, kill the story

7. Telescoped words such as brunch, smog,
and guestimate

8. Words we need such as:

a word for his or her and one for
him orher
a word for peanut butter and jelly
a word for ham and eggs

9G Word tree or something similar based
on a Greek or Latin root with affixes

10. The manias and their meanings

11. The phobias and their meanings

12. Latest slang (Others should play
devilts advocate and see whether or
not the expression is really current,)



ADULTS ONLY
ANTIDOTE
BEWARE OF THE DOG
BUS STATION
CAUTION
COMBUSTIBLE

CONTAMINATED
CONDEMNED
DEEP WATER
DENTIST
DON'T WALK
DO NOT CROSS, USE

TUNNEL
DO NOT CROWD
DO NOT ENTER
DO NOT INHALE
FUMES

DO NOT PUSH
DO NOT REFREEZE
DO NOT SHOVE
DO NOT STAND UP
DC NOT USE NEAR

OPEN FLAME
DYNAMITE
ELEVATOR
EDIRGENCY EXIT
EMPLOYEES ONLY
ENTRANCE
EXIT
EXPLOSIVES
EXTERNAL USE ONLY
FALLOUT SHELTER
FIRE ESCAPE
FIRE EXTINGUISHER
FIRST AID
FLAMMABLE
FOUND
FRAGILE
GAf!OLINE

GATE
GENTLEMEN
HANDLE WITH CARE
HANDS OFF
HELP
HIGH VOLTAGE
INFLAMMABLE
INFORMATION
INSTRUCTIONS
KEEP CLOSED AT ALL

TIMES
KEEP OFF (THE GRASS)

IMPROVING VOCABULARY

WILSON'S ESSENTIAL VOCABULARY

KEEP OUT
LADIES
LOST
LIVE WIRES
MEN
NEXT (WINDOW)

(GATE)
NO ADMITTANCE
NO CHECKS CASHED
NO CREDIT
NO DIVING
NO DOGS ALLOWED
NO DUMPING
NO FIRES
NO LOITERING
NO FISHING
NO HUNTING
NO MINORS
NO SMOKING
NO SPITTING
NO SWIMMING
NO TOUCHING
NO TRESPASSING
NOT FOR

INTERNAL USE
NOXIOUS
NURSE
OFFICE
OPEN
OUT OF ORDER
PEDESTRIANS

PROHIBITED
POISONOUS
POLICE (STATION)
POST NO BILLS
POST OFFICE
POSTED
PRIVATE PROPERTY
PULL
PUSH
SAFETY FIRST
SHALLOW WATER
SHELTER
SMOKING PROHIBITED
STEP DOWN (P?)
TAXI STAND
TERMS CASH
THIN ICE
THIS END UP
THIS SIDE UP
USE BEFORE (DATE)

III - 29
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USE IN OPEN AIR
USE'OTHER DOOR
VIOLATERS WILL BE

PROSECUTED
WALK
WANTED
WARNING
WATCH YOUR STEP
WET PAINT
WOMEN
ALL CARS (TRUCKS)

STOP
ASK. ATTENDANT

FOR KEY
BEWARE OF

cgoss WINDS
BRIDGE OUT
CONSTRUCTION ZONE
CURVE
DANGER'
DANGEROUS CURVE
DEAD. END

DEER (CATTLE)
CROSSING

DETOUR
DIM LIGHTS
DIP
DO NOT BLOCK WALK

(DRIVEWAY)
DRIFTING SAND
DRIVE SLOW
EMERGENCY
VEHICLES ONLY

-,.ND 45

COnTRUCTION
EXIT ONLY
'PALLING ROCKS
FLOODS WHEN
RAINING

:TOUR WAY STOP
MEEWAY
GARAGE
GO SLOW
HOSPITAL ZONE
INSPECTION STATION
.UNCTION

E ZEP TO THE
LEFT (RIGHT)

LANE ENDS
LAST CHANCE
FOR GAS



LAST CHANCE
FOR GAS

LEFT LANE MUST
TURN LEFT

LEFT TURN ON
THIS SIGNAL ONLY

LOADING ZONE
LISTEN
MPH
MECHANIC ON DUTY
MEN WORKING
MERGE LEFT (RIGHT)
MERGING TRAFFIC
MILITARY

RESERVATION
NO LEFT TURN
NO PARKING
NO PASSING
NO RIGHT TURN ON

RED LIGHT
NO STANDING
NO STOPPING
NO TURNS
NO "U' TURN
NOT A THROUGH

STREET
ONE WAY-

DO NOT ENTER
ONE WAY STREET
PAVEMENT ENDS
PED XING
PLAYGROUND
PROCEED AT YOUR
OWN RISK

PRIVATE ROAD
PUT ON CHAINS
R.R.
RAILROAD CROSSING
RESTROOMS
RESUME SPEED
RIGHT LANE MUST
TURN RI=

ROAD CLOSED
ROAD ENDS
SCHOOL ZONE
SLIDE AREA
SLIPERY WHEN WET

(FROSTY)
SLOW DOWN
SLOWER TRAFFIC
KEEP RIGHT

SPEED CHECKED
BY RADAR

STEEP GRADE
STOP AHEAD
STOP FOR
PEDESTRIANS

STOP WHEN OCCUPIED
STOP MOTOR
THIS LANZ MAY
TURN LEFT

THIS ROAD PATROLLED
BY AIRCRAFT

THREE WAY LIGHT
TURN OFF 3 MILE
TRAFFIC CIRCLE
TRUCK ROUTE
UNLOADING ZONE
USE LOW GEAR
WATCH FOR FLAGMAN
WATCH FOR LOW

FLYING AIRCRAFT
WINDING ROAD
YIELD RIGHT OF WAY

III - 30
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THE BASIC SKILLS

INPRCVING COHPVERENSION

A, person is not reading unless he also comprehends.
"Obtaining meaning from.the printed page" is a simplified
definition of comprehension. However, comprehension is
not a single skill. It is made up of a complex blend of
habits, skills, and visual and mental processes which over-
lap into the skill of interpretation. There are degrees of
comprehension, extending into the advanced skills of critical
reading and beyond that, some experts talk of creative read-
J-ag.

Before one can obtain meaning or literal comprehension
from the printed page, word recognition skills must be ade-
quate. Betts judges that any instructional material offered
a child should not contain more than five word-recognition
difficulties per `hundred if he is expected to gain a measure
of comprehension (2, p.449). Of course, if the student is
expected to weigh or evaluate the reading, even fewer word-
recognitions problems should be present.

Thus "word calling" is certainly not adequate. Meaning
must be attached to each word, the right meaning for the par-
ticular context. The pupil must see the relationship between
the individual words. He must get caught up in the reading--
forming a mental image of time, place or of what will come
next. To begin he masters a sentence and in this a knowledge
of grammar or at least of the structure of sentences is useful,

READING THE SENTENCE

In reading a long sentence, the pupil finds the subject
to know what is talked about or who is acting. To know wh9,t
action is taking place, he finds the verb. This sounds easy
enough, but when sentences contain long phrases or clauses;
when the sentence order is inverted; or when the logical ar
rangement is broken by a long explanatory statement, the r,:Ede.3
can lose the basic thought. See?

The "turn-about" signals that reverse the flow of thought
in a sentence arzJ often disregarded or misunderstood. Pupils
must be shown that such words as but, however, nevertheless,,
and contraim require the reader to hold one idea and con-
trast it with a newer one. The connectives are important
understanding one sentence and relating it with the no-tit,
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IMPROVING COMPREHENSION

Such words as and, again, furthermore, and also continue
the thought and permit the reader to hurry on. He may meet
words that require a pause for explanations signaled by be-
cause, for example and to be more specific. Again the con-
nectives must be noted because they are clues to what is coming,,

It is the double negative which holds the greatest chal-
lenge for the reader. Little innuendos, double meanings, irony,
and humor are missed if these puzzlers are misread. The pupil
must recognize not only the obvious not, but he must take into
consideration the prefixes un and dis, and the like. As an
example, does "Jim was not unaware of his charm," mean the
same as "Jim was aware of his charm"? Is.more implied? What?

To understand the sentence, then, requires specific in-
struction in a series of sequential steps. The basal texts of
the seventh and eighth grades and the short selections from
kits specifically built to improve sentence comprehension are
very valuable sources of practice material.

READING THE PARAGRAPH

Basic to understanding a long selection is the under-
standing of the paragraph, its structure, pattern of organiza-
tion, and purpose. The indentation signals a unit of writing
which every reader must'conquer.

It should be understood that a paragraph is a short com-
position built around one main idea, and that a longer compo-
sition is made up of these important ideas. Usually one
sentence in a paragraph contains the main idea, while other
sentences in the paragraph are used to clarify this thought.
Cue words enable the reader to determine whether these sen-
tences are a restatement of the topic sentence or whether
examples or perhaps, comparisons will follow. The reader needs
to know what contribution these supporting statements make.
It is finding the main idea which gives the greatest difficulty,
separating it from its supporting details.

Thus pupils should be taught to look for the noun or ro-
Eoluiesthenaugrapl. Then a search or the
sentence, which makes the most eneralized statement about this
noun follows. That sentence will be the topic sentence, PupilJ
may underline the repeated noun and its referents to note the
overpowering effect of it. The teacher might read a paragraph
ACCENTING the dominant NOUN and its PRONOUNS.
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TYPES OF PARAGRAPH STRUCTURES AND MAIN IDEA (5, pp.46,47)

Type 1 The main idea is stated in the first
sentence. A. 1 details support or hold
up this topic sentence. This is the
inverted triangle used in newspaper
work in which the 5 WIs and H (who,
when,where,what,why,how) are stated at
the beginning of the item. With luck
the text books which pupils study will
have been written by considerate authors
who organize their writing thus.

Type 2 Instead of starting with the main idea
the author might list detail after de-
tail, a long explanation leading down
to the main idea. Sometimes this kind
of writing is found in feature articles
in the news leading the reader into th,i
story little by little.

Type 3 Here the main idea is buried within the
paragraph. Skim for dominant nouns then
look for the best general statement, not
examples, is good advice for locating
this less easily found topic sentence
m1311111MRaLlamah.

Type 4 The main idea is split with part of it
coming at the beginning of the paragraph
and the rest of it at the end. The
thought is reversed by such words as
but or however. Another example of
this is when the main idea is given in
the first paragraph and then repeated
in the last. This repetition of the
same thought, is not necessarily a
contrast.

Type 5 Here all statements are of equal im or
tance and each presents an idea which
has something in common with the others.
The reader must be aware of what came
before and apply a common denominator
to the details.

10:3
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READING THE PARAGRAPH

As the reader skims to find the main idea of a paragraph,
he also notes the pattern of organization within the paragraph,
and he should .be gaining a general impression of the total
Organization. He knows that in reading novels he can predict
what will come next from the clues that have been dropped
along the way. He must also learn to detect the paragraph
patterns common to certain subject areas.

The paragraph patterns discussed in the PROC-J]DUR3S
which follow are:

1. Process Pattern: clues--first, second, then

2. Comparison and/or Contrast Pattern: clues--is like,
however, but

3. Explanation Pattern: clues--because, in order to

4. 'Example Pattern: clues--for instance, specifically

5. Series of Events Pattern: clueswhen, as a result

Becoming adept in recognizing the clues to these patterns aids
comprehension in general and thus, rate of comprehension. The
teacherts task is to improve comprehension skills first; rate
improvement, then, will follow.

In conclusion, all of the foregoing discussion is center-
ed on getting the literal meaning of the authorts words. Total
comprehension requires the ability to infer-1D read between
and beyond the lines. Questioning what one reads, weighing
the evidence, looking for. the authorts slant all require
Ihalk1RapalKu.alng. skills of high order. But before one
can read critically he must understand the literal meaning.
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OBJECTIVES

Understanding how
to find the main
thought in a sen-
tence

-rPowarr....r.t

PROCEDURES

--Prepare both simple and complex sentences
for students. Direct students to locate
the subject, verb, and object or comple-
ment in each sentence.

EXAMPLES:

1. Simple sentences

He raced yesterday.
Jim on the race.

2. Compound sentences

Jim raced yesterday and he won.
(Point out the pronoun as a referent)

3. Sentences containing phrases or clauseu

a. Preceding the subject

Although he had little experience,
Jim won the race.

b. Interrupting the flow of thought

Jim, to his friend's amazement,
won the race.

c. Reversing the flow of thought

Jim, didn't think he would win the
race, but to his surprise, he was
the first one over the finish line,

4. Question

How do you know that Jim won the race?

5. Inverted sentence

Up to the winner's circle walked Jim.
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OBJECTIVES=1!".0
Understanding how
to find the main
thought in a sen-
tence
(continued)

Understanding
that each para-
graph has a
main idea

PROCEDURES

Note: Having
pupils draw a
diagram of the
type of paragraph
structure, helps
visualization.
(Refer to Gilbert
diagrams given in
preceding pages.)

6. Negative sentence

Lack of experience did not keep Jim
from winning the race.

L-Instruct students to delete all but the
essential information in a long sentence
and write a telegram.

I--Give students the subject, verb and object
of a sentence. Instruct them to build a
longer sentence. Read orally and discuss.

-- 'Trite several unrelated sentences in
paragraph form on the board. Discuss
why the paragraph is poorly constructed
and what must be done to make it meaning-
ful.

1--Select examples of paragraphs in which
the main idea is found in various loca-
tions.

Read to find the most important thought
in each paragraph. Write this on board,
then relate each sentence to the main
idea using the following questions:

1. Is the key word repeated in other
sentences? (dominant noun)

2. Does the most important thought
relate to each and every sentence?

3. Do other sentences prove or support
this topic sentence?

',.12
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OBJECTIVES

Understanding
that each para-
graph has a
main idea
(continued)

Understanding
that paragraph
patterns give
clues to the
main idea

PROCEDURES

--Discuss the location of the main idea in
paragraphs and the authors purpose in
including supporting details to prove,
clarify, or support the main idea.

Select examples of paragraphs
the main idea is inferred but
stated. Instruct students to
most important of the

in which
not directly
state the
paragraph.

-Cut the headlines from a variety of short
news items.

1. Paste the headlines on one side of a
5 x 8 card; the news items on the other,

2. Pass the cards with the headlines hidden.

3. Ask pupils to write a headline for each
news item.

4. Have the headlines read orally for
comparison.

(Variations of this exercise might in-
clude the assembling of a kit of news
items for individual work. Groups could
share a set of six cards each containing
a different clipping.)

--Select various
Point out that
by certain ke
tionship among

types of 2amauxARallamE
patterns can be identified

key cords and a common rela.-
supporting details. Point
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OBJECTIVES

Understanding
that paragraph
patterns give
clues to the
main idea
(continued)

IMPROVING COMPREHENSION

PROCEDURES

out that the topic sentence can be identi-
fied by certain unique features in such
paragraph patterns.

--Teach these clues and patterns.

1. Process Pattern

a. Identification by key words:
then, first, second, after this,
later, in the beginning. (There
is also a change in the action
verb from sentence to sentence)

b. Relationship among supporting
details sentences give sequential
steps or stages of a process.

c. Identification of main idea:
sentence in which the process,
in general, is discussed or
described.

2. Comparison and/or Contrast Pattern

a. Identification by key words:
is like, is similar to, is
different from, however, etc.

b. Relationship among supporting
details: sentences show like-
nesses or differences among items
or ideas.

c. Identification of main idea: sen-
tence in which a general statement
of relationship among items or
ideas is found,
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OBJECTIVES' PROCEDURES

Understanding
that paragraph
patterns give
clues to the
main idea
(continued) 3. Explanation Pattern

a. Identification by key words:
because, on this account, in order
to, etc.

b. Relationship among supporting de-
tails sentences contain related
details which seem to clarify a
particular premise, usually re-
peating key words.

c. Identification of main idea:
sentence which contains a point
of view, a conclusion, or a general
statement of fact.

4. Example Pattern

a. Identification by key words: for
example, as an illustration, many,
most, some, etc.

b. Relationship among supporting de-
tails: sentences which seem to
contain unrelated facts yet tend
to prove a point.

c. Identification of main idea:
sentence in which a conclusion,
a point of view, or a general
statement of fact is expressed,

5. Series of Events Pattern

a. Identification of key words:
when, later, after that, etc.

b. Relationship among supporting de-
tails: sentences which seem to
contain different but related
events in chronological order.
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OBJECTIVES

Understanding
that paragraph
patterns give
clues to the
main idea
(continued)

PROCEDURES

Understanding
that paragraphs
have a logical
relationship in
a long selection

c. Identification of main idea;
statement which contains major
cause and/or effect of events.

--Discuss the value of noting paragraph
patterns as an aid in outlining.

--Have pupils find ezampl,;s of each para-
graph pattern and copy them for class
review.

--Post a large diagram of each kind of
pattern for reference as pupils read.

--Givefrequent practice in finding main
idea in short paragraphs from all kinds
of reading matter.

--Select a two or three page narrative for
study. Point out various ways in which
students can set purpose for reading by
surveying,

1. Survey by: reading first and last
paragraphs of selection; reading first
and last paragraphs of selection;
reading first lines of each paragraph,
noting illustrations; studying questions
at the end of narrative etc.

a. Discuss what the survey has revealed
about the contents of the story.

b, predict what details might be re-
vealed in the narrative.
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OBJECTIVES PROCEDURES

Understanding
that paragraphs
have a logical
relationship in
a long selection
(continued) c. Read introductory paragraphs.

Discuss the purpose of the introduc-
tion using the following questions:

(1. Does it help the reader become
acquainted with the setting
and characters?

(2. Does it state a general premise
which might be fully developed
in the selection?

(3. Does it entice the reader to
read further?

Read one paragraph...ug. time, noting
the following as the story progresses:

a. How does the main idea of each para-
graph relate to the introduction?

b. Do the main ideas help -predict That
will follow?

c. Does each paragraph relate to the
preceding paragraph? Are paragraphs
in logical order?

d. Do all 1,.aragraphs contribute in-
formation which develops the nar-
rative or do some merely provide
a transition from one idea to the
next?
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OBJECTIVES

Understanding that
reaching a con-
clusion involves
judgment

Understanding
punctuation as
an aid to the
interpretation
of sentences

PROCEDURES

-Reread carefully to:

1. Evaluate the authorrs style:

a. What methods or techniques are
used to maintain interest?

b. Is the author an authority on the
subject?

2. Evaluate information in the narrative:

a. Does the author slant his informa-
tion by his use of topics?

b. Does the author use opinions or
facts to prove his point?

--Prepare two paragraphs which will be of
interest to teenagers.

1. Include commas, semicolons, quotation
marks, etc., all the usual punctuation.

2. Discuss the function of each mark as
an aid to reading.

-Present additional paragraphs from which
all marks of punctuation have been deleted

1. Have these read orally and punctuated
where the reader pauses naturally.

2. Show the confusion which can exist when
punctuation is missing.
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OBJECTIVES

Understanding
that figurative
language requires
reading for deepe
meaning

PROCEDURES

--Illustrate figurative meanings:

the foot of the bed
the tongue of a shoe

--Show how figurative language helps the
reader to visualize:

swam like a fish slept like a baby

Sue talks in high gear and thinks in low.

His face was a map of all his days' ups
and downs.

the booming, hissing surf
sizzling, sputtering steak

--Teach how to read analogies. Have pupils
construct some with new words which they
have learned.

debtor:creditor::payerTayee)
cow:herbivorous::tiger: carnivorous)

--Examine the sports pages for colorful
expressions. Posted headlines should
be explained by contributors.

Naperville's Redskins whitewash Theaton

--Have pupils read jokes and puns orally.

1. Note that what is missias makes
something funny.

2. Note that we don't all laugh at the
same story. Why?

-Read a poem containing vivid imagery.

1. Rewrite sections in plain, overworked
words Notice the flatness

2. Discuss the
one arrives
meanings of
ing did the

110

different interpretations
at when unfamiliar dictionary
words are found. What mean-
poet intend?
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ORAL READING PURPOSES

Oral reading activities decrease in the junior high
school, but there is still a place for this kind of expres-
sion. In an audience situation the reader of any age is
more likely to want to read well. It is axiomatic that the
audience should be he d to the task of listening well, too.

Oral reading demands THINKING just as silent reading
does. The difference is that the audience of one or a mul-
titude is checking the reader's thinking. Host speakers
like people to think that they think.

Since one's oral reading makes a display of the thinking
and silent reading skills, familiar hallmarks still hold:

recognizing the meaning of words
(tone of voice, accent on the right syllable)

recognizing thought units
(phrasing, inflection of voice)

recognizing the author's intended emphasis
(tone, facial expression)

But the audience is an added factor. Some are sound shy be-
cause of grade school experiences while learning to read.

It is a curious thing, however, to discover that junior
high pupils in a remedial class like to read aloud. The
reasons for this apparent paradox may be:

that each pupil realizes that he will be
responsible for only a small part of the whole

that immediate help is available for unknown
words and concepts, because discussion usually
breaks up the oral reading of factual paragraphs

that the teacher is conscious that a favorable
atmosphere for correction must be established
in a class of less-able readers

that the reader has a chance to contribute
orally at least once in awhile in his
,junior high school career

that the time passes more quicklylili
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ORAL READING PURPOSES

In a heterogeneously grouped class the teacher will see
that weaker readers have the easier parts to read if it is
a sight reading experience.

Except for diagnosis, oral reading is usually preceded
by silent reading. The activity should be purposeful as in-
dicated in the following examples:

1. Find the most important paragraph in this
chapter from the author's point of view.
Thy have you chosen this one?

2. Find the most significant statement in
this chapter from Lour point of view.
Uhat implications do you see?

3. Find in the reference book on your
desk evidence to prove
Read to compare what this book states
with the other readings offered.

4. In a story, play, or book find:

the funniest part
the saddest part
an evidence of irony
an evidence of exaggeration

Adults read for various purposes in their work or social
life. The amount of and opportunity for oral reading depend
somewhat on the cultural level of the reader. Some activities
are:

sharing a newspaper item, a story, or book
with the family or friends

reading to prove a point to someone

reading in a choral reading situation
at church or in a club meeting

reading a report or announcement at business

reading for the blind, handicapped, or shut-ins
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IV-1

THE ADVANCED SKILLS

IMPROVING STUDY SKILLS IN THE CONTENT SUBJECTS

In the junior high school the adolescent must assume
greater responsibility for his materials, for getting to
class on time, and for learning the routines that many teach-
ers expect him to follow. Subject area teachers, trained in
their special majors and secondary school methods, frequently
do not realize That they are asking of the fledgling. Some
expect him to read from an "eighth grade" text with little
help with the vocabulary and concept difficulties inherent
in information type materials. They expect that out-of-class
preparation will be done satisfactorily and on time.

Unfortunately it often happens that several teachers
schedule important tests on the same day. Projects have a
way of coining due all at once at the end of the quarter.
Attempts to schedule these tests and projects with a sort of
interdisciplinary calendar" meet with varying degrees of

acceptance and consistency in compliance. Sometimes it is
difficult for the teacher to know just how long a unit will
take as reteaching and schedule interruptions interfere.
More often, it seems, there is just not enough communication
among the faculty until a conference is called in behalf of
a student in trouble. Reading teachers must be alert to their
role as guidance people.

STUDY SKILLS TRAINING

The reading teacher is a liason person functioning as
the one responsible for teaching and checking up on the
general study skills. He encourages adaptations to the one-
textbook approach to teaching. He tries to help content
teachers become more aware of the importance of HOST to read
in various subjects.

Many students in college today report that they have
never had help with learning to study. It could be that
they were not ready for it when it was offered, or that it
was a one-shot one-week autumn "unit" with no carry through.
Public and private agencies outside of the school enroll
students in their learn-to-study programs at considerable
extra expense to their parents. It would seem that even a
crowded day ought to inciade on-the-job training in the study
techniques needed to succeed in a twelve-year school career.
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IMPROVING STUDY SKILLS IN THE CONTENT SUBJECTS

STUDY SKILLS TRAINING

The Naperville developmental reading program includes
study skills training. particularly in the upper grade levels,
To start, the printer's aids as keys to the author's organiza-
tion are noted. The variation in type sizes and styles as-
sist the pupil with his survey of the chapter and with the
recall of major points in the chapter outline. All parts
of the textbooks are studied. Many content teachers now pro-
vide their own introductory lessons to their subject textbook.

Second, the program stresses the importance of knowing
where to look for information and how to dig it out. A com-
prehensive unit in reference reading is taught in the seventh
grade. Topics-for the search are supplied by the science and
social studies teachers.

These general skills lead to a most important one: de-
fining the purposes for study and reading--the search for
answers.. Posing questions worthy of the search is not easy.

PROBLEM-SOLVERS vs. NONSUCCESSFUL PROBLEM- SOLVERS

Bloom found that nonsuccessful college level problem
solvers (those with poor academic grades) did not understand
"the nature of the problem" to be solved and that they were
inadequate in starting the.attack on a problem (1 10 p.73).
They could not separate the relevant from the explanatory
verbiage; they could not center on the core of the problem.
Some were so eager to get going that they either did not read
the directions or they misread them, Having spun their wheels
in the take-off and then having a stint of aimless driving,
they gave up. Students were able to understand the passages
if they had a clear idea of what they were to find by reading.

Artley says, "The teaching of a subject is the teaching
of how to study that subject. That is the teaching of a sub-
ject," he continues, "other than to teach the pupil to find
the materials he needs: to resolve issues, to form opinions,
to solve problems" (1). This is the phase of the teaching of
reading to which every instructor can contribute. The reading
teacher's job is to help his colleagues to see the urgency for
assisting with study skills training.

The SQ3R method stressed in junior high and high school is
an important study technique. The Q for Question is the key to
setting purposes for reading. If the faculty asks better ques-
tions, youngsters may find real reasons for reading. If that
occurs, learning is likely to follow,
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IMPROVING STUDY SKILLS IN THE CONTENT SUBJECTS

ESSENTIAL STUDY A= READING HABITS
(From unpublished booklet, Reading in the Content Subjects,
Naperville, Illinois)

A GUIDE FOR STUDENTS

I. Making the BEST USE of your STUDY =E.

A. Develop the right ATTITUDE for your job.

1. Begin to think of your goals for life after
junior high.

2. Find an interest in your studies.
3. Learn to concentrate on the job before you

a. Avoid distractions in school and at home.
b. Use a study schedule and stick to it

4. Sit up and listen attentively to the speaker.
5. Strive for perfect attendance.
6. Take care of the expensive books and materials

provided for you.

B. Make GOOD STUDY HABITS a ROUTINE.

1. Carry necessary equipment for each class.
2. Keep an assi nment notebook.

a. List and understand daily requirements in
each subject.

1. Plan ahead for long term assignments and
list date due.

c. Cross off each task as completed.
3, Observe the rules of the class for written

assignments.
a. ?rite legibly and neatly. Head your paper

correctly.
b. Spell correctly. (Use your dictionary and

glossaries.)
c. Organize your notebook for each subject.
d. Take notes as directed by your teacher.
e. Get papers in on time.

4. Become "test-wise."
a. Study your books and notes daily and review.
b. Decide on possible test questions and answer

them.
c. Use last minute review for clearing up fuzzy

points.



3:KPROVING STUDY SKILLS IN THE CONTENT SUBJECTS

B. :cake GOOD STUDY HABIT' a ROUTIN21]. (continued)
d. Read directions to the test at least twice,
e. Read all questions first to get an overview,
f. Answer questions in order, but donit.spend

too much time on those which you don't know.
g. Check over your paper before handing.it in

II. Getting the most out of your reading

A. Establish your PURPOSE FOR READING and ADJUST YOUR
SPEED to the material.

1. Are you reading to find the main idea of the
total selection?

2. Are you reading to find details to answer a
specific question?

3. Are you reading to remember the steps, of a process
or a problem?

4. Are you reading to m the authorts data and
compare it with other sources?

B. Make use of important reading skills.

1. Use the TABLE OF CONTENTS to see the AUTHORIS PLA2T.
2c SKIM the selection as a WHOLE to get the feel of it

a, Read the title.
b, Note pictures, graphs, etc.
c. If you are not reading a mystery or other

fiction, re77the first line of each paragraph
and all of the summary paragraph.

3. Find KEY 1-ORDS which point to the MAIN IDEA in the
sentence, paragraph, or total selection.
a. Look for the noun (dominant) which is repeated,

and its synonyms, and pronouns.
b. Be able to state the main idea in a sentence,
c. Watch for CONNECTING WORDS which may change

the meaning of the sentence, such as not, but,
then, however, and furthermore ,

4. THINK as you read.
a. Ask yourself questions to test yourself.
b. React to the selection.

(1. Have you read something like this before?
(2. Do you agree with what you are reading?

5. Note UNFAMILIAR FIORDS for later study and use.
a, Look for clues in roots of the word.
b. Use the context and/or dictionary and glossary.
c, Record phrase with the unfamiliar word.

C. Practice)using a wide variety of materials.
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IMPROVING STUDY SKILLS IN THE CONTENT SUBJECTS

It is obvious that a mere review or recital of the points
covered in this GUIDE will do very little, The items in I,
Making the Best Use 'of Study Time, lend themselves to drama
tization of the wrongs and rights for getting ahead in junior
high school. Time should be taken early in the year for pupils
to analyze their current habits. Discussion which ensues
about meeting the demands of many different teachers may re-
quire articulation among the content teachers to relieve
pressure on pupils.

The points made in II of the outline are integral parts
of the developmental reading program and as such are practiced
again and again in the junior high reading classes.

A class set of the booklet, Readin in the Content Sub,iects,
written by the reading teachers is available for each teacnerls
use, Printed copies of the SQ3R study skill outline are
usually used in the eighth grade.

The AVID catalogue should be consulted for films and
filmstrips dealing with study habits. The school library
houses a few guidance filmstrips which might be useful, It
is strongly recommended that the teacher preview all audio-
visual material before showing it to the class.
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IMPROVING STUDY SKILLS IN THE CONTENT SUBJECTS

S Q 3 R

SURVEY QUESTION READ RECITE REVIEW (REFLECT)

SURVEY --Look over a chapter for a few minutes to get oriented
to it, to get a bird's eye view, before studying it
deeply.

--Read the title and introductory paragraph (sometimes
a few paragraphs).

--Fix the name of the chapter in your mind° Ordinarily
the introduction to the chapter supplies sufficient
background for recognizing the purpose of the chapter
It may also state specifically the method of develop-
ment the author intends to follow.

--Read headings and sub-headJ.ngs and italicized words,
THESE HEADINGS ARE IDEAS WHICH THE AUTHOR THINKS AR?,'
IMPORTANT. Sub-headings or margin headings name
important details which prove or develop the larger
idea.

-Go through the chapter heading by heading; they will
form a topical outline° This will provide help for
students who say, "I never know what is important."
Headings are main ideas provided by the author. Let
the author do part of your work.

--Read the summary at the end of the chapter. Reread
it to see which ideas the author restates for special
emphasis or that general conclusion he comes to.
(If there is no summary, read the last sentence or
two before each new major heading.)

QUESTION- -Turn each heading and subtitle into a question.
WHO? WHAT? WHEN? :THERE? ?WHY? HOl? The question
made from the heading is what you are supposed to
be able to answer when you finish your study of the
paragraph, topic, and chapter. The and H help.

.Trite down the questions from headings to help to fix
them in your mind. These questions give purpose to
your reading. (Remember-- Reading, is and
good students THINK.)
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IMPROVING STUDY SKILLS IN THE CONTENT SUBJECTS

S Q 3 R

Questiollsgiven by your teacher or at the end of
the chapter are often headings turned into questions,
Be sure to read all of these before you read each
chanter, and then search for answers, heading by
heading.

Questions of your own which arise from your back-
ground reading or interest give purpose for reading.
Did you see something you disagree with?

READ --Read just the material covered under one heading
or sub-heading, looking for the answers to your
questions.

-Read ideas, not just words. It is usually better
NOT to take notes while reading.

--Read aggressively with the intent of getting
answers and of noting supporting details.

RECITE --Close the book and RECITE by doing at least one of
the following reinforcements.

..- Answer the questions which you raised before you
began to read. Answer fully and be sure to include
the reasons why the author believes the answer is
true.

--Tell yourself the main idea or concept of the section.

--Tell yourself the important subpcints you will need
to know. Write down the important points in a simple
outline, a short paragraph, a chart or formula.
(THE KEY TO SUCCESS LIES IF RECALLING THE Ar'SWER,
not COPYING it.)

--Check your answer by referring to the book. Reread
or skim to locate and prove your points. Correct
and add to your answer.

__yow take notes. Brief notes. Try to rely cn your
memory. Indicate main points and subpoints.
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IMPROVING STUDY SKILLS IN THE CONTENT SUBJECTS

S Q 3 R

Reciting or recalling is reinforced by discussion
with your friends.

_REPEAT THE QUESTION, READ, RECITE process for all
headings.

REVIEW --Look over your notes and/or headings and subheadings
in the text to get an overall view of the main
points and how they fit together,

--Check your memory by recalling the main points.

--Recall subpoints under each main point.

--Lake up a test such as a teacher might give. Try
true false and conaletion type questions for details
Hake essay questions from the main headings. ANSWEe
your test.

The natural objection to the SQ3R method is that it is
slow. It is slower than the usual process of one or two
readings of a whole chapter. But, it is a solution to the
problem unsolved by the time-worn advice, "Well, you'll just
have to work harder if you don't remember.'!

N.B. F.P. Robinson of Ohio State titled the method outlined
here, the "SQ3R ethod" Variations of it appear in study
skills workbooks, multilevel reading materials and how-to-do-
it books in the popular press.
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IMPROVIrG STUDY SKIIJAI2LIML2ONTENT SUBJECTS

THE TEXTBOOK

.10.4TwIt

OBJECTIVES

Understanding
parts of the
textbook and
their use

A. Preliminaries

PROCEDURES

IV 9

--Instruct students to bring specified
textbooks to class. Group according to
titles. Be sure to relate questions to
the texts brought to class. Use printed
guide sheets.

--Draw out what pupils already know and can
expect to learn. (Motivation for study
and time saving in reference work)

1. Title (draws attention to book but
supplies little information about
the books contents)

a. Write on board:
Arive"Itureq in ReadinE

ire
Oar Country' s Story

b. Discuss the possible contents of
each book.

2. 292.1-1h-Lp..2.E2.

a. Discuss the importance of the
copyright date.

Example: A 1956 copyright on
African rations would make the
book "ancient history" in terms
of current events.

b. Discuss the possibility that an
old book might have better cover-
age of a particular subject.

c. Discuss the reasons for the succes-
sion of copyright dates on some books.
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IMPROVING STUDY SKILLS IN THE CONTENT SUBJECTS

THE TEXTBOOK

OBJECTIVES
-1=1.111TPOWNININTIM MIII

PROCEDURES

Understanding
parts of the
textbook and
their use
(continued)

B. Reference
Matter

3. Preface (provides a statement of
I777E-Tion, scope of book, and acknowl-
edgments)

a. Read a preface from a student text,

b. Discuss the importance of identify-
ing the author and using his name.

4. Table of Contert9 (p,"cvidEls a quick
general imiesslon of topl,.;s covered)

a. List briefly on the board.

b. Discus:: scope of each book.

c. Instru students to locate a unit
in their textbook without referring
to the table of contents. Locate
another unit by checking for page
number in the table of contents.

de Discuss time-saving feature.

--Draw out the use of each part as a time-
saving device.

1. Auendix (supplies extra information
pertinent to the text)

a. Instruct students to read various
appendixes to note printerls aids.

b. List on the board the information
contained in appendixes: maps,
diagrams, letters, documents,
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IMPROVING STUDY SKILLS IN THE CONTENT SUBJECTS

THE TEXTBOOK

ORJECTIVES PROCEDURES

IV-11

Understanding
Darts of the
textbook and
their use
(continued) 2. Glomarz (provides an alphabetical

list of terms with explanations or
definitions)

a. Discuss the value of referring to
the glossary for the authorts ex-
planation or definition of terms
rather than to a dictionary or
chapter in which word or term is
explained,

b. Note that the author usually
defines words in the text too,

3. Index (provides an a1.j2habetical
listing topics and page numbers.

a. Compare and contrast the table of
coa0;ents with the index,

b, Discuss and practice use of key
subtopics, cross references,

and punctuation common in most
indexes,

4. Biblio.glaphv (provides a list of
books or articles used by the author
in preparation of the text or suggests
other book, dealin with the subject
matter of the text

a, Discuss the organization.

b. Discuss the value,

c. Discuss the author :s role as a
researcher as well as a writer.
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IMPROVING STUDY SKILLS IN THE CONTENT SUBJECTS

THE TEXTBOOK

-----_____

OBJECTIVES PROCEDURES

Understanding
parts of the
textbook and
their use

C. Body of book

--Instruct students to salzez_sule °halter
of each textboolc. brought to class Note
authors and printers aids.

1. O1:22-=MAiings

2, Subheads

3. Italicized words

4. EargIallitotes

5. 211.A0.4a

6. Questions.

7. ILIALp.i
diagrams,

-Discuss aid p-r,,-;t1ce chauing,heackIno-s
and subheir,-,
tablish caei
to SQ3R 11..dez. ;Ildy Skills. Tnis would
be an excllen tic to introduce or
review this siiudy

--Discuss the Ry.:_anization of a chanter
as the authori atempt to make the
informaton clear a..id easjay underotood
by the sden,

--Administer a pint;:d test which includes
an application of the SQ3R technique under
teacher observation.
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IMPROVING STUDY SKILLS IN THE CONTENT SUBJECTS

KNOW YOUR TEXTBOOK TEST (excerpt)

I. MATCHING - Print a capital letter before the number of
the phrase which completes the meaning of each item.

1!1,

IIIIMMemom

1. boldface

2. glossary

3. copyright

Li, table of contents

5. pronunciation key

6. italics

7, index

8. preface

A. an alphabetical listing of
subjects

B. pictures, maps, and charts
O. heavy dark print for titles
D. type of print in which let-

ters usually slant to right
E. the rights to an invention
F. guide to an unknown word's

meaning
G. clues to the sounds of words
H. introduction or foreword
I. the author's outline with

sections and page numbers
J. footnotes
K. the exclusive legal right

to print and sell a book

II. COMPLETIOr--Fill in the blanks with words, phrases, or
sentences showing that you understand HOW to READ a
TEXTBOOK. Natch spellings

1. After a story problem has been read and reread, one
should
before starting the computation.

2. A helpful technique for studying the textbook is to
turn the boldface headings into
to provide a definite purpose for reading.

3. In the social studies book on your desk read from
pages 120-125 using the NOR method. ;Then you
finish, complete the following three purposes for
reading the assignment.

a. Because there was little industry, the South

b. That is meant by the phrase, "Cotton was king"?

-wwww11
c. One thing I would like to read more about in

this chapter is
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IMPROVING STUDY nILLS IN THE CONTENT SUBJECTS

MATHEUTICS SCIENCE SOCIAL STUDIES

All reading requires the common skills of (1) word rec-
ognition, (2) comprehension, and (3) flexibility of rate.
What has not long been recognized is that each content sub-
ject has its own patterns of writing and, consequently, of
reading. Smith (23) in particular, has analyzed such patterns
in mathematics, science, social studies, and literature, She
has attempted, as have others, to define the common study skills
needed to improve reading in these subjects. Other learning
areas, such as home economics, music and industrial arts also
have specific study and reading skills, few of which have been
analyzed.

At the junior high level, the extremely wide range of
reading levels demands adjustments for poor readers. But
even able readers get into difficulty with certain subjects,
usually because a problem-solving approach has been neglected,

In the OBJECTIVES and PROCEDURES which follow it will be
noted that reading in literature has been omitted. While some
stories and novels lend themselves to how-to-do it techniques,
neither the English teachers nor the reading teachers wish to
kill the mood of a story or the visual imagery of a poem by
over-analysis. The Naperville program recognizing that both
English (composition and literature) and Reading (developmental
and skills improvement) are important, schedules separate pe-
riods every day for both subjects. The special teachers are
trained to conduct strong programs in their respective classes.
The Reading teachers, of course, cooperate with the English
teachers in carrying out a total developmental reading program

The studentst own textbooks are used throughout the study
skills work. A workbook and study skills kits are used in the
seventh grade for the introduction of patterns of writing. In
the eighth grade some students will continue to use the work-
book, but most of the work is done in content area textbooks
Emphasis is placed on learning to summarize and to outline con
tent subject material in the ninth grade segment of the study
skills work, a part of the English curriculum there.

The BIBLIOGRAPHY of this section and the DESCRIPTIOIT of
MATERIALS in the YELLTJ PAGES supplement the outlines which
follow.
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STUDY SKILLS IN TH-L COLTEINTSUBJEI;

MATHEMATICS

Mathematics differs from othe coptc,nt areas in that it
is written concisely and the cop-oat descr';:o.3s ccii'piex re-
lationships. There is much abotract thinkin5, a r:.ading not
only of the lines, but between tho.IL, for infccrences which
are assumed. Study aids such as illustrations, cmples,
diagrams, and graphs are critical to the understanding of
the concepts. These must be understood and used fully by
the student.

Reading in mathematics involves:

intense concentration

knowledge of special vocabulary, symbols, formulae

understanding and application of generalizations

a step by step approach to problem solving

precision in following directions

Speed of reading is not a consideration in the reading
of mathematics. It is a spare language, deceptively simple
in appearance. As reading teachers one of the big tasks is
to dispel the myth that "story problems" are delightful nar-
ratives which can be read superficially.
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IMPROVING STUDY SKILLS IN THE CONTENT SUBJECTS

MATHEMATICS

,.......rwww,mrsOmmorow.rworevor
OBJECTIVES PROCEDURES

Understanding
special features
of mathematics

A. The signifi-
cance of
numbers

B. The function
of symbols

C. Specific mathe-1
matics vocabu-
lary

D. Quantitative
aids and
elements

E. A system for
solving verbal
math problems

--Select a problem which can
similar to the following:

o

show elements

Discuss the difference between 3.6, .36,
Discuss the meaning of zero: 202, 2002.

2. Discuss the symbols: -, +,x, %, etc.

3.

4.

5.

Discuss technical words: integer,
digit, etc.

Discuss specific math meanings for
familiar words: prime, natural, etc.

Discuss and list the many measurements
common to math: money, calendar ruler,
weights, etc.

Illustrate the sequential steps in
problem so Jziaz

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

What

';That

What

That

What

That

Picture do you see?

altattan is asked?

facts are given?

processes must be used?

is an estimated answer?

is the computed answer?
(1. Does this solution answer the

question asked in the problem?
(2. Does the answer seem close to

the estimated answer?

Explore other ways of solving the
problem.
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MATHEMATICS

OBJECTIVES

Understanding
steps in aaa-
lalLIELgsrma-
tion that developzwa new" concept

PROCEDURES

IV-17

-70,1.111*

-Select a lesson in the students' mathemat-
ics textbook. Show the steps in anal7zil1 z
new information in the following manner:

1. Read the heading, Discuss what in-
formation is known about the topic.

2. Look at pictures, diagrams, etc. Hou
do they relate to the heading?

3. Read introductory paragraphs.

Note any definitions or explanations
revealed by such terms as: are used
to, represent, indicates, expressed
by, etc. Reread if necessary.

4. Urite any formulas in words as well
as symbols.

5. Summarize introductory paragraphs.

6. Study and work sample problems by
constantly referring to introductory
paragraphs, illustrating, etc.

7. Write out any questions to be dis-
cussed with teacher.

3. Close book. Work problems again.

9. ake UD verbal problems that can be
solved by using new concepts from
lesson. Solve these problems.

1 10. Skim check test at end of chapter,
Find and solve any problems that re-
late to this lesson.
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SCIENCE

The discovery of the common writing patterns in science
makes for efficient and effective textbook reading. The read-
ing of biology differs from reading the steps for performing
an experiment. -Then mathematics is involved in the science
work, the reading skills of math should be reviewed. Science
reading like math is usually quite slow because much is con-
centrated in a word or symbol.

Essential in reading science material are:

learning a specialized vocabulary of
multisyllabic words

interpreting formulas, charts, diagrams

understanding the author's thought in
a long selection

reading and following directions precisely

The new science programs, such as IPS (Introductory
Physical Science), emphasize the discovery of concepts
through experimentation. This program demands a precise,
analytical, approach to the reading of science material and
the evaluation of findings.

In the reading of science a slow, careful, methodical
style is favored. Except for getting a brief overview of a
chapter, skimming and rapid reading have little value.

The OBJECTIVES and PROCEDURES which follow stress the
understanding of various patterns of writing in science. The
reading teachers have made worksheets to supplement the pupils'
textbook in the content subjects. A review of what is meant
by the "scientific method" should be included in these lessens,
Teachers may wish to refer to IMPROVING COI2R3HENSION in this
GUIDE for a fuller explanation of paragraph patterns.
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SCIENCE

OBJECTIVES

Understanding the
eaztaallatlsz
pattern of ritin

An empirical
test calls for
reading of ex-
plicit steps
which will lead
to the formatior
of a.conclusion

(See Ii.2ROVIITG
COL.PR3HENSION
section of this
GUIDE' for charac
teristics of para-
graph patterns.)

.P.......-rIIN
PROCEDURES

1V-19

-Select an experiment or activity in the
student's science text. Stress the steps
needed for effective reading of the eueri-
maIz.-112a_uattern.

1. Read the information which'precedes
the experiment noting illustrations,
bold-face print, etc. Summarize.

2. Shim the experiment. N,ote how it
relates to the previous information.

Read experiment slowly.

a. rote materials.

b. Note sequence of steps necessary.

c. Note questions to be answered.

4. List the materials needed. List
steps to be taken in proper order.

5. Urite question, Then predict a
probable answer based on previous
reading and the directions given in
experiment.

6. Carry out experiment, following
directions explicity. Do not omit
steps or take steps out of order.

7. Compare your findings with the
predicted answer.

8. Reread information preceding the
experiment. Note how this experiment
has contributed to the understanding
of the author's explanation.
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OBJECTIVES

Understanding the
experimentation
Latn of writin
(continued)

SCIENCE -.
PROCEDURES

Discuss how the experimentation
pattern can be identified:

a. It is labeled as an experiment.

b. It usually asks the
perform a task with

c. It asks the student
conclusion based on

student to
materials.

to draw a
his work.

--Have pupils read and carry out a
experiment in the reading class.
ject what might happen if one of
variables in the experiment were

sj.mple
Pro-

the
modified.

Understanding
the pro, cess
pattern of writing--EXAMPLE: Circulation of the blood

Systems are
Stress the steps needed for effectiveexplained in reading of the 0:22tazIAILum.sequential

steps of devel-
opment, usually 1. Write topic heading on board.

with illustra-
tions or dia-
grams.

2. Survey the chapter or lesson by
noting boldface print, illustrations
and italicized words.

3. Change topic heading to a question.

"Circulation of Blood" becomes,
What is the process involved in
circulation of the blood throughout
the body?
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SCIENCE

OBJECTIVES

Understanding
the process
attern of writing
continued)

IV-21

...11.1=01=1awrouraas.
PROCEDURES

Read the selection slowly to answer
the question. Note the following:

a. The name and function of each
part is described.

b. Each part contributes to the total
process.

c. The selection clarifies the illus-
tration and the illustration
clarifies the selection.

5. Check understanding of process by
referring to the diagram and cover-
ing the written information.

a. Recall the parts by name.

b. Recall the steps.

6. Draw the diagram and label the parts.

7. Write a brief summary of the process.

8. Discuss how the process pattern can
usually be identified.

a. It involves an illustration.

b. It explains how something operates,

c. It contains many action verbs.

h-Test this reading skill using charts and
text which describe a process.

1--Ask pupils to suggest a mnemonic word or
phrase that would help cane remember the
steps in the process
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SCIENCE

OBJECTIVES

Understanding
the factual
information
Lattern of
writing

A body of infor-
mation is de-.:
scribed very
specifically and
is usually accom-
panied by illus-
trations.

PROCEDURES

EXAMPLE: Parts of a flowering plant

Stress the steps in reading the factual
infornation_pattern

1. Survey the lesson in textbook.

2. Pose questions from boldface print.

3. Read carefully to answer questions.
Refer to diagrams. Note special
terms. Ask:

a. What are the distinguishing
characteristics of each part of
the system (size, shape, color?)

b. How do the parts contribute to
the whole?

4. Diagram the system and label parts.

5. Summarize by listing each part of
the system and describing features.

6. Discuss how the factual information
EaItua can be identified:

a. Usually a whole is divided into
its parts for description.

b. Usually there is a great amount
of detailed description.

c. Usually the text describes the
'purpose of each part but does not
point out the actual process.
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SCI2:02

OBJ3CTIVES

Understanding
the factual
information
pattern of
writing
(continued)

Understanding
the u2121.9.za

ap_LITLazalt=n
of writing

A problem is
described and
mplutions are
;Oxen.

--Ask pupils
ball-point

--Ask pupils
of a desk.

PROCEDURES

to write
pen, and

to write

definitions for: a
other common objects,

a detailed description

.3XA:iPLE: Fighting Disease

Stress the steps needed.for effective
reading of the problem solvinG22.Itum.

1. Survey the chapter. Note problems
discussed in boldface print and italics

2. lead to learn the meaning of the
italicized words.

3. Read the entire selection carefully

a. That is the problem?

b. When and where was the problem?

c. .:Thy did the problem exist?

d. What steps were taken to solve it?

e. Who contributed to the solution?

f. What are the results?

Apply information to a current problem.

Summarize information using 5 :T's and H.
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SCIENCE

OBJECTIVES PROCEDURES

Understanding
the problem
Z21H1AEPLII=
of writing
(continued)

Understanding the
classification
-oattern of iting

7,iving things or
::bjects are
olassified and
likenesses and
fferences are

)ointed out.

6. Discuss how the problem solving Pattern
can be identified usually.

a. It involves a difficulty common
to most people.

b. It names scientists.

c. It is a historical account.

--Pose a problem to be solved such as,
That would happen if you could attend

any class you wanted to as frequently or
as infrequently as you pleased?"

EXA=2: Vascular plants

Stress these steps.

1. Read and discuss boldface print.
Note how subtopics relate to the
main topic. Note diagrams.

2. Write topic and subtopics on the
board. Discuss the likenesses and
differences of subtopics.

3. Explain that scientists classify to
distinguish relationships.

4. Read to determine the distinguishing
characteristics of each group.

5. Summarize. Draw diagrams if needed.
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OBJECTIVES

Understanding
the classification
pattern of writing
continued)

SCIENCE

PROCEDURES

IV-25

6. Discuss how the classification
pattern can be identified usually:

a3 It contains illustrations or
pictures within the lesson
which appear to have a definite
relationship.

b. It usually contains names in
bold face print of things be-
longing to a common group.

To determine whether or not pupils are completely
familiar with the problems involved in reading science
paragraphs and the variety of approaches needed in reading
science writing, reading teachers will want to use prepared
material from the study skills kits and teacher-made work
sheets.

In several eighth grade classes following the initial
study habits discussion in the fall, pupils chose two con-
tent subjects out of three for concentration. Pupils worked
with partners for three weeks improving their content area
reading skills as they read to answer prepared guide sheets.
At the conclusion of the unit pupils uero tested both from
their text books and a printed test to see what growth had
taken place.

Informal discussions with pupils ac_d their special
teachers indicated that this was a worthwhile project. The
reading teachers became more aware of the problems faced by
?ontent teachers. Periodic content area study periods were
scheduled when pupils received help from the reading teachers
with their daily assignments.
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SOCIAL STUDIES

Social studies reading frequently resembles a narrative,
and this similarity often leads pupils astray. They tend to
read the text as if it were a pleasant piece of fiction, with
little regard to the concepts, the causes and effects, and
the details which they might have to remember.

Other problems present themselves in the usual practice
of using one basic textbook for all pupils. These are:

the variation in reading levels which exists
within the book from unit to unit

the variation in reading abilities within
any grouping of pupils

Many teachers do attempt to find materials written at various
reading levels; however, it is difficult to find specializes:
content written on several levels. Concepts do not always
retain their validity in simplified texts.

Nevertheless, social studies teachers can make some adap-
tations for the less-able readers. Guide sheets and tests
can be written in simple wording. The librarian can be con-
sulted for help in book selection. If need be, some pupils
might be required to read only major headings of a chapter and
receive the help of a student reader for the more difficult
parts. Social studies teachers show many movies, which when
treated as a text book with PURPOSES for LIST:=G and a
review at the end of the showing, are extremely valuable for
all readers.

In the reading of social studies the student should re-
ceive help with these kinds of problems:

decoding the specialized voca,./.1ary

recognizing the patterns of wrting

interpreting the graphic aids

breaking down information int logical units
of understanding which can be ...:ememered

reading critically to evaluate. :sources,
bias, and authenticity of detail

The PROCDJRES which follow are intended to be cal-rid
cut using tho pupils' own social studies toxts and other
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SOCIAL STUDIES

OBJECTIVES PROCEDURES

Understanding
cause-effect
relationships
in historical
accounts Drake upsets Spanish trade

monopoly.

Stress hou to read to understand cause-
effect relationships

1. Read introduction, boldface print,
margin entries, summary, etc.

2. List the major events.

3. Construct the following chart:

VE:T
nnvsn

places)
(names dates 1

.4. Read carefully. Note illustrations.
Natch for sirs al words: dates, name:50
places, reasons, effects, causes,
Remind students that the purpose for
reading is to chart the causes and
effects of each event.

EV3-2T: Sir Francis Dralce claimed land
in California fc,r British in 1577.

CAUSES: Drake Ished to upset the
Spanish trade w:Lbh the 1:011ucas. After
raiding Spanish oorts and ships, he 7./3.
blown off course and landed on the
coast of California.

RESULTS: Qusf:ll lizabeth I knighted
Drake. He rece: ved part of the plundR:z,
Other?
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SOCIAL .STUDIES

PROCEDURES
1171111MIIIIMIMEWI111111

OBJECTIVES

Understanding
cause-effect
relationshias
in historical
accounts
(continued) 5. Note how one event leads to the next.

(History is a chain reaction of events,)
Note how chapter heads give overview.

6. I:ake a time line of major events.

--Compare this account in two other books.

h-Pose the question, "How did this event lock
from the Spanish point of view?"

Understanding howl
to decode arecl_sa
lezal terminolo EXALPL:: The Declaration of Inde-oendence.

Stress these steps:

1. Review the events which led to the
drafting.

2. Concentrate on each line.

a. Keep the background in mind.

b. Read a phrase at a time slowly.

c. Refer to any explanations given

d. Check the glossary as needed.

e. 'lake notes of phrases, words or
terms not understood.

3. Trite a suDnar7: of each section.

4. Consider wki eL-..L.1 section was included.
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SOCIAL STUDIES

OBJECTIVES

Understanding how
to lecaleurecise
leEal_terminoll,az
(continued')

PROCEDURES

1V-29

5. Reread each section, consulting the
summary and the list of definitions.

1 6. Check with the teacher or librarian
for a book that gives a simplified
explanation.

-Extend the activity by leading a dis-
cussion on the possible interpretations
of a phrase from the Declaration of In-
aluA2alt.

Understanding howl
to see relation-
shi s between man'
and his environ

1 XAMPLE: Life in the Outback in Australia

Stress these steps:

1. Read lesson heading. Discuss informa-
tion already known about the topic.

2. Survey lesson. Note visible differences
and likenesses with other countries
studied.

!
5. Locate the country on the map, noting

size and location.

4. Pose questions from lesson headings.

5. Read carefully, noting illustrations,
maps, diagrams, and other aids.

6. Note also t'2e a -?as discussed, their
environmentl c oditions, and the
effect on t.t...3
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SOCIAL STUDIES

Imm,00=.11.welai
OBJECTIVES PROCEDURES

Understanding how
to see relation-
ships between man
and his environ-
ment
T7Ontinued)

Understanding how
to decode legends

montar1~0.

a_ s a key to read -

1

7. Summarize the information:

a, Location or area

b. 3nvironmental conditions

c. Manes adaptations to conditions

d. Manes changes to his environment

--Pose the question, "Does the author want
you to believe that.the aborigines have
received fair treatment?"

-Select a variety of maps in the studentes
textbook to illustrate the following:

1. Relief Features: Discuss the use of
color to show elevation, etc.

2. Direction and Distance: Use the
scale in the legend to plot distance
from one point to another. Discuss
North, South, as found on a variety
of maps.

30 Social Data Note size of communities
and the relationhip to topography*

4, Scientific Infomation: Note loca-
tion of mineral ,eposits.
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SOCIAL STUDIES

IV-31

OBJECTIVES PROCEDURES

Understavding how
to dc,co&:legends
as...A= to read-
in ma s
continued) 5. Human Factors: Note location of

cities, canals, dams, highways, etc.

6. Political Information: Yote boundarir:E',
capitals, trade routes, ete,

-Discuss how various symbols are used to
represent pertinent data concerning a
country.

--Discuss maps and graphs as the author's
method of capsulizing masses of informa-
tion into an easily interpreted format.

--Suggest how the USA might be graphed
from the viewpoint of a five year old.
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7eachel'ts Notes--Ideas to 3haru
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I;u0aovro.2 CRITICAL RZADUC

WHAT IS IT?

Iv-35

"Critical reading is the kind of reading done when per-
sonal-judgment and evaluation are involved," Smith (7,p.18)
states in differentiating this higher level literacy fro:a the
basic skills which underlie it. It is reading at its best--
skillful and efficient. It is the kind of reading which col-
lege students find they need. It is the kind of reading which
every thoughtful buyer and voter should do before purchasing a
product or endorsing a candidate.

Essential to the teaching of critical reading skills is
a teacher who is himself a critical reader. Teachers find
worthwhile the Great Books Foundation program either as a
participant or as a trained leader, raising questions which
cannot be ansuered parrot fashion. Learning to frame thought-
provoking questions requires much practice. Learning to read
critically requires deep thought.

The ability to read critically, according to Huelsman,
involves the following: (10, p. 227):

1. Defining the problem and delimiting it

2. Formulating a hypothesis

3. Locating information concerning it

4. Determining that a statement is important
for a given purpose

5. Distinguishing the difference between
facts and opinions

6. Evaluating the dependability of data

7. Judging the competency of a given author
as regards the validity of his statements
on a given topic

8. Criticizing data on the bs3is -f its com-
pleteness and aocur--)y

9. Suspending judgment until all evidence is
assembled and evaluated
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PITFALLS TO CRITICAL THINKING

Huelsman lists hazards which trip the superficial read-
er: (10, p.227)

1. Failure to detect errors in inductive
reasoning (from facts to general con-
clusion) and deductive reasoning (from
general principle to specific conclusion)

2. Failure to examine all the alternatives

3. Failure to detect false analogies

4. Failure to detect overgeneralization

5. Pailure to identify oversimplification

6. Failure to detect a shift in meaning
of a term

7. Failure to detect distortion or sup-
pression of the truth

8. Permitting emotions to anaesthetize
critical powers

It is evident that the ability to read critically is
not acquired automatically. As soon as the pupil has literal
comprehension of That he is reading, "why" questions may draw
out a deeper level of comprehension. Critical thinking can
take place at any grade level, but teachers must provide the
opportunity.

kith the wide range of reading ability in a regular class-
room, not all pupils will be able to use the same content to
th=e same depth of critical analysis. However, all pupils can
be expected to find proof for their answers to workbook exer-
cises and they can be given the azortunity to artsue for the
answers which they have chosen, irrespective of what the C:3Y

or 1lYSTT2R BOOK states.

The reading material must be easy enough for the pupil to
engage in critical reading. One cannot make valid judgments
Jar stand up to penetrating arguments if a coluplete compreher-
sion of the material is lacking. If the teacher must help too
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much with the reading of the book, there is the dalaz tlaat
the teacher's opinion will be revealed, and thus ilifluenuci the
young reader. To arrive at. an evaluation, relationships must
be noted and comparisons made, As soon as a pupil has read
two books, he has a basis for comparison in giving his reaction
to his reading. He will not complete even the first book if
the reading of it is too burdensome.

GUIDIDLINES FOR ORITICISK--STORIES

To help pupils to grow away from the stock answers, "It
was boring," or "It was exciting," with no further explanations
teachers might use Lunsteen's list (2) as a guide for heipirg
pupils. 2. poster with the following questions serves as a
mind-jogger:

1. Does the author show understanding of
people and their problems? 3xplain.

2. Is the author able to carry you away
and show you another time and place?
How does he do this?

3. Do the facts in the story agree with
other data which you know about?

4. Are the authorts conclusions con-
sistent with the facts he gives?

5. Does he give a fair picture of more than
one side?

6. Do the characters seem real, vivid,
well-motivated? (Are there sensible
reasons for their actions?)

7. Is the plot believable?

8. Does the author have the ability to
make you forget who and where you are?

9. Is the end of the story a believable
result of prev't.ous conditions?

In judging biographies pupils should note whether the to-
tal life history is given and whether or not the biographer
allows his subject some human weakness. In fiction in which
the author uses factual information to convey realism, the
reader should attempt to note superficiality. Boys who takc
n2tomobiles apart are not apt to be fooled by writers who only
have driven them,
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GUIDELINES FOR CRITICISMINFORMATIONAL READING-.110E

The evaluation of source material, primary and secondary,
can be started by having pupils listen to radio, television,
or to taped speeches. It can expand to a whole unit on im-
proving clear thinking, including an examination of many new?
papers and other printed material. In addition to the usual
check up of publication dates and whether or not the piece is
promotional material, such questions as Ferrell lists can
serve as guides to evaluation (10,p.230-231):

1. Are the statements of fact that are
offered as evidence reports of ob-
servation, inferences, or hearsay?

2. 7:Thy should (or should not) the state-
ments of fact be considered reliable?
ho made them? ;That was his purpose?

'.Tas memory relied upon?

3. Is the evidence relevant to the question?

4, Are relevant facts, both for and
against, presented?

5. Do the facts mean what the author
thinks they do?

6. './hat is the proposal? Should we
believe it? -..Thy?

7. Mat are the consequences of acting
on the conclusions drawn?

8. 'That are the possible alternative
conclusions?

One of the more common exercises in critical reading is
the c=,..ysis of propaganda for a particular product or cause.
Pupils are taught to identify co,nmon propaganda techniques
through a study of advertisements. To understand the power
of words and to recognize the nature of the metaphor requires
a precise and extensive vocabulary. Exercises are undertaken
in refining word meaninr7, in perceiving analogous relation-

and in deiectino. the rather obvious -ilanting in
taticnc,, svelt. ''Yor're slim. He's slrinny,"
the .:a.vorable way in which one alludes to himselfo) Young
children can learn a little about distortion of meaning.
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There is some danger in teachiag critical this lc and
reading skills. Strang says that some pupils may tend to de-
velop a generally derogatory attitude toward everyone and
everything. Critical thinking does not necessarily mean bein-
critical in a destructive way (9,p.336). And De3oer warns
that it should be made clear that the reader must have some
trust in the authorities of the field or a miairaum of learning
through reading will take place (1).

JUNIOR GREAT BOOKS DISCUSSIONS

Among the best activities for encouraging critical read-
ing and thinking is the free, yet directed, Junior Great Books
session. In the l'aperville program trained volunteers from
town conduct twelve sessions in the seventh and eighth grade
honors reading classes. Fifteen pupils are scheduled with
each two co-leaders. The reading teachers and librarians are
trained in the techniques and they substitute as needed in these
twelve discussions. Other classes enjoy small group discussions
of hooks read in common by six or more pupils.

In general, the questions as indicated in the Great Books
co-leaderls manual are of three types (3,p.14-27):

1. Questions of Fact, which require a par-
ticipant to offer a quotation or a para-
phrase from the boo':.

2. QuestjalsofILIeuretation, which ex-
plore That the author means and requires
that the participant offer an opinion
which can be upheld by evidence from
the book.

3. Questions of Evaluation, uhich ask the
participant to determine in That re-
spects he agrees or disagrees with the
authors meaning, or to what extent the
book has application to his own life.

One participantts ansuer becomes the springboard for the next
question. A minimum of ""',uestions of Evaluation" character
izes a good discussion because the introduction of personal
opinion is not a Good problem. - solving technique.

Additional benefits are gained if fron time to time the
group evaluates the discussion, noting whether the contribu
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tors use exact, precise language, whether or not the ideas
presented are relevant to the point under discussion, and
whether the participants really understand the role of the
leaders. Post sessions conducted by student leaders are
worthwhile. The volunteer co-leaders, the teacher, principal
and others join with the students to discuss a short selec-
tion which all have read. The adults find these young people
challenging advocates for their own points of view.

DO :1-3 E1TCOURLG: CRITICAL THI-17=G?

In the pages which follow are a few suggestions for en-
couraging critical reading. :yen the best of these activities
will have little transfer to the reading of history, science
or literature unless the reader begins to question the text
book author now and again. Improvement in critical reading
will be slight if confined to just one project per year in
the reading classroom.

Teachers must allow differences of opinion to be ex-
pressed at the same time requiring proof for statements given,
Those teachers who encourage a sensitivity toward the incon-
gruous, who show an appreciation for humor and satire, who
can laugh at times at their own gullibility, create the kind
of classroom in which students become alert to all kinds of
relationships which broaden thinking. :Then all students are
challenged to think beyond the print, then and only then, is
.^eadinFT high-level thinkincr.

Haterials available for implementing the objectives and
procedures which follow are described in the YELL0-7
It is the teacher, however, who is the key to whether or not
much improvement in critical reading occurs. He is in con-
trol of the weather which promotes a climate for clear and
critical thinking. Teachers will want to refer to Section I,
in this GUID: to refresh themselves with ideas for becoming
an "inquiry" teacher.
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IMPROVING CRITICAL READING

OBJECTIVES_

Understanding that
drawing sound con-
clusions requires
sound evidence

1. Determining
whether or not
the writing is
based on fact
or opinion.

2. Determining
whether there
is sufficient
evidence.

3. Determininr,
the author's
purpose, mood,
style, or slant

4. Determining
whether the
voice, tone,
and facial ex-
pression of a
speaker affects
a listener's
response.

1
IV- 41

PROCEDURES

--Use a nursery rhyme or familiar children's
story and give statements concerning it.
Have pupils evaluate each statement on
the basis of the evidence in the story.
(Yes, Fo, :laybe)

EXAMPLE: "The Three Bears"

1. Goldilocks was angry with her parents
and ran away.

2. Goldilocks was aware that she was
breaking and entering.

3. Goldilocks ate all of Baby Bear's
porridge.

4. Goldilocks receives unsympathetic
treatment by the author.

. 5. This story is true.

--Use newspaper clippings (with straight-
forward accounts of happenings to begin
with) and ask pupils to substantiate
statements concerning the items with
evidence to which they can point in the
text.

--Have pupils prepare similar exercises to
these above. (Teacher may wish to dupli-
cate the better ones so that all have
copies.)

Procedure:

1. Have incident read orally.
2. Have pupils write answers to prepared

questions, given orally.
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IMPROVING CRITICAL READING

TeMeele TmediTa ..
OBJECTIVES PROCEDURES

Understanding tha
drawing sound con
clusions requires
sound evidence
(continued)

5. Determining
whether one
can evaluate 1

accuracy better!
as a listener,
a reader, or ao
an observer.

Differentiating
between statements,
of fact and opin-
ion

3. Have pupils now read the same story
silently and answer the same questions
as were given orally.

4. Have pupils discuss the differences
between the answers which they gave
to the oral exercise and those which
they gave after having a chance to
read the story.

--Instruct pupils to label the left side
of the notebook page, Opinions, and the
right side, Facts.

1. Have pupils list phrases which alert
the reader to statements of opinion,
such as:

better, good, bad, pleasant, great,
should, must, ought to, will, is
sure to

2. Have pupils read statements and write
whether they are fact or oloinion.
(The first word of each will suffice
to save time.)

3. Have pupils listen to tape recorded
reports of a student council meeting,
a game, or assembly. Ask them to jot
notes on the 221a= and fact pages
of statements they have heard.

4. Have pupils collect headlines and
paste them on the proper page deter-
minin whether any word of opinion is
evident.
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OBJECTIVES

Recognizing the
author's view-
point

IV-43

IMPROVING CRITICAL READING

Understanding that
reading something
in print doesn't
necessarily make
it infallible

WIMMINi,111 PROCEDURES

--Have pupils examine newspapers to see if
both sides of a controversial event is
covered. Have pupils look for editorial
opinion within the stories.

--Collect and analyze editorials and letters
to the editor.

-Compare a fictionalized story with a
biography of a famous person; then com-
pare with reference book account.

1. Have pupils note That part of person's
life was covered.

2. Have pupils note pure fiction, legend
or myth.

3. Have pupils note bias if any.

--Use kit materials in uhich a pupil reads,
indicates his answer, corrects it with
a key.

1. Tell pupils that the answers in the
key can be challenged and that credit
will be given if a logical argument
is advanced.

2. Have pupil prove his choices.

a. Check his accuracy by noting re-
ferrents, negatives, and "turn-
about" words such as, butl however,
etc.

b. Have him use context to explain his
choice. Have him express the analog/
using key words and phrases.
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IMPROVING CRITICAL READING

OBJECTIVES

Understanding tha
reading something
in print doesnit

-- t
necessarily make
it infallible
(continued)

Enlarging and
refining vocabu-
lary

n001.710.0411,
PROCEDURES

c. Have him present evidence to prove
or disprove that recent advances
might make content out-of-date and
affect meaning.

3. Xeep a tabulation and notation of
items challenged by pupils over a
period of time.

a. Choose five items receiving Liost
challenges, print them, have class
make choices.

b. Tell them the key book choices.

c. Have them present evidence from
context to argue case..

--Have pupils find synonyms for the over-
worked word Luz.

EXAMPLE: very sensitive

touchy, vulnerable, easily
offended

--Encourage pupils to compare descriptive
words by looking for new words that de-
scribe degrees of meaning.

EXAMPLES:

Low degree Hirther Hicthest

regard respect esteem

admire

remove eradicate exterminate
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IMPROVING CRITICAL READING

OBJECTIVES

Becoming aware of
the shift in mean-
ing through the
choice of words

Recognizing
common types
of propaganda

. 10.164.0.4001

IV-45

PROCEDURES
.11..-

-Play the game of connotations.

1. Choose three words with about the
same denotation, but with different
connotations--favorable, less favor-
able, and unfavorable.

2. Assign the most favorable to "I,"
the less favorable to "you," and.the
unfavorable one to "he.or she."

EXAMPLES:

T am ( lum .) I am:discriminating.)
You are fat.; You aret re'udiced.)
He is (obese.) He is (bigoted.

--Teach the 7 common propaganda techniques
by using films, books, and pictures.
(Name Calling, Glittering Generality,
Transfer, Card Stac'cing, Testimonial,
Plain Folks, and Band -Jagon)

1. Arrange 7 bulletin boards and have
pupils bring in ads which illustrate
each.

2. Collect samples of each type and have
them put in envelopes so that pupils
can nractice matching ads illustrating
types of propaganda with samples on
bulletin board.

3. Collect samples of good propaganda
such as, "See your dentist twice a
year." "Don't be a litterbug."

4. Collect and display political cartoons
and note not only the tag-lines but
the distortion of features.
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IHPROVIYG CRITICAL READING

OBJECTIVES

Recognizing
common types
of propaganda
(continued)

Analyzing news-
papers to note
editor's and pub-
lisher's policy

PROCEDURES

5. In an election year read what the
leading candidates and their sponsors
advance as credentials for office.
Check an unbiased source such as
League of Women Voter's material as
well.

--Buy six or more newspapers printed the
same day from sources throughout the
country.

1. Analyze the front page make up to note
what stories receive important space
and big headlines. Compare.

2. Analyze the amount of space devoted
to national news, local news, and
international news.

3. Note any local crusades.

N.B. Newspaper projects can be done in cooperation with other
departments in the school. Reading teachers may wish to
teach s'cimming skills, finding main idea, details, etc.
as well as critical reading skills.
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THE ADVANCED SKILLS

IMPROVING RATE OF COMPREHENSION

TEACHING "SPEED READING"

Because of the increased volume of reading students are
required to do in the secondary schools, instruction in rate
improvement is provided for pupils who have adenuate command
of the basic reading skills. The emphasis throughout this
aspect of the program is in teaching each pupil to vary his
rate of reading according to hispRELose and the difficulty
of the material for him. Thus there is no Traverageffi-ate of
words per minute which every pupil must reach in any particu-
lar content. Throughout the total developmental reading pro-
gram students should be learning that our goal of instruction
is to teach more efficient ways of reading which will yield a
quicker and better understanding of any content. That slow,
careful reading is quicker In the long run for certain pur-
poses is an aspect of reading efficiency.

Flexibility of rate or "shifting gears" in reading makes
for a businesslike use of time. Being able.to find what is
needed with a minimum of searching saves hours for study, for
serious reflective reading, or for reading the extra books
suggested for course enrichment. Junior high students who
receive practice in varying their rates of reading begin to
realize that it takes real effort to extract sufficient mean-
ing quickly.

Parents are interested in the "speed" aspect of the read-
ing program and may suggest that their child who is having
difficulty with reading might profit from speed drills. Teach-
ers will recognize that lack of speed or failure to choose a
proper speed may be caused by skill deficiencies which must
corrected first. It is most important that teachers stress the
phrase "speed of understanding" or "rate of comprehension" in
discussing words-per-minute fgures.

The chart which follows indicates general guidelines for
improving flexibility of rate. 1-o words-per-minute figures
are given because the difficulty of the material for the partic-
ular reader varies. Later, in the drill exercises, and if so
desired with the recreational reading, ords-per-minute rates
and the "index" are recorded. Students are encouraged to
beat their ownrecords, not those of their classmates.
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PURPOSE

IMPROVING RATE OF COMPREHENSION

C

MATERIAL

To locate a single piece of
information

1. date, number, or name directories
2. a comparison among tables

ranked facts charts
3. a new word in context books
4. an item in a paragraph

of small print
want ads

To survey a selection using
printer's aids, key words,
to get a general overview

1. book or article for fun
2. reference material re-

lated to one topic
3. main points of chapter

to raise questions for
"reading to find" later

To find main ideas and certain
detail*

1. what's going on in the
world (who, when, where,
what, why, how)

2. the next event in a se-
quence

3. fact questions in a study
guide or at end of chapter

To read with maximum under-
standing

1. complex plot
2. explanation; directions
3. assignment requiring

outlining.
4. selection requiring

sharing of reader's
interpretation

fiction
nonfiction
textbooks
encyclopedias
technical

articles

newspapers
magazines

easy fiction
text book IF
easy for the
reader

less easily read
essay, novel,
play
science text

Junior Great
Books

RATE

ST: MMTNG

or

scanning

very fast

not a
"true-
reading
rate

comprehen-
sion not
involved

careful
reading
follows

SPEEDED
reading

AVERAGE
to

SLOW

with

rereading

To be certain that the flexibility training carries over to out-of-class
reading tasks requires the cooperation of the content teachers and periodic
check-ups by the reading teacher.

Iv - 50
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IMPROVING RATE OF COMPREHENSION

CHECKING THE SPEED LIMITATIONS

Before beginning a program of rate improvement the
teacher and students may discuss the factors which limit
how fast a person can read. Triggs (7) and others indicate
the following obstacles:

1. The eyes' ability to move rapidly
and to perceive print quickly. Vision
problems such as acute astigmatism may
interfere with speed of perception.

2. The reader's personal "reaction time."
Rate of reading and rate of thinking
are related. A slow reacting pupil
possessing adequate skills should not
be pushed or he may lose security in
the total reading act.

3. The ability to concentrate by reading
aggressively and sustaining the effort.
Any pupil with a problem, real or imagi-
nary, is not likely to want to compete.

4. Command of the basic reading skills
sufficient for the level of reading
material. In general, it is poor
Practice toeaRhasize speed fcr a nupil
showinp less than 6th grade fundamental
readinz skills. :ultilevel materials for
improving rate are available.

5. Familiarity with the content. There will
be fewer regressions and delays in assimi-
lating new ideas. However, if word recog-
nition skills are inadequate for the tech-
nical vocabulary, speed will be affected.

6. The writer's style. Uncomplicated sentences
and simple paragraph construction in which
the pattern of development is easily recog-
nized make for easier reading. Figurative
language of poetry requires close reading.

7. The printed format. Wide margins, changes
in type, and other printer's aids make it
easier to locate items.
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IMPROVING RATE OF COMPREHENSION

As pupils move along toward a more intensive program of
rate improveYAent, the reading laboratory approach is used
The teacher's goals are to make this experience as individual-
ized and self-operative as possible. Experience has shown
that once pupils set their goals, they will ask that the room
be open before school, during study periods, and after school.

PRACTICING WITH PURPOSE

General guide lines for RATE OF COI:PREH=SIOIT* work
using books, kit:, and the pacing machines include:

1. Awareness of any limiting factors over which
the pupil has no control.

2. The DlanalLiz of an individual program uith each
Pupil his to set realistic oxals for
overcoming' the weaknesses which he and you agree
1,1RP.Z

3. Placement of the pupil initially in narrative
material about two years below reading grade level.

4. Insistence that purposes for reading must be estab-
lished and a suitable s eed decided upon before the
exercise is atte=ed. SP3ED by ITSELF IS OF 1-0
VALUE. -.Tith most of the practice material, the
pupil figures the RATE of CO:PRE=STON.)

5. Insistence that pupils read aggressively being
mentally alert for thought units which answer
their questions.

6. Provision for daily marking of charts and teacher
analysis of these to change the "prescription"
for further work.

7. Periodic checking to see that students transfer
their higher rates of reading to out-of-class
reading tasks.

*Rate of Comprehension, Efficient Reading Rate, and Index all
describe the product of the number of words read silently per
minute multiplied by the score on a comprehension quiz. Thus,
Index = words per minute x 70 of comprehension.
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IMPROVING RATE OF COMPREHENSION

Specific swrgestions for carrying out a rate improvement
Program are given in the PROC:DUR.3S which follow. A descrip-
tion of materials for use in this segment of the junior high
program is found in the YELLOW PAGES.

111...
OBJECTIVES

Training the read-
er to concentrate,
to perceive
quickly, to react

A. Essential input

1. Reader's
knowledge
of informa-
tion he
seeks.

2. Reader's
conc entra-
tion to
remember
item at
one look.

B. Helpful aids

1. Reader's
awareness of
capital let-
ters and ab- ,-Provide the class with the same want ads
breviations. and have them find specific bits of in-

formation.

PROCEDURES

(To speed up association between visual
im-oression of symbol + its translation
into a meaning and response)

--Use a tachistoscope and have pupils

1. Write the dissimilar letter in frame
of six or more symbols.

2. -.Trite even numbers in frame of six
or more symbols.

3. Pronounce flashed spelling words.

-Provide duplicated columns of a phone
book and using a stop watch .have pupils

1. Find the address of John Joseph Smith.

2. Locate the number of the DuPage
County Sheriff's Police.

3. Search for other spec:,,fied items
attempting to beat their time as
they work.

2. Reader's
selectivity
for only the
necessary
material

--Prepare a guide sheet listing phrases
from a set of text books available to
the class. Have pupils find and record
the word before and the word after the
phrase. Starting time and finishing
time should be recoi-ded.

"EXALTLE:
;TORO :ORD

?HaASE PAGE BEFORi A.TTiR

into salvos of 11

nailed placards 27
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ROVING RATE OF COMPREHENSION

OBJECTIVES 1 PROCEDURES

Training the read
er to use skimmin
speed to survey
assignments and
other reading for
main ideas, cover
age, source for
questions

A. Growth in
learning That
to look for
and where to
find it.

B. Growth in
recognizing
author's plan.

C. Growth in
appreciation
of SQ3R as a
study aid

D. Growth in
realizing
that skimming
helps to
determine a
suitable speed
for reading.

- -See the SQ3R technique and review SURTIf
steps.

-Write on the board, "Read from page
to page the text."

1. Have pupils skim for 3 minutes or lest :.,

2. Ask general questions about

a. Sequence of main thoughts.
b. Contents of the s-,mmary.

3. Have pupils write two specificaues-
tions which they will read to answer
when rereading carefully.

--Repeat the foregoing tech,,ique from time
to time giving only %he 1=rse directions,
''Rear2 from page -co

This Is one of the ot,,.st 14<ys to determine
whether or not pupils are transferring
procedures to out-of-class reading.

--Have pupils skim for 30 seconds before
readfng a timed article.

1. Ask pupils what relation the title
has to the content.

2. Ask whether the material looks diffi-
cult to read. ',Thy? lihy not?

3. Ask whether they noted a summary.
":Thy might there not be one?
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IMPROVING RATE OF COMPREHENS2ON

11.7-
OBJECTIVES

Training the read
er to use skimmin
speed to survey
(continued)

Training the read
er to use speeded
reading to note
main ideas and
details

Training the read-
er to use average
to slow speed to
gain maximum unde
standing

IV-55

PROCEDURES

--Have pupils follow directions for skimming
prior to reading story films. What pur-
poses do they see for reading that partic-
ular film? Will they need to read more
slowly? Why?

-- explain the inverted triangle
newswriting: "lead paragraph
"body" paragraphs (elaboration \

of
(5:T's, H):
of the

--Provide news paragra;hs and have pupils

1. Underline the main idea and mark IT
on each clue to important th.,:tails.

2. Have pupils note the relation of the
headline to the article.

3. For training thy: ha -,re pupils
read quickly, tl:%.:1 over,
aid write in ::eque.L1:e. Aepeat.

-Discuss the difference between light read-
ing and study reading; between fiction and
nonfiction between "easy" content sub-
jects and hard" subjects. Use questions
such as:

1. That makes a subject difficult for you?

2. :That difference in the author's or-
ganization and style do you notice
between social studies paragraphs and
science content? (Use text books or
excerpted pages.)
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IMPROVING RATE OF COMPREHENSION

nall.-....m.w-=,
OBJECTIVES

Training the read-
er to use average
to slow speed to
gain maximum under
standing
(continued)

PROCEDURES

How might your purpose for reading
differ from one page to the next in
the same text?

How would you alter your speed to
suit a particular purpose?

,-Provide a paper back novel of light
style, a social studies text, and a
science book for each pupil.

1. Ask pupils to read for five minutes
in each book, telling them that they
will have a quiz,

2. Have them write 12ow many p:: ;es they
read in five min,:Ltes in eEl book.

3. Have them write a complete sentence
giving the 'rain a the pages
covered.

4. Administer a qui. Jve2 the ,ontent
of each selections making sure to I.:a--

elude specific detail.

5. Discuss selecting a suitable rate for
study reading in each content subject.
(See CODT= SUBJECTS, IV, in this
GUIDE for further discussion.)

1--Provide a selection from the Junior Great
Boo'.cs or another source. The content
should lend itself to reflective thinking.
Use the questioning techniques described
in the section, II,IPROVING CRITICAL a2.2,3-
IZG in this GUIDE. Discuss the need to
reread and reflect.
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.7111000.114

OBJECTIVES

Overcoming common
handicaps to speed
ed reading

A. ;Nord by word
reading

1. Lip move -
me nt

2. Vocaliza-
tion

NOTE: Experts
disagree about
the possibility
of widening eye
span. However,
the activity
does increase
concentration
and the reader
can get key ideas
reading vertically

IV-57

PROCEDURES

-Stress reading for thoughts, showing that
not all words are equally important.

1. Use news clippings and cross out all
but the essential words reducing the
paragraph to a telegram.

2. Practice looking for key words and
phrases in easy material--circling
or underlining quickly to spot ideas.

-Use hand pacer to increase visual span.

1. Take 3 x 5 card and put small arrow
midway across the top.

2. Fix eyes on the arrow while drawing
the card down a column of print.

-Draw line vertically thIol.1.7h a news column.
Concentrate on the line, -,=:ading vertically.
Check comprehension.

-Use prepared triangle print to attempt
to increase peripheral vision. (Discuss
peripheral vision, also, reading ahead
while reading music.)

an old
habits
eyes on

look at t,
do a littl

drill makes
see with a w
steady practi

try to do this
look steadily a

habit
o form
he line
e center
each day
the reader
de eye span
e helps. much
when you read
the mid-point

are you still se ing both edges?
If so, your eye s an is excellent.

*Leedy, Paul D, I7nrove Your Reading, p. 62
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=TROVIFG RATE OP COLTREHENSION

OBJECTIVES PROCEDURES

Overcoming common
handicaps to speed
ed reading
(continued)

3. Regressions

Developing general
reading efficiency
and becoming ac-
quainted with
techniques

-Have pupil place pencil between lips and
exert pressure to hold pencil as he reads
to overcome lip movement while reading.

--Use mechanical reading pacer or hand pacer,
such as a 3 x 5 or 5 x 8 unlined card.

1. Set mechanical pacer according to the
instruction manual or approximate the
speed. The pacer should be jag=
the reader.

2. :-ove hand pacer down over print
covering the print read.

3. Discuss when is the right time to P:o
back over what was read.

4. Evaluate by asking only for the wain
idea, not details. (This is important
in building confidence.)

--Inventory pupil's present rate of under-
standing before starting an intensive
program. see GRADE 8, TH2 READIYG LAB
ORATORY, in this GUIDE for help.)

1. Observe performance during inventories.

a. Lip reading and head movement

b. Distractibility

c. Tension under timed conditions

d. Excessive slowness or excessive
speed



IMPROVING RATE OF COMPREHENSION

OBJECTIVES

Developing general
reading efficiency
and becoming ac-
quainted with
techniques
(continued)

PROCEDURES

IV-59

----

2. Evaluate comprehension generally and
specifically for as many as possible.

3. Discuss the results with each pupil.

4. Permit him to choose which practice
material most appeals to him.

5. Insist that pupils sit up, brace
book, and concentrate during rate
improvement worlc.

6. Teach pupils to subtract time, to
compute average, and to find the IND:X.

--Use simple chart for i-IOiE PRACTICE using
easy library books.

..--- ,
AG2S T ,.....-11... ...J.:,

-,,

READ or
in R-321011I011-

15 1:in. .

-Vary procedures with :',ILsroou materials.

1. Have pupils skim. for 30 seconds be-
ince beginning the timing of the
selection. This 1;111 not yield a
pure II wpm score, but this is not
important.

2. Skim vocabulary exercises before reading
story to be aware of unfamiliar words
in context.

3. Skim cuestions before reading the content.

4. Cover with card short paragraph 3-
minute tests to prevent rereading.
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Teacher's N.otes--Ideas to Share
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IMPROVING TASTE

PERSONAL CHOICE READING

The ultimate goal for any reading program is the en-
couragement of an interest in reading that will grow and
grow through a lifetime. The personal choice facet of
the Naperville developmental reading curriculum commands
daily attention. Every pupil carries a library book to
class every day and he is expected to read daily from a
book of his choice.

All teachers share in the responsibility for helping
children find good books. The reading teacher, English
teacher, and librarian having read extensively in both old
and new books are in the most favored spot to introduce
large groups of children to good lifetime habits and atti-
tudes through literature. Nhen books are assigned to be
read by any content subject teacher, the reading teacher is
cooperative in offering help as needed and in giving credit
for the reading. -.Then the physical education and home eco-
nomics teachers suggest books, some otherwise reluctant
readers will make a super effort to read the book. Reading
teachers need the cooperation of all teachers. This is the
multidisciplinary approach wherein others serve the reading
teacher's goals, a nice change.

Children's tastes are unlimited. Publishers recognize
this fact by offering a seemingly endless list of new ma-
terials. But it is not only new books to which students
should be enticed. Older books give students insight into
the past, letting them tie together what they have heard,
read, or studied. By reading the classics of our literary
heritage they can often gain an appreciation of our beauti-
ful English language. Patterns of writing creep into the
youngster's compositions, and they are usually the better
for it. Today's children have a treasury of titles to
choose from.

Time should be allotted for children to recommend
titles and authors to their classmates. Teenagers are much
more apt to consider a pal's recommendation than a teacher's
opinion. Teachers as salemen must be more subtle. Reading
aloud to the class and providing a FREE READING ':I=X each
semester influence many subliminally. ':Then_ pupils compare
their opinions of books with authoritative book reviewers,
they analyze their reactions more critically or at least
argue with more conviction.
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INDEPENDENT READING

Although the reading teacher and librarian are aware
of the INDEPENDENT reading level of each pupil and suggest
books that he can read, the child himself should be encour-
aged to discover his independent reading level and read
there. By surveying a paragraph, or page or two, the reader
should decide whether or not the book is for him. Neither
children nor adults enjoy reading books that tax their skills.
Responses or reactions are not as meaningful if the reader
is unable to read the book easily. If a child selects a book
and then drops it before finishing, there should usually be
no penalty, though a repeated pattern of not finishing might
be treated differently. If the topic is right and the in-
terest is at a peak, then children can, for unexplainable
reasons, motivate themselves to read more difficult material,
contrary to all the theory.

The OBJECTIVES and PROCEDURES offered on the following
pages include suggestions for: interest inventories, records
of recreational reading, many ideas for establishing an am-
bience for reading, and finally, aids that may influence stu-
dents in selecting books. The "First Rate Books for Particu-
lar People" list, which follows the PROCEDURES, is not re-
quired reading. It is a useful guide, however, which is up-
dated from time to time. Each pupil receives a copy of this
guide; teachers use it at their discretion. Good books have
built-in ladders to good taste.

The very complete BIBLIOGRAPHY lists addresses of book
clubs, book selection lists, titles of interest inventories,
and references for teachers. The reading classrooms have
small libraries and boxes of book excerpts. Every junior
high has a library and full-time librarian. All pupils visit
the library with a reading teacher once a week to select new
books. There is no reason for a student's not having a rec-
reational type book with him every day in reading class be-
cause he has many sources to draw from.

The pages which follow immediately suggest questions to
ask pupils about their personal choice books. The teacher
makes use of an important aspect of the individualized read-
ing approach -Then conference questions have specific purposes.

1 D 0
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QUESTIONS for PUPIL-TEACHER CONFERENCES ABOUT BOOKS

By Jeannette Veatch, The Individualized Reading- Proaram:
A Guide for Classror2m Teaching, Proceedings, ilth
Convention, Volume II, Part 3, International Reading
Association, 1967. (DuPage County reprint)

C012REHENS I ON AREA

1. Hain Idea

Can you give me the main idea of the book in one sentence?
Does the s.:,,ttin; of the story affect the plot? (time and

place)
Is the author writing about people living today, or people

who lived a long time ago? How do you knou?
Was this time element important to the story? How?
What other book have you read similar to this one?

Hou are they similar?
How does the title of the book relate to the story?

2. Appraisal of Childts Valu Structure

Could you Get into an argument about this book? Why?
On which side of the argument are you? 'My?
After reading this story, did you feel as though you

wanted to do something about something? What?
Did anything in this book make you change your mind

about something? If so, That was it?
-Mould you like all your classmates to read this book?

Why?
Did the book make fun of anyone?
Was the main character in the story perfect, or did he

or she make mistakes?

3. Inferential and Critical Reading

Did any character in this story have to overcome a diffi-
culty? If so, what do you think about the way he or
she did it?

When you read this book, did you get any ideas which
were not actually put into words?

That was this story reall,r about?

4. Sequence of Stolz

If this story were a play, what main event would make
up each act?

Would you like to change the ending in any way? Why?
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5. About the Auth,.,r

What is the nala of the author?
If you wrote the author a letter, wh:::,t would ycla say

about his book?
Have you read any other books written by this author?
Do you think the author wrote this book purely for

children's enjoyment or to give children information?
explain.

REASONS FOR BC:.)X CH3ICES AND CLUES TO PERSONALITY

1. Personal .T.entification

Did you like the book? Jhy?
Uhat part of the book did you enjoy particularly? Why?
Did any pert of this book bore you? Why?
What character in the story didn't you like and why?

2. Awan,ness of Peer-Grou Action

Was :6he main character in the story popular or unpopular?
Do think th,3re might be some chii.dren in this class-

room 1.1ho would like the same kind of books that you
like? Why do you think so?

3. Evidenoe cf ModLfication of Behavior

Do you read more books now than you used to? Why? or
why not?

Do you have some problems like people had in the story?
How do you try to solve these problems?

Did any of the actions in the story remind you of some-
thing you ever did?

MECHANICAL SKILLS

1. Word Definitions

Here is an unusual word. Can you tell me what it means?
Did you find any words that had a different meaning when

you read them somewhere else? What was the difference?
Can you find a word on this page that has more than one

meaning? (bat, ship, walk, for example).
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M2CHANICAL SKILLS

2. Study Skills

V-5

Did pictures help you understand this book? How?
How do you find things in the index (table of contents,

title page)? Show me.
Can you locate the setting of this story?
Can you tell me the thread of the story by looking at the

table of contents?

3. Ability to Analyze_Unknown Words. These skills can be
developed best in independent writing.

Choose a word at random:
What is the root word?
What is the prefix?
What is the suffix?
Unlock the word meaning by telling me That this word
means with a prefix, a suffix, or both.

4. Readinp. for Details

The child should be questioned for details according
to the nature of the material. If the book is concerned
with such areas as

how to build or make things
how to perform an experiment
the following of recipes

then reading for details may be included.

The busy teacher talking about a book with an individual
reader tends to ask the same questions time and again. A
brief record of each pupil-teacher conference should indicate
the kinds of questions asked and the pupills skill in answer-
ing them. Teachers may wish to post a sign-up sheet for the
scheduling of conferences, so that no youngster is missed
during the quarter. The Veatch list is comprehensive--an ex-
cellent example of questioning as a technique for teaching.
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Pupils' interests change from day to day, and the procedures'
listed below are only a few indicators of their interests.

OBJECTIVES PROCEDURES-.M.
Discovering the
individual
student's
interests --Administer a questionnaire, also called

an Interest Survey.

EXAMPLE ITEMS :

1. -That do you like to do in your spare
time?

2, What magazines do you like to read?

3. That are your favorite tv shows?

4. List 3 books read and tell why you
liked or disliked them.

5. Name a movie you have seen and liked.

Lists of Interest Surveys can be found in
the bibliography.

--Interview individual students to discover
likes, dislikes, interests, books read,

--Use sampler kits such as the Literature
Sampler or Pilot Library to present to
students verbatim excerpts from published
work. Student selects a category, skims
titles and brief descriptions, and selects
a sampler to read. If he likes the sample
he will read the book.

--Give an Incomplete Sentence Projective
Survey.

EXAMPLE ITEMS:

1. I'd read more if
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OBJECTIVES

Discovering the
individual
student's
interests
(continued)

Becoming famil-
iar with a
student's reading
background and
current "free
reading".

""..."..
PROCEDURES

2. I liked reading

3. I'd rather read than

4. When I have to read,

5. To me, books

V-7

rfs..TP".....-...

=...11.1MMIM7 .1{11.

6, I like books about

7. Comic books

8. I don't like reading

--Assess the student's literary background
by using the "Literary Survey."

EXMMLE ITEMS :

Heidi lived in the Swiss mountains with
a. her brothers
b. her mother
c. her grandfather

(See your department chairman for a copy
of Scott, Foresman's "Literary Survey.")

-Keep Cumulative Reading Records for each
student. At the junior high level these
records should be kept by the student.
Simplicity is important for an effective
tool. The Reading Records should be
passed on each year to the next teacher.
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OBJECTIVES

Becoming famil-.
iar with a
student's reading
background and
current "free
reading"
(continued)

IMPROVIUG TASTE

Developing an
atmosphere con-
ducive to reading

A. Materials of
many levels
of difficulty;
students: inter
est patterns
kept in mind.

PROCEDURES

EXAMPLE ITEMS: R3ADIY:G TECORDS

1. Index cards (5 x 8) listing titles
of books completed (adapted versions,
if any)

2. Cumulative Reading Record

Date Date Title Category ;Commenls
Begun Ended____ 1 iReactions

1

3. Book Check Lists. Student checks off
on a prepared list titles of books
read. Obvious disadvantage is the
limitation of the list or lists used.

4. Reading Circle. A circle or pie graph
listing major categories, allowing,
space to fill in design with specif-
ic titles encourages pupils to broacie::.
their irterests.

-Establish a regular routine of visiting
the school library as a class every week
or two weeks.
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OBJECTIVES
_____

PROCEDURES

Developing an
atmosphere con-
ducive to reading

A. Materials
(continued)

V-9

--Have a "Swap Day". Students trade paper-
back books and approved magazines.

--Hold a "Used Book Sale." A 3-day plan
follows: (Lust have principalls approval.)

1. Prior to First Day build up enthusi-
asm. Prepare plenty of shelf room.
;::ount category posters along shelves.

2. First Day (Tuesday or :lednesday)
a. Students bring in paperbacks.
b. Each book is marked with sale tag.

Student name ---1 All
prices
are
1/2
new
price
or
less

1 Title

Class Period

Amount

receipt
1 Amount

3. Second Day
a. Students browse.
b. Students note titles, categories

and prices.

4. Third DaySALE DAY
a. 1111 money is collected by teacher.
b. Bottom half of receipt stays in

book stamped PAID.
c. Top half of receipt is kept for

record of sale and repayment to
student selling book. Men able
return money to seller same day to
put money back in circulation. You
sell more.)

d. All sales are final.
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OBJECTIVES PROCEDURES

Developing an
atmosphere con-
ducive to reading

A. Materials...
(continued) --Cooperate with the school and city li-

braries by suggesting to the librarians
titles and subject areas in which stu-
dents have expressed interest.

Keep current.

1. Add paperback books to the library.
Teenagers love their compact size,
colorful covers and current topics.

2. Borrow books from outside agencies.
Check your state library for borrow-
ing services. In Illinois, books are
available through the cooperation of
the public library from the State
Children's Library in Springfield.

--Start a School Paperback Book Store.
Sell paperbacks during lunch periods,
study halls, and before and after school.
Student salesmen promote books they have
read. (Must have principal's approval.)

I--Display magazines and periodicals in the
classroom.

L-Start a Book Club

1. Books from established paperback
book club companies such as TA3
(Teen Age Book Club) or A22
(American 3ducation Publication)

2, Junior Great Books Discussion Groups
Refer to =ROVING CRITICAL READING)

3. Interest meetings (formal or informal)
for the sharing of ideas, books, or
favorite authors
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OBJECTIVES

Developing an
atmosphere con-
ducive to reading

B. Surroundings
favorable to
reading

PROCEDURES
11.11111".11,.11.

--Require that each student bring to read-
ing class each day a book of his choice,
for Free Reading Periods. (mote: Teacher

. should observe the pupil's stills
when he reads whole books rather than
from practice exercises alone. Individ-
ual conferences are important.)

--Keep flexible. Do not set a routine
time for free reading. Set aside 15
minutes one day, 10 another day, and
a whole class period when possible.

--Allow students to go to the school li-
brary if they have finished a free read-
ing book. Don't make them wait. Keep
a book in their hands. (Check with li-
brarian on this.)

--Provide a reading table or corner for
comfortable, casual reading.

--Be observed reading and share ideas from
your reading.

--Provide a Free Reading -.:eek each semester
in which the students are absolutely free
to enjoy their books without interruption.

Developing skills
for selecting
reading material --Use book lists. Put worthwhile titles

into the hands of students.

Dis-olay jackets of books which some are
reading. Encourage students to write

) catchy sub-titles.

-As the librarian to revieu no books,
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CJEC.2:IVES PROCEDURES

Deveopig skills
for :ele:;ing
reaing material

Developing crit-
ical reading
skills through
comparisons

(ITote: See
CRITICAL aEADI7G
for more sugges-
tions.)

--Present reviews. Read reviews from news-
papers, marr,azines, journals, Follow up
with student reviews.

--Review the use of the card catalog for
finding books

1. On topics of interest.

2. By favorite authors.

--Guide parents in selecting books

1. Put book lists in their hands at
Open I.ouse.

2. rend home fliers about the school
paperack book store and the book
clubs.

--Select a book that has appeared in two
other forms (magazine serial, condensed
version, movies, tv show, stage show)
and compare the book with the two:

1. Did all three have the same :min
idea?

2. Jere there obvious or subtle changes
in the implication of the story from
the original?

3. '.Thy were the changes made?

4. T!hich presentation did you enjoy
most? T:ihy?

5. That was the author's purpose?
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DevolDiz crit-
ica i'es,fLug
skils th:.ough
comparisons
(continued)

",.IMI
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PROODURES

--Have a capable reader who is choosing
less "difficult" reading than he should
be doing comp: an adapted version of
the 1.ock, -Ghe easier version, with the
original,

students uho read biography to:

1. State what the author wanted him to
think about the main character.

2. Discy.:s the, qualities that the
chararar did or did not have that
made f7a-. his success or failure.

3. (3-12.es:i; Jhy tae c32.),racr reacted as
re dfa throughou his life or in
c(?.rtaln situatioyis that were to
affect his whole life.
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FIRST RATE BOOKS FOR PARTICULAR PEOPLE OF ALL AGES

To Junior High School 2eaders:

Reading imrovement includes the improvement of one
taste in books. The books OA the list which are starred (*)
are over thirty years old and are considered by many to be
some of the classics which no one should miss. The themes
or ideas behind the plots are not easily forgotten. The
characters are memorable and while you are reading about
their lives, yours will be enriched. The style of writing
in these books will leave its mark with you. Some of the
phrases will sound old-fashioned, but the word pictures pro-
duced will be fresh as a current movie.

You will find that authors and educated people refer
to most of these stories as if everybody knew about them.
Some of the books you will have read and you may now own.
Other books may be a bit beyond you now, but you will grow
into them. The list includes books for all ages. You will
be surprised at how many your parents have read and enjoyed.

Place a ( ) before each book which you have read--not
viewed. Look for these books in our library, at home, at
public library, and in the paperback book stores. This list
can serve as a guide for building your personal library.

Adamson
Aesop
Alcott

Alexander

*Andersen

*Amer
*Austen
Bagno ld
Bailey
Ball

* Baum
*Bennett

- Your Reading Teachers and Librarians

Bora Free
Aesop's Fables
Little ":Tomen
Little ::en
The High King
Taran -Janderer
Fair Tales
Arabian rights
-,iaterless Hountain
Pride and Prejudice
-rational Velvet
lass Hickory
Bristle race
The 7izard of Oz
::aster Skylark

*Blackmore
Bowmar
Brink
*3route,C.
*Dronte,2.
*Browning

*Buck
*Bulfinch
Bunyan

*Burgess

*Burnett

Books enjoyed for thirty years or more

2 0"

Lorna Doone
Pecos Bill
Caddie 7oodlawn
Jane tyre
-Juthering Heights
Pied Piper of
Hamlin

The Good Earth
Book of ilyths
Pilgrim's

Progress
ilother -Testwind

series
Secret Garden
Little Lord

Fauntleroy
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FIRST RATE BOOKS FOR PARTICULAR PEOPLE OF ALL AGES

Burnford
Canfield
*Carroll

Cather
*Cervantes
*Chrisman
Clark

Cleary
'Clemens

Coatsworth

*Coleridge

*Collodi

Cooper
Cousteau
*Cronin

*Dana

Daugherty
DeAngeli

*DeFoe
DeJong

Dickens

Dillon
*Dodge
*Doyle

Incredible Journey DuBois
Understood Betsy *Dulas
Alicets Ldventures

in Joaderland
and Through the
Looking Glass

::57. Antonia
Don "lixote
Shen of the Sea
Secret of the

Fifteen
Adventures of Forbes
Huckleberry Finn Forman

Ldventures of Tom *Fox
-jawyer

The Cat :ho -.Tent Frank
to Heaven

The Ancient
:Iariner

The Adventures of
Pinocchio

The Deerslayer
The Silent 'Torld
The Keys of the
Kingdom

Two Years Before
the ilast

Daniel Boone
Door in the .Tall
Robinson Crusoe
The :Theel on the

School
The House of Sixty
Fathers

Christmas Carol
David Copperfield
Oliver Twist
Tale of Two Cities
The Singing Cave
Hans Brinker
Complete Sherlock

Holmes

*Eliot
Edmonds
Estes
Ferber
*Field
*Finger

George

*Gilbreth

Gipson
Grahame

Gray
*Grimm

*Hardy

*Harris
*Hawthorne

Heinlein

Henry

Hilton

*Boo'cs enjoyed for thirty years or more

203
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Twenty-One Balloons
The Three

:Iusketeers
Count of ::orate

Cristo
Silas Larner
The Hatchlock Gun
Ginger Pye
Cimarron
Hitty
Tales from Silver
Lands

Johnny Tremain
Horses in Lnger
Little Shepherd of

Kingdom Come
Diary of a Young

Girl
iy Side of the
:=ountain

Cheaper by the
Dozen

Ole Yeller
Nind in the

;Tilb Ts
Adam of the Road
GrimmIs Fairy

Tales
Return of the

Uncle Remus
House of The
Seven _bles

:onder Book and
Tangleood Tales

Have Space Suit-
7ill Travel

King of the -and
Justin 1:organ Had
a Horse

Good bye,
Chips
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FIRST RATE BOOKS FOR PARTICULAR PEOPLE OF ALL AGDS

,Homer (adapted by _1.J.
Church) The
Odyssey for Boys
and Girls

Hunt _across Five _:Arils
Up a Road Slowly

*Irving Rip Van ',Tinkle and
The Legend of
Sleepy Hollow

*James Lone Cowboy
?moky

eith _rifles for -,:atie
*Xellv Trumpeter of

Kra,:ow
Kendall The Gammage Cup
Kipling Captains Coura-

geous
Just So 3tories
Jungle Book

Kjelgaard Dig, aed
Knight Lassie Come Home
Konigsburg From the i:ixed-Up

Files of :Trs.
Basil
Frankweiler

Krumgold ...and Now iliguel
Onion John

*Lamb Tales from
Shakespeare

Latham Carry on, T.
Bowditch

Lawson Rabbit Hill
Lee To Kill a Mocking-

bird
L' Engle T:Trinkle in Time
Lenski Strawberry Girl
Lester To be a Slave
Lewis Young Fu of the

Upper Yangtze
*Lofting The Voyages of

Dr. Doolittle
*London Call of the

,Thite Fang

*Books enjoyed for thirty years

ialcolmson

Malkus
McCloskey
licSpadden

Layne
*Heigs

Melville
Merrill
*Montgomery

*L:Ukerji
*Mulock

*Nordoff

forth
iTorton
*O'Brien

O'Dell

O'Hara
011ivant

*Parkman
*Poe

*Porter
*Porter,

Eleanor
Pyle

or more

204

Yankee Doodle's
Cousins

Through the
Homer Price
Stories from

Dickens
2arthfasts
Invincible

Louisa
::oby Dick
The Pushcart liar
Anne of Green

Gables
Gay 1-eck
The Little Lame
Prince

It's Like This,
Cat

i:utiny on the
Bounty

aascal
The Time Traders
Silver Chief,

Dog of the
forth

Island of the
Blue Dolphins

The Black Pearl
Ly Friend Flicka
Bob, Son of

Battle
Oregon Trail
Gold Bug and
Other Tales
Scottish Chiefs

Pollyanna
L:erry Adventures

of Robin Hood
The Story of
King Arthur and
His Knights
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FIRST RATE BOOKS FOR PARTICULAR PEOPLE OF ALL AGES

Rankin

Rawlings
*Ruskin

Salten
*Saunders
Sawyer
Scott
Seredy

*Seton

Sewell
*Shannon
Sharp
Shepard

*Sidney

Sitverberg

Smith

Sorenson

Speare

Sperry
*Spyri
*Stevenson,

R.L.

Daughter of the Trevino
i:ountains

The Yearling *Van Loon
King of the Varble
Golden River

3ambi
Beautiful Jo
roller SkatJs
Ivanhoe
The White Stag
The Good Laster
,gild Animals I
Have Known

Black Beauty
Dobry
Liss Bianca
Paul Bunyan
Five Little
Peppers and How *Wilder
They Grew

Time of the Great *Wisler

*Verne

*Wallace
Webster

ihite

Jiggin

V-17

I, Juan de
Pareja

Story of 1,1ankind
Three Against
London

Twenty Thousand
Leagues Under
the Sea

Around the 'Jorld
in Eighty Days

Ben Hur
Anne of Green

Gables
Charlotte's 'iieb
Stuart Little
Rebecca of

Sunnybrook
Farm

Bridge of San
Luis Rey

The Virginian
Freeze ':Tojciechowska Shadow of a Bull

A. Tree'Grows in *Wyss Swiss Family
Brooklyn Robinson

:Oracles on Maple *Yates Amos Fortune,
Hill Preman

The -litch of
Blackbird Pond

Bronze Bow
Call It Courage
Heidi

Kidnapped
Treasure Island

Stevenson,:;. Bushbabies
*Stowe Uncle Tom's Cabin
*Swift Gulliver's Travels
*Tappen When Knights Were

Bold
*Tarkington Penrod

Seventeen
*Travers ary Poppins

*Books enjoyed for thirty years or more
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Teacherts motes --Ideas to Share
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BIBLIOGRAPHY

JUVENILE BOOK CLUBS

1. American Education Publications (AEI' boo's club)

2. Catholic Children's :Book Club, 260 -Summit Avenue,
St. Paul, Minnesota.

3. Catholic Youth Book Club, Garden City, -1,eu York.

4. Junior Literary Guild, Garden City, i:eu York.

5. Teen-Age Book Club (TAB) 900 Sylvan Avenue, 2nglewood
Cliffs, 1.eu Jersey.

6. Young People's Book Club, Spence Press, 153 forth
iiichigan, Chicago 1, Illinois.

7. Young Readers of America, 345 Hudson Street, Lew York 14,
New York. _

BOOK LISTS

1. Arbuthnot, ::ay Hill et. 1l. Children's Books Too Good
to lass. Cleveland: Uestern Reserve University, 1967.

2. Berner, 31sa R. and Sacra, l'abel. Basic Book Collection.
for Junior High School. Chicago: American Library
Association.

3. Books for the Teen _ae. (annual list of the Neu York
Public Library Zew York.

4. Illinois Reading Service, (annual lists for varied groups
including graded lists P.O. Box 277, Bloomington,
Illinois.

5. Larrick, Nancy. A Parent's Guide to Children's Reading:
How Parents Can Help. -L-ew York: Doubleday.

6. Spache, George D. Good Reading For Poor Readers.
(a pooling of other bibliographic sources which is
periodically updated) Champaign, Illinois, Garrard.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY

INTEREST SURVEYS

1. Do lch, .R.,e_adir_g, second
edition, Champaign, Illinois: Garrard Oompany, 1945.

2. Harris, Albert J. HC'TT To Increase Read:InfY, Abillty.
Lew York: David HcKay Company, 1956.

3. Kottmeyer, Teacher's Guide For Rc.mediril
Redipc.,-, St. Louis: Uebster Division, HoCxraw-Rill,
1959.

LITERARY SURVEYS

Huck, Charlotte S. "Taking Inventory of Students'
Literary Background," Chicago: Scott, Foresman and
Company, 1967.

Permission to reproduce the inventory and inventory
key has been granted by Scott, Foresman. Copies of
the Inventory may be secured from the department chair-
man.

PROJECTIVE TEST*

1. Graves, Elizabeth K. "Sentence-completion test,"
Improvement of Reading, third edition, Ruth Strang
et al. -Jew York: icGraw-Hill, 1961.

2. Boning, Thomas, and Bonin, Richard. "Incomplete
Sentence Projective Test," How to Increase Reading
Ability, fourth edition. .Albert J. Harris, Lew York:
David :lc's:ay Company, 1961.

REVIEWS OF CHILDREN'S LITERATURE

1. Booklist and Subscription Books Bulletin, published
twice a month by the American Library Association.

2. Bulletin of the Center for Children's 3ooks, published
monthly by the University. of Chicago,

*Although ire have listed sample projective tests in our bib-
liography, the teacher must be cautioned that recent court
hearings and decisions regarding privacy suggest that pub-
lished interest surveys need to be edited before being put
to use.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY

REVIEWS OF CHILDREN'S LITERATURE

3. Chicano Tribune "Sunday Book Review Supplement:'
published weekly with an annual children review,

4. Horn Book Magazine published bimonthly by Horn Book,
Incorporated, Boston.

5. Yew York Times "Sunday Book Review SupplemenV
published weekly .with an annual children review.

6. Saturly_Reviewla. good monthly section on Children's
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IMPROVING SPELLING

Junior high reading teachers in Naperville are re-
sponsible for teaching spelling as well as reading skills.
And while the time spent in instruction, testing, and re-
teaching appears to take valuable time out of the reading
week, it is with good reason. There appears to be a high
correlation between reading and spelling abilities. In
other words, good readers are usually good spellers; poor
readers are usually, poor spellers. Poor spellers need
methods for learning to spell, but they also must lose
their over-weeninFr self-confidence and get the dictionary

22.9.111nE is important as it relates to word attack
and vocabulary development. Many of the spelling general-
izations taught provide good reinforcement of vowel prin-
ciples, accenting, and the adding of endings. TThen spell-
is taught, auditorL- and visual clues are constantly being
redirected from spelling to reading and reading to spelling.
A student who is uncertain of the meanings of a word will
not be very successful in using it.

The teaching of spelling, however, as with reading,
begins with diagnosis. At the beginning of the year, all
junior high students are administered the spelling achieve-
ment and diagnostic tests provided in the spelling textbook
teacherls edition. The diagnostic test, particularly, will
provide the initial information needed to form groups and
to begin instruction. The chart which follows will be use-
for for diagnosis.
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IMPROVING SPELLING

CAUSE AND CORRECTION OF SPELLING ERRORS

(Reprinted from the SPELLING FOR WORD MASTERY Series
Published by Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc.)

Causes Typical Errors Corrective Procedures

1. Incorrect docter for doctor
visual nittina for knitting
image familar for familiar

1. Make pupils conscious
of need to see each
letter in word.

2. Break word into
syllables. Have
pupils visualize
word.

3. Have pupils look at
word for strong
visual image.

2. Inaccurate
pronuncia-
tion and
inaccurate
auditory
memory

lighting for lightning 1. Pronounce each word
Eamlat for postpone
erl for oil
chialez for chimney
Lial&laz for holiday

accurately on initial
presentation.

2. Pronounce word in
concert with class.
Listen for inaccur-
ate pronunciations.
Check individual
doubtful enunciations.

3. Repeat several times
part of word that is
difficult to enunci-
ate.

3. Insertion
and omis-
sion of
silent
letters

lite for light
lineLnE for lining
no for know
tabl for table
gost for ghost
stedy for steady
lisen for listen

214

1. Silent letters
cause many difficul.
ties in spelling.
Since these letters
do not appear in an
auditory image,
special stress is
needed on visual
image.

2. Have pupils observe
each part of word
and practice writing
part likely to cause
trouble.
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IMPROVING SPELLING

CAUSE AND CORRECTION OF SPELLING ERRORS

Causes ical Errors

4. Confusion
of letters
for con-
sonant
sounds

acke for ache
a= for park
EalEa for judge
vicinity for vicinity
sertain for certain

Corrective Procedures

1. Give practice for
correct image of word.

2. Teach children that
some letters have
more than one sound;
e.g.:
s may sound like 2 or z.
9 may sound like 2 or h.
g may sound like g or 1.

5. Confusion
of letters
for vowel
sounds

oder for odor
salery for salary
reioyce for rejoice
turm for term

1. Have pupils break
word into syllables,
and look at its parts.

2. Practice for correct
visual image of word.

3. Practice writing word
for kinesthetic im-
pression of letters.

. Confusion reel for real
of double aaau for queer
vowels

Help pupils realize
that double vowels
often take sound of
single letter or
another vowel combina-
tion.

7. Inaccurate
formation
of deriv-
atives

sIoRed for stopped 1. Work for more vivid
havei4g for having visual image of word
flys for flies endings.
siicerly for sincerely 2. Emphasize auditory
omited for omitted image of endings.

3. Break word into
syllables. Have
children observe
word in parts.

4. Call attention to
generalizations on
regular ways of
adding endings.

5. Stress closer under-
standing of method
of adding suffixes.
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CAUSE AND CORRECTION OF SPELLING ERRORS.....
Causes T ical Errors Corrective Procedures

Reversal
or trans-
position
of letters

&ose for goes
from
beard

1.

2.

Pronounce word
distinctly. Have
pupils listen for
sequence of each
sound.
Practice for correct

form for
bread for

visual image.

9. Incorrect
meaning-
homonyms

dew for due
our for hour
hole for whole
sum for some

1. Illustrate use of
word in commonest
meaning in sentences.

2. Use pairs of words
in sentences to
distinguish what
each means.

10. Phonetic bin for been
spelling on for gone
applied to' sum for some
non-
phonetic
words

. Though spelling uses
phonetics, pupil
should be taught to
expect numerous ex-
ceptions in our
language. He cannot
rely on sound alone.
He must be helped to
realize that his
visual memory must
be his guide in many
words and parts of
words.

11. Confusion
of words
that are
similar in
sound

were for where
froy,rf::dmarry
effect for affect
cents for sense

216

1. This error is often
due to faulty auditory
perception. Care
should be given to
enunciation.

2. Pronounce words in
pairs and give meaning
of each.
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CAUSE AND CORRECTION OF SPELLING ERRORS
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Causes Tiacal_lrrors Corrective Procedures

12. Lack of
acquaint.
ance with
phonetic
elements

ivliza for result
haw for how
inbean for imagine

1..For pupils very
deficient in phonetic
sense or training,
begin with very simple
visual-auditory
exercises-learning to
attach beginning con-
sonant sounds to the
appropriate letter
symbols.

2. Use kinesthetic
approach, also.

13. Poor hand- stors for stars
writing temt for tent

. Practice on letter
forms that frequently
cause difficulty.

14. Over-
emphasis
on rules

See RULES for
BETTER SPELLING.

15. Nervous-
ness

Inaccuracies due to
lack of control nec-
essary for deliberate
thinking.

. Children should not
be required to learn
rules as a means of
learning to spell.
Reference to certain
rules may prove help-
ful, but pupils need
to know that numerous
exceptions make rules
unsafe as a complete
guide to spelling.

E.11,n..011,C

Check childts health.
Be sure vision and
hearing are not de-
fective. Remove all
possible tensions.
Build confidence.

16. Careless-
ness

Errors due to poor
concentration and to
careless word-study
habits.

Stimulate pride in
work well done.
Praise all improve-
ment.
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TEACHING THE PRINCIPLES AND "DEMONS"

In addition to the diagnostic test, a hundred word
"Common Demons" test is given at the beginning of the
year. The * items on the DEMOUS page included in this
section may be used for this test. Teachers will also
want to emphasize the spelling of the DAILY USE words
which follow the DEMONS. (Requirements for mastery of
the COMMON SPELLING DEMONS vary within the buildings.)
The longer list of troublesome words is used continuously
during the year as many of these words appear in dictation
sentences which test the spelling book word lists. For
poor spellers the DEMONS may be a major part of their
spelling improvement program.

The teaching of spelling can begin, then, with a
general review of the spelling generalizations and an
intensive review of the DENOLS. Some teachers may wish
to use an inductive approach whereby groups of words with
common factors are given, and youngsters discover the
generalization which governs the spelling of the words.
-Jords which follow a particular generalization arc studied
together. Another way to use the principles is to give
students the generalization and have them find the words
which fit the generalization. Exceptions to the principles
are then discussed. Pupils need to realize that the rules
are not a complete guide to spelling. Teachers must
realize that it is the application of the generalization
not the memorizing that is important.

PLANNING THE SPELLING PROGRAM

In planning the spelling program teachers should use
the books and lessons from which the groTa_will profit most.
For instance, teachers may wish to do all of the lessons
emphasizing syllabication together, then do all of the
lessons dealing with affixes. At no time should a teacher
apl_psalud to teach all of the lessons or all of the
words within a lesson. Five words with their inflected
endingsTs, ed, ing, etc.)aie enough for a lesson for some
pupils. A youngster cannot spell a word he cannot read and
may benefit more from the directed teaching of a few words
which interest him..
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PLANNING THE SPELLING PROGRAM

Capable spellers should not be held back on a ono lesson
per week schedule. Inventory tests can determine whether the
very capable student needs more than a fraction of the text
bookls lessons. A work-ahead program, in which students work
as rapidly as possiblo)has been found to be quite effective.
Uorksheets are provided to outline exorcises to bc completed,
and printed tests or tests from the tape recorder aro admin-
istered as soon as the student is prepared for them. A high
degree of mastonris required on the tests in order for the
student to proceed to the next unit. Spelling words from
special fields of interest and from adult spelling lists can
supplement the work.

A spelling-with-partners plan can also bo quite good as
a way of motivating the spelling program. Students work in
pairs, learning the lesson emphasis, writing the words and
checking meanings. The partners give each other chock tests
which the teacher corrects. The teacher records the grades
and determines whether further study is indicated.

The time spent on improving spelling must not jeopardize
the improvement of reading. Block scheduling of a one or two
week emphasis on spelling might be feasible. Attempt to in-
terest pupils in working ahead outside of class as well.

REVIEWING THE METHOD

A spelling method which stresses LOOKING at the word
and VISUALIZING its syllables and unexpected combinations
of letters seems to work best. An exaggerated pronunciation
of the difficult part of the word helps to sound out the
silent or muted sounds, as in sep A rAte. The steps which
follow are an effective method for study.

1. Look at the word as it is spelled in print.

a. Note the familiar parts of the.word.
b. Note and mark the unexpected combinations

of letters.

2. Say the word distinctly. (Exaggerate the
hard syllable)

3. T-Jul.c, and compare the word with its phonetic
spelling.
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REVIEWING THE METHOD

4. Lock away from the word and spell it orally.

5, Look at the print again. Check carefully.

6. Cover the Word and write it legibly.

7. Check your written copy for corrections.

8, Practice writing the word, remembering to
cover your previous copy.

Teachers will find that it is most effective to intro-
duce this method by using a multisyllabic word which youngsters
have not learned. The words psychology or scintillating,
might be interesting to try. The entire class can than work
through the procedures and discuss the meaning. The end
result is that, with care, everyone can learn to spell and
understand a "big" word. Follow-up should include a retest
of these words the next day to see how much is recalled and
how many still know how to spell them correctly. Pupils might
also discuss why the "little' words arc more difficult to spell.

TESTING PROCEDURES

Printed and dictated tests should be varied and
Printed tests are difficult because visual dis-

crimination of near correct spelling is involved. The printed
copy should be clear, and pupils should be encouraged to use
scrap paper to try a word to see whether it looks right to
them when written in the cursive writing. 21. printed test based
on the review of spelling principles is included in this section.

Regardless of the way in which dictated tests are
given, the words presented must be used in sentences.
Teachs should speak clearly but not 2-La the proa.un.--

ciations. pupils should exa crerate the pronunciations_ of
difficult syllables as they spell to themselves.

The best test of spelling ability is the evidence
seen in written classwork, of course. Pupils should be
evaluated not only on formal tests, but on their practice
of good spelling and proofreading in all written work.
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Dictation Test Variations

1. Dictate "grocery" lists of words using each
word in a sentence as indicated in the
teacher's manual. Pupils write only the
word itself. (Very uninspired method)

2. Dictate each word and compose all of the
sentences around a topic dealing with
social studies, science, or a local school
event. Try creating an on.- the -spot
cumulative story as each word is dictated.

3. Give students the dictation test sentences
when the lesson is introduced. On test
day, pupils listen once to the sentence
and begin writing on the second reading.
Tupils.writo the entire sentence which
29Itansselsellinwordsand of
course, many Since pupils
have had chance to practice the test
sentences, every word counts.

4. Include directions for setting up the
paper and have pupils listen and follow
such directions as:

In the next five spaces write
the plural form of each given
word. In the next..

After spelling tests have been corrected, youngsters
should mark their progress on individual graphs, and write
correctly any misspelled words in a special section of their
notebooks. Periodically youngsters should be individually
tested on their particular problem words. The teacher will
find it worthwhile to tabulate the words most frequently
missed and plan lessons to include the spelling generaliza-
tion and these more difficult words.

In the section which follows are materials for teaching
and testing. The textbooks, kits, and films available in
the junior high schools are described in the YELLOW P.IGES.
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COMMON SPELLING DEMONS
revised

TO THE STUDENT: In addition to other classwork in spelling,
all junior high school pupils are expected to master the
spelling of the common words lists. LOOK CLOSELY at each
word. YOU MAY NEED to BREAK OLD HABITS in the writing of
these vexatious demons. Some words do not look as they
sound; some are homonyms, and some have tricky endings as
plurals)or when ed or lag is added. Your teacher will tell
you about requirements for your grade. The * words are
especially difficult.

about
* absence
absent

* ache
address
again

* against
* all right
* a lot
already

* always
am

* among
animal
ankle
answer

becoming
been
before
beggar

* beginning
* believe

beneath
bicycle
birthday
bleed
blue
bought
boys
bloom
break
breakfast

any breath.
anyway breathe
are * brief
arithmetic bright
aunt brother

* author brought
awhile built

baby
babies
baking
balloon
barrel
baseball
basketball
bath

* bathe
* beautiful
* because

burst
busy

* business
butcher
buy

cannot
cant
captain
careless
carried
caught
cellar

cereal
* certain

chain
cheat
Chicago
chief
children

* chimneys
chocolate
choose

* chose
Christmas
circle
close
clothes
coach
color

* coming
correct

* cough
couldn't
county
counties
country

* countries
cousin
crying

* calendar

different
dinner

* disease
* doctor
* does
* doesn't
* dollar

done
don't
double

* doubt
down

* dropped
DuPage

* during

early
earth
Easter
easy
edge
either
electric

* enemies
enough
equal

* escape
evening
every

daddy exact
dear excuse

* decide * exercise
delightful * expect
desire. explain
didn't
died
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false
family
farther
fault
favorite
fine
first
flour
flower
for

* forty
fourth
fraction
freedom
freeze

* friend
from
furniture

* foreign

geography
getting

* goes
* governor
* grammar

great
grocery
grown

* guard
* guess

half
Halloween

* handkerchief
handling
havenft
having
health
hear here
heaven
heavy
holiday
honest

* heard

IMPROVING SPELLING

COMMON SPELLING DEMONS

* hoping
hopping
horse
hospital
houses
howls
hundred

* hungry
* hurried

Ild (I would, I had)
Iill (I will)
Itm (I am)
Itve (I have)

* its a lovely day
* its tail

* instead
interesting
island
isntt

* Illinois Ill.

judge
just

**judgment

keep
kept
kitchen
knew
know
known

laid
lesson
language
later
latter
laughed
laundry
length

* library
lightning
likes
listen
literature

loose
* lose

loving
lunch

made
make
make-up
mama
manner
many
match

* maybe may be
* meant
measure
medicine
million
minute
mirror
money
month
morning
mother
mountain

* motor
Mt. Mrs.
much
music
must
myself

name
nation

* nature
Negroes

* neighbor
* niece
* ninety
Naperville
.none

obey
o tclock
of
off
office

* often
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COMMON SPELLING DEMONS

once said
onion sandwich
organ Santa Clau

* our saucer
own saw

paid say
saysays
schoolchool

peace piece * scissors
* sciencepeople scoutpicture

scratchpitcher
plain plane seasons

* pleasant sense
since I saw you

* separate
several
sewing
shining
shoes
shoot
shot
shopping
shoulder
silence

* sincerely
sleeve
slept
slippery
soap
soldier
solid
some
something
sorry
sour

pleasure
poem

* poison
problem
promise
pumpkin
putting

quarter
quarrel

* quiet
* quit
* quite
question

raise
raising
read
ready

* receive
recite
remember
reply
respect
review
road

* rode
rough
running

straight
* studied
**studying

such
sugar
suit
supper
suppose
sure
surely
surprise
sweater
swept
swimming

teacher's desk
tear in his eye
tear in his shirt
telephone
television
Thanksgiving
that's agreeable with him
their shoes
there goes a truck
over there
thereTTEtruck
the truck is theirs
they
thevtre riding
Iltyxp a new car
thief thieves
thirty
to school
too tired

* I, too, go to school
two trucks (2)

spelling think
square thought
stationary * though

* stationEry (papER) * through the door
stole threw to left field

* stomach thread
stories thumb
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time
today

* tomorrow
tobacco
together

* tongue
true

* truly
toward
toys
tried
trying
trouble
turkeys

uncle
unit
unite
until
used cars
used to jump rope
usual

* usually

vacation
* valleys

very
village

want
was
weak
week (7 days)

* weather is stormy
**whether or not (if)
which suit to wear
witch on a broomstick

when
were
we're not going
we've a new dog
where
white
will
whose glove is this
7E77 the new catcher
woman (1 )

* women (more than 1.)
won't do the work
would
wrap this package

* wrapped
write a letter today
wrote a letter yesterday
has written several times
is writing his friend
wrong

you
yours truly
are these letters mars
your dog
you're a good dog

zero
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SPELLING LIST FOR DAILY USE AND FILLING SCHOOL FORMS

(Your teacher may base a quiz on this.)

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Art
Crafts
English
Homemaking
Industrial
Literature
Mathematics
Music
Physical

Education
Reading
Science
Social Studies
Spelling

Arts

President Nixon

Governor Ogilvie

Junior High School (Be
able to spell the name of au school.)

Mr. and or Mrs.
Fu 1 name of parent

Occupation of parent

IIILLEIP_I.!IE Miss
CIpmeraam teacher

7=177557777717177617Co1

School nurse

Name

Number

Naperville
Illinois 60540
DuPage County
United States of America

Street

Springfield, Ill. 62700*

Tashiiigton, D.C. 20000*

Chicago 60600*

*Has more than one zone and therefore more
than one zip code has been assigned to it.
This number will direct your mail properly.
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LEARN TO USE THESE SPELLING RULES FOR BETTER SPELLING.

RULE I Always follow the LOOK, SAY, LOOK, WRITE from
MEMORY, CHECK and PRACTICE method for learning
to spell new words. Use the DICTIONARY for
checking, remembering that some words be in with
silent letters; pn err kn wh ps h heir,
EZ17177177).

pneumonia, wretched, know, whole, psalm,
phrase

RULE II The letter q is always followed by u. Know how
to write quiet, quite, quit, Quaker,

-)Quincy. )

RULE III Learn the rules for forming plurals.

* 1. The plural of most nouns is formed by adding
s to the singular (NOT1s): bed, beds
food, foods boy, boys,

2. Nouns ending with a sibilant or s sound
(ch, sh, s, x, z) form their plurals by
adding es: arch, arches box, boxes
loss, losses tax, taxes church, churches
quiz, quizzes.

** 3. Nouns ending in y preceded by a CONSONANT
usually CHANGE y to i before adding es:
city, cities sky, skies fly, flies
quantity, quantities country, countries
library, libraries,

** 4. Nouns ending in preceded by a VOWEL usually
ADD s without changing the final y:
alley, alleys valley, valleys.

5. Nouns ending in two vowels add s to form their
plurals: radio, radios rodeo, rodeos
cameo, cameos,

6. Add s or es when a consonant precedes o. USE
DICTIONARY: cargo, cargoes hero, heroes
potato, potatoes Negro, Negroes banjo, banjos
piano, pianos solo, solos zero, zeros
For musical terms and numbers add s.
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RULE III Learn the rules for forming plurals.

7. Nouns ending in f form their plurals in many ways.
ALWAYS CONSULT YOUR DICTIONARY.
Doubt + dictionary = correct spelling

chief, chiefs leaf, leaves roof, roofs
belief, beliefs scarf, scarves self, selves
wolf, wolves thief, thieves

8. Some nouns have irregular plurals:

child, children deer, deer mouse, mice
moose, moose ox, oxen woman, women.

RULE IV FINAL SILENT e is usually DROPPED before a SUFFIX
beginning with a VOWEL, but e is KEPT before a
SUFFIX beginning with a CONSONANT.

amuse, amusing, amusement safe, safely

FINAL SILENT e is kept in words ending in ce or
e even when suffixes beginning with vowels

(---=able, and ..ous) are added. This is done to
prevent giving a hard sound to c or g:

notice, noticeable courage, courageous
service, serviceable

*** WATCH THESE WORDS BECAUSE THEY ARE TRICKY!!!!

true, truly judge, judgment argue, argument
nine, ninth awe, awful

RULE V Words containing ei or ie follow the rule of the
jingle with some EXCEPTIONS. Learn this.

2112E12,
Put i before e
Except after c
Or when sounded like a
In neighbor and weigh.

AillotherW°-1boRemember
Use ie when sounded like LONG E(He)
Use ei after c when sounded like LONG 3
Use ei when sounded like LONG A
WATCH OUT FOR EXCEPTIONS!
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RULE V Words containing ei or :Le;

ie after consonants EXCEPT C: achieve, believe,
yield, shriek

ei after C: receive, deceive, ceiling, receipt,

ei sounded like A: eight, freight, beige, vein,

*** EXCEPTIONS: either, neither, protein, seize,
leisure, weird

RULE VI Words ending in FINAL Y preceded by a consonant
usually change to i before any suffix except one
beginning with i:

angry, angrily easy, easier, easily
beauty, beautiful study, studied, studious_

RULE VII The letter K is usually added to words ending in c
before a suffix beginning with e, i, or y.

picnic, picnicked, picnicking traffic, trafficking

RULE =a Words of one syllable (plan, run) and those of more
than one syllable ACCENTED on the LAST syllable,
when ending in a SINGLE CONSONANT (except x)
preceded by a SINGLE VOWEL, double the consonant
before a suffix beginning with avowel. Whewilii
See how it works below.

1. One syllable words: rap, rapped, rapping
hop, hopped, hopping

2. Accent on L41ST SYLLABLE ending in single
consonant preceded by a single vowel:

equip, equipped, equipping
refer, referred, referring

3. WATCH when the accent shifts:

confer, conferring, BUT conference
prefer, preferring, BUT preference

4. WATCH the change in pronunciation from a long
to short vowel and follow the doubling rule:

write, writing, BUT written
bite, biting, BUT bitten
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COMMON WORDS DICTATION PRACTICE

NOTE: These sentences can give a little lift to the
learning of those common demons.

A....From April until -august the author is always absent a
lot from his home address. He is away answering questions
which animals ask about arithmetic. His ankles ache from
hiking against the wind among the ants and apes. His long
absence counts for something, all right.

BOO*, Before their first birthdays boy babies in their beauti-
ful blue baskets want to buy bicycles and baseballs. I am
beginning to believe that these bright brothers breathe the
sports business along with their breakfasts.

C....When the calendar shows that Christmas is coming, a
certain captain's children clean the chimneys of their
country home. Their clothes change color as they clean
from roof to cellar. Crying cousins caught in cobwebs
cough their careless heads and caps off.

D....Dear daddy had dropped in his chair and didn't desire
his dinner. His DuPage doctor decided that daddy's disease
was not different at all. During December no daddy is de-
lighted when daughter wants so many dollars.

E....Every evening I expect that we explain our escape from
exercise with the excuse that there is not enough time to
equal our exact needs. Electric machines are enemies of
exercise, but they do make living on earth easier.

F....On the first Friday of February the family waited for
our favorite foreign friend. Forty dinners, beautiful
flowers, and the furniture were without fault. Ue were
beginning to fear that he wasn't coming to enjoy the fruits
of our labor.

G....The story goes that before he was grown, the great
governor worked in a store guarding the goods. I guess he
was getting his geography, grammar, and groceries at once.

H....On Halloween the happy horse hurried from house to
house with a handkerchief on his head. Honestly we have
heard that in his hungry haste ha has become so heavy that
his health is half past hospital time.
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I....Instead of living in Illinois, I'll bet I'd find it
more interesting to live on an island. Ism certain that
Itve had this idea for awhile. It's a dream and its memory
keeps coming back.

J....In January and June itts clear that the judgments of
the judge and jury wero very just.

know that Aunt Kate's new kitchen is kept clean. I

have known her to keep it this way, and no doubt, you knew
it too.

L....Literature, language, and life in the library's
living room are interesting to one who likes to lose himself
in the world of words. 2., length(y) book goes liko lightning
when we laugh with it at lunch or even as we do the laundry.
It's living dangerously to live and learn.

M....Maybe these make-up papers would help me to measure up
after a monthts loafing. Mts. Smith meant business; her
face mirrored her doubt. On Monday morning I took my
medicine and made myself ready to face the music, papers
in hand. Her manor made me wish for a motor to move me
miles away to a magic mountain. Then she looked up and
gave me a matchloss smile.

N....None of my ninety neighbors in Naperville has walked
the Nature Path in November.

0....We often obey the organ music of October leaving the
office to see autumnts orange leaves.

P.... It is a pleasure to see a pitcher with promise pull
out of an (un)pleasant problem. When too many batsmen
are getting a piece of th..i wood, and the bases are loaded,
and the people are putting up a howl, the baseball pitcher
needs peace of mind. It's pure poison if the tv screen
passes out at such a time,.

Q....A quiet quarrel over a quarter is quite questionable.
I've quit lending quarters.

R....Keep SOR in mind. 1. Road carefully raising questions.
2. Recite by raising your hand and replying respectfully.
3. Review to remember by recalling the rough spots.
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S....Last September a saucer shot into the school science
lab shattering the silence. Several soldiers from Spring-
field came to sec it. On separate Saturdays we studied
the sorry, slippery thing. It surely didn't make sense,
but we sincerely wanted a straight and square answer, so
we tested it with sharp scissors. Surprisci

T....Last Tuesday there was trouble at the turkey farm.
Thirty thieves took two hundred Thanksgiving turkeys leaving
cold tongue television trays in their place. Truly they're
trying to got together with cranberry crooks tomorrow.
Their trials will take place on Thursday, I think.

U..V..Until vacation uncle's used car usually acts as a unit.
In strange villagos and valley however, nothing stays united.
Uncle then has a very untied car, loosely speaking.

W.X.Y.Z.. Last Wednesday the weather man's x-ray eyes wrapped
up the now in one word, "wild". It would be the wrong
weather for witches, women and.wallabies to wash their
winter woolens. Who's to know whether or not the weather
will warm up. "Yours truly" writing from Washington Junior
High School has.written his senator, but so far the answer
is zero.

A PARAGRAPH OF THE TRICKIEST DEMONS

I'm hoping that I pass this exacting test and
receive a pleasant surprise. I've studied ninety separate
spelling exercises, and I'm beginning to believe that I
know my chief enemies, all right. Here they arc: absence,
business, calendar, disease, neighbor, and beautiful weather.
Does anyone doubt that the English language with its strange
spellings and grammar is rough for our foreign friends?
It's certainly tough enough for me, and I can't escape the
writing of it.
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SPELLING REVIEW (Word Wealth, Units 1, 4, 7, 10, 24)

RULES: 1. Final e is addod if the vowel preceding final
consonant is long.

2. A short vowel sound (no .0.. at end in ono-syllablo
word) usually indicates tho doubling of the final
consonant before adding or, ing, ed, y, or ie.
(Watch accent,)

3. Most nouns form the plural by adding =s only.
4. any English words pair up in sounds that are

aliko or nearly alike. These words are confusing
because their moaniassdiffar.

5. Is it ci or ie? Recite tho rhyme. Learn tho
exceptions.

PART I
DIRECTIONS: READ through the five rules above. They should
help you if you have done your work. RELD through tho entire
test to get the gist of it. The undorlinod word in the story
may bo correctly spelled. Find the ono of tho four answers
which is tho correct spelling. Follow your toachorts direc-
tion for recording answers.

Grandmotherts pinl 1. a. plane b. plain c. plan
is to start hor Christmas d. plann
preparationg early. Sho 2. a. writting b. writing
is writtin ' to Soars for c. wrighting d. writoing
a wreathe, an artificial 3. a. wreathe b. wreath
pino tree, and a drop c. wreath d. reath
clothe '4 to protect the 4. a. cloth° b. clouth
floor. Sonic may think c. clothes d. cloth
it a bite5 too spoil to 5, a, bite b. bight c. bit
be gotting roale but much d. better
neods to be done. 6. a. ready b. roddy

c. roddie d. roadie

The six year old has 7. a. submited b. submitted
submited7 his want list c. supmittod d. subbmitted
to Santa. 0 He nearly 8. a. flipped b. phlippod
"flippednu whoa tho baby- c, fliped d. filpad
sittor'laughed and refored9 9. a. roferod b. roforrod
to his boll of10 in Santa. c. roffered d. rofforrod
(Shots one of tho 10. a. belief b. bolieve
who likes and 11. a. girlts b. girls
radioes13 turned up c. grils d. grills
loudly.) 12. a. banjoes b. banjos°

c. banjoes d. banjos
13. a. radios b. radiots

c. radios d. radios°
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The grandparents
have ordered two ta=a1 14
and are hoping15 that the
oven is large enough to
roast the birds in twos."'
Dad, looking at the silver-
coated animals will
probably say, "Foiled
again, my beauties!"

The birds? emenies17
are many. Itls said that
no fowl breaths18 easily
until January first.
Grandmother says that
her supplys19 of
Petatoeseu and other
groceries are enough to
feed the family and many
friends21 and 12121Q2E2.2.22

14. a. turkeys b. turkeyos
c. turnkeys d. turkie

15. a. hoping b. hopping
c. hopeing .d. haping

16. a. two b. togs
c. twos° d. twos

17. a. emenies b. enemies
c. enemys d. enemyies

18. a. breaths b. brethes
c. breathes d. bredth

19. a. supplys b. suppleys
c. supplise d. supplies

20. a. potatoes b. potatose
c. potatos d. potatos

21. a. friends b. freinds
c. freigns d. frends

22. a. nieghbors b. neighbors
c. nabors d. neihgbors

Lll look forward 23. a. alot b. a lot
alot23 to the vacation, c. allot d. alott
but the heirs feel that 24. a. quit b. quite
they have to be too =24 c. guiet d. quiet
and almost like angles.25, 25. a. angles b. anjels
The giving and I29.1a111120 c. angels d. angeles
of presents, riding over 26. a. recieving b. receiving
the snowx hills in a c. receiveing d. receiving
sliegh,2,; and hours of 27. a. sliegh b. slay
leisure2° are all memories. c. sleigh d. slaigh
Well, its 152:slanLaE29 to 28. a. leisure b. leesure
look like Christmas alright30 c. liosuro d. leasure
and it isn't even Halloween. 29. a. beginning b. begining

c. beginnig d. begginning
30. a. alright b. allright

c. all right d. all rite

PLRT II
DIRECTIONS: Numbers 3i -40, choose the correct ending and
shade a, b, c, or d on score sheet.

31. To form the plural, words ending in y preceded by a
consonant

a. add s
b. add as

c. change y to i and add es
d. add apostrophy (?) and s
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PART II

32. To form the plural, words ending in y preceded by a
vowel

a. add s c. change y to i and add as
b. add as d. add apostrophe and s ('s)

33. Musical words ending in o form their plurals by

a. adding s c. changing o to i and adding es
b. adding cs de adding apostrophe and s ( s)

34.

35. The addition of a final e to a word or syllable makes
the original vowel sound

a. short c. r controlled
b. long d. a consonant

36. Words ending in a final e preceded by a single conso-
nant have a long vowel sound. The final e is usually
dropped before a suffix beginning with a vowel

a. noticeable c. slipping
b. accusing d. argument

37. In a word of two or more syllables, double the final
consonant (preceded by a single vowel) ONLY if it is
in an accented syllable, when adding a suffix beginning
with a vowel. Choose an example to show the rule:

a. obtaining c. equipping
b. benefiting d. warming

38. an exception to the el, ie rule is the word

a. yield b. achieve c. ceiling d. weird

39. Words which are spelled differently and have different
meanings, but which are pronounced alike are called

a. synonyms b. homonyms c. antonyms d. syllables

40. .13-1 example of words which are homonyms is

a. war and peace b. cac/tus ci/der c. their and there
d. unit; one

Nouns ending in s,

a. adding s

oh,

c.

sh, x, or z form plurals by

changing last two letters and
b. adding es

d.
adding es
adding apostrophe and s (Ts)
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Toacherls Notes--Idoas to Sharo
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DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS AND SELECTED SUGGESTIONS FOR USE

22ADIG

ADVANCED SKILLS IN 22ADIITG. Books I & II. Gainsburg,
Joseph C., 7.:eu York: Macmillan. 1962.

Book I is used in seventh grade and Book II is assigned
to eighth grade. The content differs from conventional
basal readers in that it is devoted to instruction in read-
ing rather than to a collection of narratives. Skills are
developed in easy stages and much practice material is pro-
vided. Books I and II give step by step proceduresibr how
to read various kinds of material, but a stronger emphasis
on comprehension and critical reading is found in 3ook II.

170t all pu-pils will need all the chapters nor all the
exercises. After presenting various exercises, the teacher
should evaluate each pupil's understanding of the skill by
applying the skill taught from the text to other reading
materials in the classroom.

BASIC READING 6. i:cCracken, Glenn and Charles C. alcutt.
Philadelphia: J.J. Lippincott Company. 1965.

This basal reader is used in sixth grade for the accel-
erated reader. The accompanying workbook is available for
emphasizing skills presented in the basal reader. ::any units
correlate with material taught in the sixth grade social
studies.classes. The'ting Arthurl'unit is particularly appli-
cable,

BASIC READING SKILLS FOR HIGH SCHOOL USE. Monroe, Karion
and others. Chicago: Scott Foresman and Company. 1958.

each section concentrates on a major reading skill.
Survey tests found on pages 172-176 measure abilities in
several areas. Although designated for high school use, the
material presented is on sixth grade level and is useful in
junior high.

BASIC READING SKILLS FOR JUNIOR HIGH USE. Chicago: Scott,
Foresman and Oomany. 1957.

Selected pages in phonetic and structural analysis, in
word, phrase and sentence meaning, and in plot summarizing
and organizing make this workbook an effective supplementary
material.
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BE A BETTER READER. Books I & II. Smith, :ila B.
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall. 1963.

Book I is used in seventh grade Book II is assigned to
eighth grade. Both books are divided into nine units, each
containing a central theme. In each unit there is a narra-
tive selection to develop skills needed in reading literature,
and a social studies, science, and mathematics selection.
Special skills pertinent to each of these subject areas are
emphasized. A few exercises help pupils to differentiate
between fact and opinion. This material is excellent for
leading youngsters to content area skills in their textbooks.

Introductory explanations in the text may not be enough
for remedial groups. Lessons may have to be read to them,
and frequent discussions may be necessary before a skill is
understood. The teacher may wish to prepare additional work-
sheets for some of the skills work.

_accelerated students should be capable of grasping the
skills with only a few lessons. There is no time element
involved when teaching these skills. The students' needs
should dictate the pace of the reading program.

BETTER READING BOOK, Books I & II. Simpson, Elizabeth.
Chicago: Science Research Associates. 1962.

In general, Book I is used for seventh grade and Book
II for eighth. Book I selections are at grade levels 5 and
6; Book II, grades 7 and 8. This division of material pro-
vides two levels of difficulty for each grade.

The BETTER RJADIEG BOOKS are designed to measure a
student's progress in reading vocabulary, comprehension
and rate. Rate of reading can be accurately determined,
and the objective comprehension and vocabulary checks are
easily scored. The selections are high in reader interest,
but the questions split hairs. The pupil can time himself,
however, the teacher will want to check these exercises
occasionally. Selecting stories 5,10,15 and 20 for teacher
corrected selections will give the teacher an opportunity to
check test" the Pupils' progress.
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CAVALCADES. aobinson, Helen and others. Chicago: Scott,
Foreman and Company. 1965.

This basal text is used in the sixth grade for the
11average It readers. It is quite challenging for them, so
the teacher must plan well-directed teaching activities and
not proceed too rapidly with individual lessons. Accompany-
ing workbook exercises for emphasizing skills should be care-
fully presented. Units title, "This -.Torld of lien" and "Dream
of Freedom" correlate well withthe sixth grade social studies
class work. -JIDE HORIZONS, a companion tert, may be available
for some classes.

CONQUESTS IN READING. :Cottmeyer, Tilliam and Hay iTare.
St. Louis: 7ebster Division, IxGraw-Hill Book Company. 1963.

This book is for remedial use in grades six, seven and
eight. The workbooks concentrate on developing word attack
abilities. These workbooks are found in the -,Tebster Class-
room Reading Clinic and are also available in classroom sets.

CONTROLLED READ= AND GUIDES. Taylor, Stanford 2., and
others. Huntington, York: 2ducational Developmental
Laboratories. 1963.

The Controlled aeader is a machine which presents read-
ing material at Predetermined rates, pri71.arily to train dir.
rectional attack and to speed up the reading of stories.

Levels :3, 2, GH and KG filmstrips and study guides are
available in the seventh and eighth grades. Levels and F
are used according to the directions in the manual or stu-
dentls book. Levels GH and HG have partially programmed work-
books which prepare the reader for what is read on film.

Because of the expense involved in this equipment, teach-
ers should be trained in its use and maintenance and are
urged to use caution when permitting pupils to work with it.
Use of the Controlled Readers will be scheduled for seventh
and eighth grade classes. The Controlled Reader is a valu-
able asset to the program. It helps to solve motivational
problems.
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DEEP SEA ADVENTURE SERIES. Coleman, James O. and others.
San Francisco: Harr Tiagner Publishing Company. 1962.

Eight books are written for remedial students reading
below the fourth grade reading level. -each of the books
contains either a suspense or adventure story written with
a limited basic vocabulary in adult-like format. questions
on vocabulary and comprehension for each chapter are included.
The series can be used as a basal reader or as supplementary
material in renedial classes.

GRAPH AND PICTURE STUDY SKILLS. Chicago: Science Research
Associates. 1964.

This kit, used in sixth grade, helps students to read
and interpret illustrative materials such as photographs,
editorial cartoons, charts and diagrams. It may be used
effectively by both the social studies and reading teachers.

JUNIOR GREAT BOOKS. Chicago: Great Books Foundation.

Two levels of books are available for superior readers.
Level four is used in grade seven and level five in grade
eight. Youngsters read specific selections from the Great
Books, then discuss the readings in small groups. Discus-
sions are led every other week for twelve sessions by lay-
leaders trained by the Great Books Foundation. The reading
teacher or school librarian must be with the group to satisfy
a state requirement that certified personnel be present.

LISTEN AND READ PROGRAM. Huntington, New York: Educational
Developmental Laboratories. 1962.

Thirty tapes with accompanying workbooks cover the
understanding of words, sentences and paragraphs. Other
tapes give information and practice in study skills, criti-
cal reading, and critical listening. This material is used
in the eighth grade laboratory.
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LISTEN AND THINK PROGRALI. Huntington, 1Tew York: Educational
Developmental Laboratories. 1967.

Thirty tapes with accompanying workbooks are available
at varying levels of difficulty. They emphasize: identifying
main ideas and sequence, summarizing, comparing, recognizing
cause and effect, predicting outcomes, visualizing, and under-
standing character, setting, and author's purpose. The ma-
terial is used extensively in the eighth grade lab and
occasionally at the seventh grade level.

LITERATURE SAMPLER. Chicago: encyclopedia Britannica Press,
Incorporated. 1962.

This individualized reading program assigned to eighth
grade is designed to encourage students to read widely and
to increase critical reading skills. The kit includes pre-
views of 144 books at reading grade levels from 5.0 to 11.0.
The material is not adapted but is a sampling from books.
Lany of the books previewed are available in our school li-
braries or the public library.

ilcCALL-CRABB:3 ST=.:12D TEST LESSONS Ii RaLDING. McCall,
rilliam and Lelah Mae Crabbs. Ifew York: Bureau of Publica-
tions, Teachers College, Columbia University. 1961.

The series contains Books through _-3; books C, D and
are available in junior high. Three-minute timed reading
selections with multiple choice comprehension questions vary
from high reader interest to levels which students find bor-
ing in junior high. The reading teacher should be selective
when using this material and present it only after motivating
Pupils as to its purpose. Eliminating time pressure for slow
readers makes the material useful for remedial pupils.

MORGAN BAY MYSTERIES. Rambeau, John and :ancy Rambeau.
San Francisco: il'arr 7agner Publishing Company. 1962.

This series of four books is written for youngsters
with second and third grade reading Each book con-
tains mystery stories with questions geared to develop basic
word attack and comprehension skills. The series can be
used as a basal reader or as supplementary readers for reme-
dial classes.
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NEW PRACTICE READERS. Grover, Charles C. and Donald G.
Anderson. St. Louis, -lissouri: 7ebster Publishing
Company, 1960.

Uritten on elementary levels, workbooks A through
emphasize skill develoipment in vocabulary, main idea, re-
call of detail, and inference. The short simple selections,
preceded by short pre -caratory vocabulary work, make this
material effective for remedial readers.

OPEN HIGHWAYS. Uoiroe, iarion and others: Chicago. 3cott,
Foresman and Company. 1965.

OpenjaEhuays, Boolc. 6, is designed to help those chil-
dren in sixth grade classes rho do not meet the reading ex-
pectations of their grade. The reading level at the
beginning of this book is two grades below the basal reader
level for average sixth grade pupils. This book provides
for systematic reteaching of basic skills. Procedures are
suggested for diagnosing causes of failure, for reorienting
attitudes toward reading and for reviewing and reinforcing
skills and understandings.

PHONICS WE USE. Helrnkamp, Ruth. Chicago. Lyons and
Carnahan, Incorporated. 1959.

":cord recognition workbooks may be used in grades 6,
7, or 8 for those pupils who need reinforcement of word
attack skills.

PILOT LIBRARY. Chicago: Science Research Associates. 1964.

Pilot Librari IIc is used in seventh grade acid Pilot
Library IIIb is used in eighth grade. Tais series bridges
the gap between reading training and the coal of that train-
ing--independent reading. It encourages reluctant readers
to read more and serves as a sampler and guide for avid read-
ers.

Short booklets present excerpts from popular books.
Zach library is comprised of 72 booklets spanning a wide
range of reading levels and interests. The pilot booklet
may lead the reader to the complete book. A short biblio-
graphy at the end of each booklet suggests other books that
are comparable in content and reading level.
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READING ACCELERATOR. 3hicago: Science Research Associates.
1963.

Accelerators are motivational devices designed to help
the reader improve his reading pace. A moving shutter trav-
els at a constant speed down a page of printed material; it
challenges the reader to keep ahead as his eyes progress
across each line and down the printed page. The shutter can
be adjusted for a wide range of words-per-minute rates, de-
pending on the kind of material and the readerls ability.
The teacher should watch for frustration level. Accelera-
tors should be used at the eighth grade level only.

READING FOR UNDERSTANDIYG. Chicago: Science Research
Associates. 1958-1962.

The junior kit is used in seventh grade and the general
kit is used in eighth grade. Superior readers in seventh
may be placed in the general kit. The senior edition of the
Reading for Understandint; Kit is a continuation of the gen-
eral kit and is for use ouly with very able eighth graders,

Each e: :ercise consists of a card bearing ten short Pro-
vocative statements or paragraphs in various areas. The
student reads the selection and chooses the best of four
suggested conclusions, implicit in the selection but not
stated directly. Correct conclusions provided in the answer
key are not presented as necessarily true, but as the usual
conclusion that follows from the information given. l'upils
who present a logical argument for a different answer should
be given credit; this strengthens critical thinking.

Each of the kits in the series comprises 400 lessons
arranged on a continuum of 100 different levels of difficulty,
A placement test adainistered before the kit is used indicates
the level at which each student should begin and he progress-
es independently to successive levels as he demonstrates pro-
ficiency.
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READING LABORATORY. Chicago: Science Research Associates,
1964.

The 31eLentary Edition is available for sixth grade.
Kit IIIa is used at seventh grade level (range: 5.0-12.0)
and Kit IIIb is used in eighth grade (range: 5.0-12.0)

Each laboratory includes reading material spanning a
wide range of reading levels to accommodate the various de-
grees of skill likely to occur at the grade for 'which the
laboratory is assigned. Levels of difficulty are differen-
tiated by color rather than by grade. Each level includes
reading selections and activities for developing comprehen-
sion, vocabulary, and phonetic and structural shills. As
soon as a student demonstrates mastery at one level, he moves
to the next level.

Rate builders are included in the laboratory to develop
speed and comprehension. Each card includes a short reading
selection with comprehension questions. - forking time is
limited to three minutes for reading the selection and an-
swering the questions.

Listening skill builders are included to develop more
efficient listening habits. The teacher reads selections
from the handbook. The pupil listens and then answers com-
prehension questions.

READI-17G SKILL BUILD:as. Pleasantville, Feu York: Reader's
Digest. 1963.

Reader's Digest articles and stories have been adapted
to various reading levels and self-directed exercise material
is included to develop word pourer, comprehension skills and
critical thinking. This material is suggested for sixth
grade use to supplement the use of the basal readers or to
use with remedial readers.

R.:JADING THINKING SKILLS. lianey, Ethel S. agin, Illinois:
Continental Press, Incorporated. 1963.

Ditto masters to be reproduced for developing critical
thinking skills are found in levels 4, 5 and 6. Level four
is to be used at sixth grade, five at seventh, and six at
eighth. The instructions for teachers are very good.
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STORIES TO REI:31.1B.ER. Bond, Guy L. Chicago: Lyons and
Carnahan. 1957.

Sixth grade readers use either the easier classmate
edition or the regular edition. Accompanying workbooks are
used for skill development. Teacher's guides give detailed
instruction for presentation.

STUDY SKILLS' LIBRARY :ITS. Huntington, New York:
Educational Developmental Laboratories. 1962.

Social studies, science and reference skills kits range
from fourth grade reading level to ninth. each ki,t contains
ten self-directed reading lessons and accompanying worksheets
to practice reading skills using content area readings.

TE_]N-AG-3 TAL:3S. Strang, iluth. 3oston: D.C. Heath and
Company. 1959.

Books A and 3 (third grade level and 1 and 2 (sixth
grade level) are available to use rith remedial youngsters
at both the seventh and eighth grade level. The books con-
tain easy to read stories about teenagers and the ways they
think and act. The accompanying manuals offer excellent
suggestions for teaching skills and enriching the stories.

VOCA7RULAB. Chicago: Science Iesearch Associates. 1968.

Students read selections in their interest areas (sports,
science, history, etc.), answer comprehension questions, and
do extensive n7ord-smithing" or vocabulary work using pre-
fixes, suffixes and roots. The material is self correcting
and is appropriate for able sixth, seventh and eighth graders.

1E3ST3R cLAssaoo: READ=CT CLI:IC. St. Louis, lassouri:
/ebster Division, ::cGraw-Hill Book Company. 1963.

Pupils who need remedial reading skills work use the
word -.Theels, Conquests in Reading uorl:books and the multi-
level cards which stress main idea, recognizing inferences,
and vocabulary development. Teachers unfamiliar with
Kottmeyer's book included in the kit will want to look up
this valuable resource.
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/ORD ATTAC::. Roberts, Clyde. 1-ew York: Harcourt 3race and
world, incorporated. 1956.

Although it is designed for high school use, the book
can be used quite effectively in directed teaching of reme-
dial readers in eighth grade. 'lord recognition and the use
of the dictionary are emphasized.

-JORD CLUES. Taylor, Stanford 2. and others. Huntington,
1:ew York: Educational Development Laboratories. 1962.

These programmed uorkbooks are developed around a center
of interest, with context clues used as a key to vocabulary
development. Junior high teachers have the use of levels
7-9 only. Starting levels can be determined by using the
7ord Clues Tests and students then work at their oun pace
and level. Each -.Told Clues workbook consists, of 30 lessons
of 10 words each. Check tests of progress are included.

/02DS. I:arkle, Susan. Chicago: Science Research
Associates. 1963.

In this programmed naterial designed for Grades seven
through nine, the answers appear on the same page as the
questions. The student is expected to keep the answers
covered with the answer mask provided. slow track and a
fast track are provided for differentiated reading instruc-
tion. This material is good independent study of roots, pre -
fixes and suffixes. The reading teacher can prepare check
tests if desired.

.TOT1D3 223 I:2 03.2 _LT T Hardwick, H.C. .1:e York: C.S'. Hammond
and Company. 1951

Vocabulary lessons stress the use of the dictionary and
context clues. The books should be used for teacher-directed
study as the class discussions are invaluable. Capable read-
ers may proceed on their own or work with a partner on these
lessons. Review tests are provided. Various levels are
available in each building. See department chairman for suit-
able levels for seventh and eighth grade.
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BASIC GOB L3 IN SPELLING :ottmeyer, St. Louis:
,iebster Division, ,_cGrau-Hill Book Company. 1969.

-Jorkbooks and/or hard bound spellers for grades six,
seven and eight are the basic texts for teaching spelling
in junior high reading classes. Teachersf guides provide
diagnostic tests, achievement tests and lesson plans for
varying levels of ability. Teachers are advised that not
all lessons, nor every uord in every lesson need be taught.

FLAN -X. Huntington, -17.ew York: Educational Developmental
Laboratories. 1960.

The Plash -x is a hand-operated mechanical device that
is used individually to reinforce visual perception and image
retention. Timed exposure of material aids the reader in
remembering core of That he sees. This device may be used
in the seventh and eighth grade reading classes for improve-
ment of spelling and vocabulary. Vocabulary levels G, H,
and I, as well as spelling materials, are available.

7ORLD 02 Da. SPELLO. Kottmeyer, and :ay Uare.
St, Louis: TTebster Division, 1:cGraw-Hill Book Company. 1963.

These workbooks supply a corrective reading and spellii
skills program for grades 4 through 9. They cover basic
phonetic generalizations such as sounding consonants, vowels,
and blends; analyzing letter combinations and compound words,
syllabication and diacritical markings. -ford building skills
using prefixes and suffixesare also covered. These workbooks
may be used in grades six, seven and eight for remedial work.

R.S.V.P.-READING, SPELLING, VOCABULARY, PRONUNCIATION.
Lewis, Norman. Neu York: Amsco School Publications,
Incorporated. 1967.

Three workbooks emphasize vocabulary development through
frequent and repeated contact uith neu words. Each lesson
begins with a short reading selection and five "lesson words"
which are repeated and reinforced in a variety of ways. The.
workbooks can be used as a reuediation tool for averags and
remedial students.
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DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS AND SELECTED SUGGESTIONS FOR USE

SPELLING

SPELLING JoaD 2O TER LABORATORY. Chicago: Science Research
Associates.

The laboratories consist of multi-level spelling lessons
which permit the pupil to begin at his own. level. Diagnostic
tests are provided to determine beginning levels of instruc-
tion, and achievement tests can be given to show progress.
'lords are tested in isolation, a weakness of the kit.

TACH-X Huntington, Neu York: Educational Development
Laboratories. 1960.

The Tach-:: is a mechanical device to help the reader
sharpen his powers of visual perception and retention.
Through timed exposures of pictures, nurilbers, and letters,
students learn to pay careful attention to detail, to see
in a left-to-right fashion and to remember more of what they
see. Flashed words can serve as a basis for spelling activ-
ities, word analysis, and vocabulary building. The Uord
Jatchiqa_lrovrara for improvement of spelling is available
with filmstrips for teachin spelling in grades seven and
eight. Use of the Tach-x is scheduled by the department
chairman.

TIORD -JEALTH, JR. and 70RD j3ALTH. miller, ',lard S. New York:
Holt Rinehart and Uinston. 1950.

This book is constructed and organized for; an intensive
review of spelling, as a brief course in word derivation, or
as a program in vocabulary development. Parts I, II, and III
range upward in difficulty from the advanced seventh grade
level. Special spelling units are inserted at intervals
instead of being grouped by themselves. Advanced students
in junior high find this book challenging'.
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